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Medical education publication

• Sharing experience, innovation and lessons learnt with other professionals 

and educators.

• Stimulating scholarly debate and suggestions for future development that 

could prompt new research and further studies.

• Improving the standards of  students’ education and learning and hence the 

standards of  career development and the quality of  patients’ healthcare.



Medical education publication

• Contributing to the advancement of  the profession and enhancing the body 

of  theory and understanding.

• Contributing to the improvement of  research quality in the university where 

researchers work, and improving academic standing and their opportunities 

for research funding and promotion.



Medical education publication

• Gaining recognition and prestige for their research/publication 

contributions.

• Receiving feedback from the peer reviewers and editors that can help in 

improving the work as well as the publication.

• Establishing a network of  academics working on similar projects and 

sharing the same area of  research interests.



Challenges

• Inadequate knowledge and skills in writing for publication

• Lack of  time and commitment to write, and a lack of  confidence and 

motivation to start writing

• Rejection of  manuscript



Some resources for writing

• A series of  articles by the Journal of  Clinical Epidemiology on successful 

academic writing

• Textbooks on writing research papers

• online resources; including the Purdue University Online Writing Lab, OWL 

(https://owl.english.purdue.edu), and the Online Research Skills Module by 

University Graduate College, Cardiff  University (http://cardiff.ac.uk 

/ugc/training/online-research-skills-modules) and BMJ learning 

(http://learning.bmj.com)



Tips for writing

• Writing for success is a systematic, disciplined process.

• The research question should be focused, imbedded in the available 

literature, and achievable given the available resources.

• The research design is determined by the question, should conform to ethical 

educational standards, and should be comprehensively described.



• Strategies for writing include starting where it is easiest to do so, 

spontaneously and uncritically writing the first paragraphs, and identifying 

and reducing specific barriers to writing.

• Getting the final submission ready requires very careful attention to detail 

and accuracy.



Choosing a topic and getting

started

• Choose a topic with a question that is doable.

• Choose a topic area for which you have enthusiasm.

• Identify the importance or significance of  the topic.

• Imbed the topic and question in the related literature.

• Look for mentorship and constructive criticism on the research idea.

• Choose capable, enthusiastic, and compatible team members.



Importance of  the question

• Is the question to be answered relevant to many people or, perhaps, relevant 

to fewer people but very influential or problematic?

• Reviewers and editors will view this consideration as crucial in the judgment 

of  the suitability of  a manuscript for publication



• Significance pertains to the prevalence and/or seriousness of  an issue and 

the likelihood that the results will benefit educators and their learners.

• Significance is also understood by how the study’s results might add to the 

available literature.



Sharpen your good idea

• Examine the related literature and what was published about your idea –

what do we know and what do we need to know?

• Assess your idea again and examine if  it adds anything new to our knowledge 

in this area.

• Sharpen your research question, evaluate what you are trying to prove.



Think about the methodology

• Quantitative

• Qualitative

• Mixed method



Authorship

• Discuss authorship and who you think could be a potential co-author and 

bring something useful to the project



Ethical approval

• Work out ethical approval required for your project.



Think about journal

• Which journal?
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• Get started, even with the first paragraph alone 

• Start where it is easiest to do so

• Follow a relatively set script or structure applicable to the anatomy of  the

• section being written

• Spontaneously and uncritically write the first draft

• Find time to write, relatively free of  distractions

• Create a reward system based on the amount written

• Use the team to help in overcoming specific barriers to writing

• Be patient, persevere, and have fun



Original Article Structure
• Introduction

• What question was asked?

• Materials and Methods

• How was it studied?

• Results

• What was found?

and

• Discussion

• What do the findings mean?



Introduction

Three parts

Part one : The definition

Part two : Previous studies

Part three: The importance of  the study and the research question



Inverted Pyramid

Interprofessional Education is 
an important issue in medical 

education (definition)

Building a questionnaire 
for assessing IPE

Questionnaire and 
cross cultural 

validatiom

We want to



The last sentence

• Along with this growth in IPE, however, there is an increasing concern over 

the lack of  a valid and reliable Persian scale to measure the readiness of  

students for IPE. Therefore, we felt that it is essential to construct a Persian 

scale, which fits into a Persian culture. The purpose of  this research is to 

determine whether or not the RIPLS can be adapted for Persian healthcare 

professions.



Educational paper introduction

• It should also be appreciated that some educational research papers will 

require a theoretical or conceptual framework in the Introduction. In this 

case the Introduction might be longer than was indicated above. In this way, 

papers for educational journals differ from those for biomedical journals, 

when the latter tend to leave theoretical issues to the ‘‘Discussion’’ section.



Material and Methods



Methods: The most important part

• The nature of  the educational research question determines the choice of  

methods to be employed in the planned and disciplined approach to securing 

its answer and to delineating the parameters of  the study



Qualitative and quantitative research

Qualitative: hypothesis generation

Quantitative: hypothesis testing
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Methods

• Because medical education practice is so variable across countries and 

schools, it might be helpful to include a specific subsection of  the Methods 

describing the context of  the study.



• Study design and participants

• Data collection method

• Statistical analysis

• Ethical consideration



Materials and Methods

• The most important section

• Materials

• Who, when, where, what (instrument, …)

• Methods

• How

• (Chrono)logical order

• Enough detail to be reproducible

• In past tense



Materials and Methods (cont.)
• Study design

• Inclusion/exclusion criteria

• Sample size

• Study population

• Sampling technique

• Data collection

• Questionnaire

• Data collection sheet

• Ethics

• Informed consent

• Institutional Review Board approval (IRB approval

• Conflicts of  Interest (COI)

• Statistical analysis







Reporting Guidelines
• CONSORT

• Clinical trials

• STROBE

• Observational studies

• PRISMA

• Systematic reviews and meta-analyses

www.equator-network.org/resource-centre/library-of-health-research-reporting



workgroup

• Please write introduction and methods for your topic

• Please check the checklists for writing methods
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Results

• The Results should not be a mere ‘‘laundry list’’ of  data and various statistical 

comparisons. In approaching the development of  the Results, one helpful 

method is to order the findings in parallel with how the goals were identified 

in the Introduction and the findings discussed in the ‘‘Discussion’’ section



Tips for effective tables

• Consider whether the table is really necessary

• The ‘‘information density’’ (information per square inch) should be greater 

than just putting this information in the main text; data that would require 

fewer than 2 columns and rows should be presented in the text rather than a 

table.



Tips for effective tables

• The information should complement rather than duplicate information 

available elsewhere in the manuscript.

• Create a brief  but explanatory title.

• Carefully select the data (not all data are equally important) and thoughtfully 

organize the data to communicate a clear message.



Tips for effective tables

• Ensure that the table can be easily interpreted without reference to the main 

text.

• Keep the table simple, clean, and free of  extraneous detail.

• Explain all abbreviations; special use of  italics, parentheses, and dashes; 

special symbols; and empty cells * Example: a cell entry ‘‘46/50 (92%)’’ 

should have a column heading or footnote explaining that this means 

‘‘No./N (%)"



Tips for effective tables

• Keep abbreviations consistent with the main text; define all abbreviations 

using footnotes (so that the table can stand alone).

• Apply similar formatting for all tables in the manuscript.

• Follow all journal-specific instructions on table creation.

• Look at recent back issues of  the journal for examples.



Tips for effective tables

• If  the table or its data are from another source, cite the original source.

• Refer to the table in the text.

• Place the table in the manuscript according to journal instructions (i.e., 

appended at the end, embedded in the main text, or submitted in a separate 

document).

• For additional information on table preparation, see the Purdue Online Writing Lab (owl.english.purdue.edu) and 

Wainer (1984), Morgan (1985), and Schriger et al. (2006).



Tips for effective figures

• Consider whether the figure is really necessary.

• The ‘‘information density’’ (information per square inch) should be greater 

than just putting this information in the main text or in a table.

• Carefully select the data (not all data are equally important) and thoughtfully 

organize the data to communicate a clear message.



Tips for effective figures

• Follow established guidelines and norms for specific figure types (e.g. 

participant flow diagram for experimental studies (Schulz et al., 2010), or 

study flow diagram for systematic reviews (Moher et al., 2009))

• Ensure that the figure can be easily interpreted without reference to the main 

text.

• Ensure that the visual metaphor of  the figure accurately reflects both the 

data and the intended message.



• Ensure that that all scales (e.g., x and y axes) are consistently used and 

correctly proportioned; disproportionate scaling (e.g., scales that vary 

irregularly along the axis, scales that do not start at 0, and nonlinear scales) 

can be misleading.

• Keep the figure simple, clean, and free of  extraneous detail; avoid using 

special effects (e.g. 3-D effects, shading, and layered text).



• Verify that all data are accurate and are plotted accurately.

• Explain all line, symbol, and color styles; text emphasis (bold, italics); and 

abbreviations in the legend or caption.

• Keep abbreviations consistent with the main text; define all abbreviations.



• Follow all journal-specific instructions on figure creation, including figure 

resolution and file format (e.g., JPEG, TIFF, PNG).

• Place the figure in the manuscript according to journal instructions (i.e., 

appended at the end, embedded in the main text, or submitted as a separate 

file).

• For additional information on figure preparation and the visual display of  data, see the Purdue Online Writing Lab 

(owl.english.purdue.edu) and Tufte (2001), Wainer (1984), and Schriger and Cooper (2001).



Discussion

 One of the key goals of the discussion is to link the aims 

and findings with relevant prior research. In this way, the 

discussion links back to the introduction to inform the 

reader about how these new findings are placed into an 

appropriate context



 In quantitative research, findings should be clearly stated 

and understood in relation to the rationale for the study 

and previously published findings of interest, possible 

alternative explanations, and implications for readers in 

their roles as educators, educational researchers, or 

administrators. 



 The findings also should be discussed in relation to the 

strengths and limitations of the data (e.g. a one-site study, 

small number of subjects, low response rate, and other 

contextual factors can limit the generalizability of the 

findings), which is usually the work of the penultimate 

paragraph of the ‘‘Discussion’’ section. 



 It might also be noted that statistically significant 

differences are not necessarily educationally meaningful. 

The final paragraph of the Discussion briefly reiterates 

the main findings and their implications for readers



 Now write results and discussion for your topic
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Surveys are used throughout medical education. 

• Student evaluation of  medical school courses and clerkships 

• Patient satisfaction and student self-assessment surveys.



Poor surveys!

• When surveys are poorly designed, they may fail to capture the essence of  

what the survey developer is attempting to measure due to different types of  

measurement error.

• Poor questions

• Wording 

• Confusing question layout 

• Inadequate response options



Survey

• Questions used in a phone interview,

• The set of  items employed in a focus group

• The questions on a self  administered patient survey



Self  administered survey named as 

questionnaire

• Questionnaires are good for gathering data about abstract ideas or concepts 

that are otherwise difficult to quantify, such as opinions, attitudes and beliefs.



Construct

• A construct is the model, idea or theory that the researcher is attempting to 
assess.

• Student satisfaction with a new curriculum

• Patients’ ratings of  their physical discomfort

• Love

• People perspectives

• Motivation



Seven steps survey
• Conduct a literature review

• Conduct interviews and/or focus groups

• Synthesize the literature review and interviews/focus groups

• Develop items

• Conduct expert validation

• Conduct cognitive interviews

• Conduct pilot testing



Conduct a literature review

• (1) To clearly define the construct 

• (2) To determine if  measures of  the construct (or related constructs) already 

exist.      Cross-Cultural validation



Conduct interviews and/or focus

groups

• Semi structured: Conduct interviews and/or focus groups  interview

• Focus group



Synthesize the literature review and

interviews/focus groups

• One suitable way to conduct Step 3 is to develop a comprehensive list of  

indicators for the construct by merging the results of  the literature review 

and interviews/focus groups



Develop items

• The goal of  this step is to write survey items that adequately represent the 

construct of  interest in a language that respondents can easily understand. 

• One important design consideration is the number of  items needed to 

adequately assess the construct. 

• There is no easy answer to this question.



• In general, it is good practice to develop more items than will ultimately be 

needed in the final scale (e.g. developing 15 potential items in the hopes of  

ultimately creating an eight-item scale), because some items will likely be 

deleted or revised later. In general, it is good practice to develop more items 

than will ultimately be needed in the final scale (e.g. developing 15 potential 

items in the hopes of  ultimately creating an eight-item scale), because some 

items will likely be deleted or revised later in the design process



• Ultimately, deciding on the number of  items is a matter of  professional 

judgment, but for most narrowly defined constructs, scales containing from 

6 to 10 items will usually suffice in reliably capturing the essence of  the 

phenomenon in question.



• The next challenge is to write a set of  clear, unambiguous items using the 

vocabulary of  the target population.

• Another important part of  the questionnaire design process is selecting the 

response options that will be used for each item. 

• Closed-ended survey items can have (nominal) response options or (ordinal) 

response options.



• Moreover, survey items can ask respondents to complete a ranking task (e.g. 

‘‘rank the following items, where 1 worst and 6 best’’) or a rating task that 

asks them to select an answer on a Likert-type response scale.





Pitfalls

• Creating a double barreled item:

• How often do you talk to your nurses and administrative staff  when you 

have a problem?

•



• Respondents have trouble answering survey items that contain more than 

one question (and thus could have more than one answer). In this example, 

the respondent may talk to his nurses often but talk to administrative staff  

much less frequently. If  this were the case, the respondent would have a 

difficult time answering the question. Survey items should address one idea 

at a time 



Creating a negatively

worded item

• In an average week, how many times are you unable to start class on time?

• The chief  resident should not be responsible for denying admission to 

patients



• Negatively worded survey items are challenging for respondents to 

comprehend and answer accurately.

• Double negatives are particularly problematic and increase measurement 

error. If  a respondent has to say ‘‘yes’’ in order to mean ‘‘no’’ (or ‘‘agree’’ in 

order to ‘‘disagree’’), the item is flawed



• In an average week, how many times do you start class on time?

• Should the chief  resident be responsible for admitting patients?





Conduct expert validation

• This step involves collecting data from content experts to establish that 

individual survey items are relevant to the construct being measured and that 

key items or indicators have not been omitted



• Using experts to systematically review the survey’s content can substantially 

improve the overall quality and representativeness of  the scale items



• One useful approach to finding experts is to identify authors from the 

reference lists of  the articles reviewed during the literature search. 



• There is no consensus in the literature regarding the number of  experts that 

should be used for content validation; however, many of  the quantitative 

techniques used to analyze expert input will be impacted by the number of  

experts employed. Rubio et al. (2003) recommends using 6–10 experts, while 

acknowledging that more experts (up to 20) may generate a clearer consensus 

about the construct being assessed, as well as the quality and relevance of  the 

proposed scale items



key domains to assess through an expert 

validation process are

• Representativeness

• Clarity 

• Relevance

• Distribution.



• Representativeness is defined as how completely the items (as a whole) 

encompass the construct.

• Clarity is how clearly the items are worded and relevance refers to the extent 

each item actually relates to specific aspects of  the construct.



• The distribution of  an item is not always measured during expert validation 

as it refers to the more subtle aspect of  how ‘‘difficult’’ it would be for a 

respondent to select a high score on a particular item.



• In other words, an average medical student may find it very difficult to 

endorse the self-confidence item, ‘‘How confident are you that you can get a 

100% on your anatomy exam’’, but that same student may find it easier to 

strongly endorse the item, ‘‘How confident are you that you can pass the 

anatomy exam’’. In general, survey developers should attempt to have a 

range of  items of  varying difficulty



(validity)روایی

• روایی، به هدفی که ابزار برای تحقق بخشیدن به آن درست شده است اشاره می 
به عبارتی دیگر، ابزاری دارای روایی است که برای اندازه گیری آنچه مورد . کند

روایی ابزار، عبارت است از میزان کارایی آن برای اندازه . نظر است مناسب باشد
.گیری خصیصه ای که به منظور اندازه گیری آن خصیصه ساخته شده است



انواع روایی 

روایی صوری•

روایی محتوا•

روایی مالک•

روایی سازه•

.که در اینجا فقط به دو مورد اول می پردازیم



وای برای ارزیابی روایی محتوایی از نظر متخصصان در مورد میزان محت•
دو برای این منظور. ابزار اندازه گیری و هدف پژوهش، استفاده میشود

.در نظر گرفته میشودکیفی و کمی روش 

د تا پژوهشگر از متخصصان درخواست می کنکیفی محتوا در بررسی •
بازخورد الزم را در ارتباط با ابزار ارائه دهند که بر اساس آن موارد 

.اصالح خواهند شد

و (CVR)از دو ضریب نسبی روایی محتوا کمی محتوا در بررسی •
.استفاده میشود( CVI)شاخص روایی محتوا 



روایی صوری

مار روایی صوری یا ظاهری یک شاخص ابتدائی و حداقل برای روایی محتوا به ش•
.می آید

این نوع روایی نشان می دهد که عناصر مورد سنجش به طور ظاهری توانایی •
.اندازه گیری مفهوم پژوهش را دارند

ا چه حد به عبارتی روایی صوری بیانگر این است که سوال ها یا گویه های آزمون ت•
اوت شبیه به موضوعی است که برای اندازه گیری آن منطقی که در واقع با قض

گر از یعنی ارزیابی ذهنی پژوهش. متخصصان و یا خبرگان مربوط به موضوع است
ها، برای روایی صوری پرسشنامه، باید شکل سوال. وسیله و ابزار اندازه گیری

.منطقی و متناسب با ویژگی های پاسخ دهندگان باشد



روایی محتوی

.روایی محتوا، یعنی ترسیم و تعیین خوب ابعاد و مؤلفه های مفهوم یا متغیر است•

ه ب. روایی محتوا، اشاره می کند که نمونه سؤال های مورد استفاده در یک آزمون تا چه حد معرف کل جامعه سؤال ها است•
ب، مفهوم عبارتی، روایی محتوا به این سوال پاسخ میدهد که آیا سوال ها یا گویه های ابزار مورد نظر، به طور منطقی و مناس

و متغیر مورد نظر را اندازه گیری می کند؟

مورد (متغیر)یا این که اطمینان می دهد که ابزار مورد نظر به تعداد کافی پرسشهای مناسب برای اندازه گیری مفهوم •
سنجش در بردارد؟

از دانشجویان به عمل آورد، آزمون وی باید « روا»برای مثال اگر استاد یک درس خاص بخواهد در پایان ترم یک آزمون •
.ی کنددارای سواالتی باشد که معرف تمام مطالب تدریس شده در کالس باشد و دانشجویان را به خوبی در آن درس ارزیاب

رد روایی محتوا، به پژوهشگر اطمینان میدهد که ابزار مورد نظر به حد کافی توان مناسب برای اندازه گیری مفهوم مو•
.سنجش را در بر دارد



CVRشاخص نسبت روایی محتوای

جهت محاسبه این شاخص از نظرات کارشناسان . این شاخص توسط الوشه طراحی شده است•
ها متخصص در زمینه محتوای آزمون مورد نظر استفاده می شود و با توضیح اهداف آزمون برای آن
از و ارائه تعاریف عملیاتی مربوط به محتوای سؤاالت به آن ها، از آن ها خواسته می شود تا هریک

روری گویه مفید است ولی ض»، «گویه ضروری است»سؤاالت را بر اساس طیف سه بخشی لیکرت 
وایی سپس بر اساس فرمول زیر، نسبت ر. طبقه بندی کنند« گویه ضرورتی ندارد»و « نیست

:محتوایی محاسبه می شود



CVR=

خاب تعداد متخصصینی که گزینه ضروری را انت-
کرده اند

تعداد کل 
متخصصین

2

تعداد کل 
متخصصین

2



Cقابل قبول بر اساس تعداد متخصصین نمره گذارCCCحداقل مقدار 

تعداد 
Cمتخصصین

CCCCمقدار 
تعداد 

Cمتخصصین
CCCCمقدار 

تعداد 
Cمتخصصین

CCCCمقدار 

5C0C99C11C0C59C25C0C37C

6C0C99C12C0C56C30C0C33C

7C0C99C13C0C54C35C0C31C

8C0C75C14C0C51C40C0C29C

9C0C78C15C0C49CCC

10C0C62C20C0C42CCC



CVIشاخص روایی محتوایی  

. استفاده می شود (  (Waltz & Bausellجهت بررسی شاخص روایی محتوا  از روش والتز و باسل•
یک هر گویه را بر اساس« ساده بودن»و « واضح بودن»، «مربوط بودن»بدین صورت که متخصصان 

1ز متخصصان مربوط بودن هر گویه را از نظر خودشان ا. قسمتی مشخص می کنند4طیف لیکرتی 
مشخص می « کامالً مربوط است»4، «مربوط است»3، «نسبتاً مربوط است»2، «مربوط نیست»

4، «ساده است»3، «نسبتاً ساده است»2، «ساده نیست»1ساده بودن گویه نیز به ترتیب از  . کنند
، «نسبتاً واضح است»2، «واضح نیست»1و واضح بودن گویه نیز به ترتیب از « ساده و مربوط است»
مشخص می شود« واضح و مربوط است»4، تا «واضح است»3



است و اگر 0.79برابر با  CVIحداقل مقدار قابل قبول برای شاخص•
باشد آن گویه بایستی حذف 0.79گویه ای کمتر از  CVIشاخص 

.شود

CVI=

داده اند4و 3تعداد متخصصینی که به گویه نمره 

تعداد کل متخصصین



نمونه پرسشنامه





Conduct cognitive interviews

• Similar to how experts are utilized to determine the content validity of  a new 

survey, it is equally important to determine how potential respondents 

interpret the items and if  their interpretation matches what the survey 

designer has in mind



• Results from cognitive interviews can be helpful in identifying mistakes 

respondents make in their interpretation of  the item or response options.

• The sample sizes used for cognitive interviewing are normally small and may 

involve just 10–30 participants 





Conduct pilot testing

• Reliability analysis

• Cronbach’s alpha coefficient



Factor Analysis

• Construct validity





Journals and databases
Mitra Amini 

Professor of  Shiraz University of  Medical Sciences, Shiraz, Iran

FAIMER fellow, Assessor of  WFME, Associate Editor of  BMC Medical 
Education Journal



Select the right journal

• Think about the type of  papers published in medical education journals and 

which type is suitable for your idea.

• Examine papers published in the journal and learn whether the journal 

publishes the type of  work you plan to conduct.



• Check the average time between submission of  a manuscript, finalization of  

the review process and the final acceptance and publication.

• Study the author’s guidelines, the journal’s requirements, and whether you 

need to discuss your idea with the editor first.



• Journal Impact Factor

• The journal’s rejection rate

• Are there processing fees?

• Is it an open access journal?



Academic Medicine 

• Impact factor:  5.083

• Journal Abbreviation: Acad Med

• Association of  American Medical College.

• Articles, Perspectives, Commentaries, Reviews, Research reports,  Innovation 

reports, Letter to the Editor, Teaching & learning moments.



Medical Education

• Impact factor: 4.619 

• Journal Abbreviation: Med Educ

• Association For the Study of  Medical Education (ASME)

• Original articles, Reviews,  Commentaries, The cross-cutting edge articles, 

Really Good Stuff, Letter to the editor



Medical Teacher

• Impact factor: 2.706 

• Journal Abbreviation: Med Teach

• Association for Medical Education in Europe(AMEE).

• Original articles, Reviews,  Commentaries, AMEE Guide, Twelve Tips, Letter 

to the editor, How we, Short communication



Teaching and Learning in Medicine

• Impact factor: 2.216 

• Journal Abbreviation: Teach Learn Med

• Taylor & Francis Group.

• Groundwork, Validation , Investigations ,Educational Case Reports 

,Observations



Advances in Health Sciences Education

• Impact factor: 2.761 

• Journal Abbreviation: Adv Health Sci Educ

• Springer Netherlands

• Research article, review, reflection



The Clinical Teacher 

• Journal Abbreviation: Clin Teach

• Willey online Library

• Original article, insights, letter to editor



BMC Medical Education

• Impact factor: 1.870 

• Journal Abbreviation: BMC Med Educ

• Biomed central group

• Research article, Technical advance article, Database article, Software article, 

Study protocol, Review 



BMC Research notes

• Journal Abbreviation: BMC Res Notes

• BMC group

• Research notes, Data notes



Iran

• Journal of  Education and Health Promotion(Pubmed Scopus).

• Journal of  Advances in Medical Education and Professionalism(Pubmed).

• Medical Journal of  Islamic Republic of  Iran(Pubmed Scopus)

• Archives of  Iranian Medicine(Impact factor :1.2)



Search



AMEE

http://www.amee.org/

سایت انجمن آموزش پزشکی اروپا .باشدمیپزشکیآموزشزمینهدرکاربردیاطالعاتکنندةارائه

:امکانات

Medicalژورنالبهدسترسیامکاننمودنفراهم• Teacherاعضابرای

•submitمجلهایندرمقاالت

پزشکیآموزشدرآتیوشدهبرگزارهایکنفرانسزمینهدراطالعاتآخریندهندهارائه•

سایتدرجستجوامکان•

http://www.amee.org/


:Links and Resourcesبخش 

:ابا هدف گسترده نمودن دسترسی به منابع اطالعاتی در آموزش پزشکی امکان پیوند ب

سازمان ها•

پایگاه ها•

مجالت تخصصی در آموزش پزشکی•

فراهم گردیده 

• Medical Education Associations

• Medical Education Journals

• Useful databases and sites

سایت انجمن آموزش پزشکی اروپا



AMEEلیست مجالت آموزش پزشکی  به شرح ذیل را به شما ارئه می دهد.

• Academic Medicine (The journal of AAMC) 

• Education for Health (the journal of The Network: TUFH) 

• Teaching and Learning in Medicine

• JAMA

• Medical Education (the journal of ASME) 

• Medical Teacher (the journal of AMEE) 

• BMC Medical Education

سایت انجمن آموزش پزشکی اروپا



می توان به موارد از پایگاه های معرفی شده درسایت پزشکیAMEEجهت جستجو اطالعات در آموزش
.زیر اشاره نمود

British Education Index 

BUBL Information Service 

Combined Health Information Database 

Education Online 

ERIC 
Medcast.com 

MedEdCentral

Medline via PubMed
METRO - Medical Education Taxonomy Research Organisation

School of Health Professions Education (SHE)

TIMELIT 

TRIP

سایت انجمن آموزش پزشکی اروپا



ریگینتیجهدرمستنداتاهمیتبهتوجهبابخشدراین

اطالعجهتپزشکیآموزشدرمروریمقاالتآموزشیهای

.باشدمیفراهمرسانی

Best Evidence (BEME) 

سایت انجمن آموزش پزشکی اروپا



.ارائه کننده پایگاه مدالین، فراهم کننده اطالعات ارزشمند در رشته های علوم پزشکی می باشد-

نیز بسیار توانا می باشدآموزش پزشکیاین سایت در جستجو اطالعات مورد نیاز در زمینه -

(…Medical teacher, Medical education, Academic)بر ارائه مقاالت مجالت موجود در آموزش پزشکی مانند عالوه -

.اطالعات از سایر مجالت در آموزش پزشکی را نیز برای شما فراهم می نماید

، Educationکلمات ,sign citationجهت آشنایی با مجالت ارائه کننده مقاالت در آموزش در این سایت با رفتن به بخش 

learn ،teachبه شما لیستی از مجالت در زمینه آموزش در رشته پزشکی و سایر رشته های مرتبط  ارائه  خواهد نمود  .

Pubmedسایت 



ERIC database

www.eric.ed.gov



میلیون102ازبیشبهرایگاندسترسیکنندهفراهمERICپایگاه-
میآموزشبهمرتبطمنابعدیگرومجالتمقاالتازکتابشناسیاطالعات

.باشد

Fullکهمواردیدر- Textبهدسترسیپایگاهاینباشندموجودمقاالت
.دهدمیقرارکنندهبازدیداختیاردررایگانصورتبهرامقاله

حمایتآمریکاآموزشعلوممؤسسهآموزشبخشتوسطERICپایگاه-
.گرددمی

ERICپایگاه 



:گیرندهبردروگرددمیبر1996سالبهپایگاهدرشدهنمایهمنابع

مجالتمقاالت
هاکتاب
تحقیقات
هاکنفرانسمقاالت
سیاسیفنی،گزارشات
آموزشبامرتبطاطالعاتدیگر

ERICپایگاه 



اغلبدر.گرددمینمایهپایگاهایندرمجلهعنوان600ازبیش-

مجالتازبعضیمورددروشدهنمایهپایگاهدرمقاالتکلیهموارد

نمایهآندرآموزشبامرتبطمقاالتفقط

.گرددمی

مانندپزشکیآموزشدرمهمژورنالهایکلیة-

Medical EducationوMedical Teacherپایگاهایندر

.گرددمینمایه

ERICپایگاه 



.دو دیدگاه امکان پذیر می باشدازERICازجستجو
جستجو پایه
 جستجو پیشرفته
درجستجونویسنده،ناممقاله،عنواندرمیتوانپایهجستجودر-

.شوداستفاده(موضوعجستجو)گرهاتوصیف
یشتربازمحدودیتهایاستفادهباجستجوامکانپیشرفتهجستجویدر-

.میباشدفراهمبهترو

یسندهنوعنوان،بهراخودجستجوواحدآنتوانیدمیپیشرفتهجستجواولبخشدر
یشتربفیلدهایدرمحدودیتازاستفادهبهنیازصورتدرونماییدمحدودمجلهنامو

Add Another Rowنمایدمیفراهمشمابرایراامکاناین.

ERICپایگاه



Full)متنیتماممقاالتبازیابیبهمحدودیت Text)منبعنوعسال،بهمحدودیت
ی،ابتدایآموزشبزرگساالن،آموزش)آموزشیسطحو(...وگزارشاتکتاب،مجله،)

.باشدمیفراهمجستجودومبخشدر(...آموزش

ERICدرجستجوویژگی

درتسرعودقتافزایشباعثپایگاهایندرنتایج،درجستجومقولةبودنفراهم

.گرددمینظرموردمنابعبهرسیدن

ERICپایگاه 



BMCآشنایی با پایگاه 

http://www.biomedcentral.com/browse/bysubject



BMCالکترونیکیژورنالبگوییماستبهتریاسایت- Medical educationیک

.باشدمیرایگانوآزاددسترسیباژورنال

درپزشکیآموزشزمینهدرپژوهشیمقاالتکنندهارائهالکترونیکیژورنالاین-

.باشدمیمداومآموزشوتکمیلی،پایهعلومتحصیالت

وMedline،CAS،ScopusوPubmedپایگاهدرالکترونیکیژورنالاین-

EMBAEدرتعضویالکترونیکیژورنالاینبهآساندسترسیبرای.گرددمینمایه

Myبخشدربایستمیمنظوربدین.باشدمیالزامیسایت Biomed Centralدرکه

.نماییدعضویتبهاقداماستموجودسایتصفحهباالیمنوی

BMCآشنایی با پایگاه 



سیستمهمچنینوپیشرفته،جستجویبهمجهزسایت-

Alertدرموردموضوعیزمینهدرروزآمدمقاالتارسالجهت

وعضویتصورتدرامکاناینکهنمایدمیراشماحواست

.گرددمیممکنآدرسEmailدریافت

BMCآشنایی با پایگاه 



MedEd Portal



Workgroup

• Please choose a topic

• Please choose a journal

• Search about your topic



Final step

Sending the manuscript to a Journal

Mitra Amini 

Professor of  Shiraz University of  Medical Sciences, Shiraz, Iran

FAIMER fellow, Assessor of  WFME, Associate Editor of  BMC Medical 
Education Journal



Polish carefully before you submit

• Editors will help you tailor your message to their audience, but you should 

not expect them to correct poor grammar or typographical errors.

• Use Grammarly premium software if  possible.

• Use a consistent font style for each level of  subheading.

• Review the title of  each table and figure to ensure that it accurately and 

completely describes the information.



Polish carefully before you submit

• Confirm that data and other details in the abstract match those in the main 

text.

• Verify the format and accuracy of  each reference, including adherence to the 

journal’s formatting style.

• Remove all comments and resolve all tracked changes.



• For those writing in a nonnative language, a skilled native speaker should 

always proofread the manuscript (note that just because someone speaks 

English does not mean he or she is a good writer or good proofreader).

• McGaghie (2009) enumerated several additional suggestions for those writing in a non-native language.( in 

references of  12 tips articles).



Chosing the right journal

• Impact factor.

• Time for acceptance.

• Rejection rate.



Follow journal instructions precisely

• Topics of  interest

• Article type 

• Manuscript length and required elements

• Abstract structure and length 

• Reference citation format

• And more….



Cover letter important structure

• A brief  statement about authorship. 

• Conflicts of  interest. 

• Prior publication.



Useful for cover letter 

• Focus on the importance of  this topic,

• The anticipated impact of  these findings on the field

• Why this manuscript is a good match for the chosen journal.



When you are rejected

(because you will be)

• Unfortunately, since most journals accept fewer than 20% of  the 

manuscripts they receive, your manuscript will most likely be rejected.

• You will naturally feel discouraged when you get that rejection letter.

• However, rejection is simply part of  the publishing game.



• You should never give up after the first rejection!

• Get it back out the door quickly!

• Change it, correct it and submit to other journal.

• Take seriously all reviewer and editor suggestions.(fter a short cooling-down 

period (rejection is always hard!).



When you are invited to revise

(because you will be, eventually)

• Respond carefully to every suggestion, even if  you disagree.

• The reviewers are always right!



Classify the comments

• Recognition of  poor writing

• Identification of  an error;

• Suggestion to elaborate on a theme

• Opinion without suggestions  

• Compliment.



Large group work

Some samples of  reviewers’ comments



Recognition of  poor writing

• ‘‘The sentence on page 4, line 3, is difficult to understand.’’

• Your manuscript needs English editing.



Response

• Correct it



Identification of  an error

• ‘‘There appears to be an inconsistency between the data reported in the main text 
and in Table 2.’’

• ‘‘The investigators used the t-test, but the Wilcoxon rank sum test would have been 
more appropriate.’’

• ‘‘There are several other studies addressing this question, including work by 
[author].

• These should be cited in the Introduction.’’

• ‘‘The claim that the results apply to practicing physicians is not justified because it 
extrapolates beyond the data.



Response

• First double check your work, then seriously consider: Is the reviewer 

correct? If  yes correct it.

• If  you believe the reviewer is wrong, did his or her error arise because of  

ambiguous writing? Clarify it.

• Tactfully explain your rationale for change or no change in the response 

letter. ‘‘We neglected to report that we verified the assumptions for the use 

of  parametric tests such as the t-test. We have clarified this point in the 

Methods, and continue to use the same statistical test.’’



Suggestion to elaborate on a theme

• ‘‘It would be good for the authors to elaborate on the finding that ____.’’

• ‘‘In discussing this point, the authors may wish to draw in the work by 

[author].’’ [note this suggestion is less forceful than the ‘‘error’’ quoted 

above]

• "The authors spend too much time talking about ____, which is only 

tangentially related to this topic.

• This should be deleted.’’



Response

• For suggested elaborations, seriously consider: Is the message strengthened  

if  you follow this advice?

• If  you opt to incorporate a suggested elaboration, it is often appropriate to 

keep it short.

• If  you choose not to make a change, defend your decision by stating 

something like, ‘‘This is an excellent suggestion, and we agree with the 

reviewer. However, due to space constraints we are not able to address this 

point fully."



Opinion without suggestion

• ‘‘It is interesting to note that this issue arises in the work on cognitive load 

theory as well.’’

• ‘‘I disagree with the interpretation of  finding ____.’’ [a suggestion to change 

is implied]



Response

• First carefully consider: Is a specific suggestion hidden in this opinion?

• If  yes, then respond accordingly.

• If  no, then treat this as a suggested elaboration (above) or compliment 

(below).



Compliment

• ‘‘This is an important question and a very timely study.’’

• ‘‘The randomized design adds rigor.’’



Response

• Acknowledge this graciously and without elaboration in the response letter. 
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TWELVE TIPS

Twelve tips on writing abstracts and titles: How to get people to use and cite
your work

David A. Cooka and Georges Bordageb

aOffice of Applied Scholarship and Education Science, Mayo Clinic Online Learning, Knowledge Delivery Center, and Division of General
Internal Medicine, Mayo Clinic College of Medicine, Rochester, MN, USA; bDepartment of Medical Education, University of Illinois at
Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA

ABSTRACT
The authors share 12 practical tips on creating effective titles and abstracts for a journal publication or conference presenta-
tion. When crafting a title authors should: (1) start thinking of the title from the start; (2) brainstorm many key words, create
permutations, and ask others for input; (3) strive for an informative and indicative title; (4) start the title with the most
important words; and (5) wait to finalize the title until the very end. When writing the abstract, authors should: (6) wait until
the end to write the abstract; (7) copy and paste from main text as the starting point; (8) start with a detailed structured for-
mat; (9) describe what they did; (10) describe what they found; (11) highlight what readers can do with this information; and
(12) ensure that the abstract aligns with the full text and conforms to submission guidelines.

Introduction

An engaging title and informative abstract, whether for a
journal publication or a conference presentation, will help
capture the attention of readers long enough for them to
stop and learn more about your study and its implications.
For a journal publication, you want readers (e.g. researchers,
clinicians, educators, or policymakers) to discover your work,
recognize its relevance and merit, read it, use it, and cite it
in their own publications. For a conference abstract, you
want participants to attend your session or stop at your
poster, listen to your brief presentation, recognize the rele-
vance and merit of your work, join your professional net-
work, and anxiously await your full-text publication. In
either case, potential readers will be quickly skimming
many other titles and abstracts (e.g. PubMed search results,
journal table of contents, conference proceedings, or other
poster boards) all competing for their attention. Your title
and abstract must stand out from the rest and communi-
cate in very few words a captivating message.

Evidence suggests that there is substantial room for
improvement in both titles and abstracts (Narine et al. 1991;
Taddio et al. 1994; Pitkin & Branagan 1998; Pitkin et al.
1999, 2000; Dryver & Hux 2002; Siegel et al. 2005; Cook
et al. 2007b). Guidelines developed by national workgroups
recommend specific abstract structure and content (Haynes
et al. 1990; Hopewell et al. 2008; Moher et al. 2009), and
others have offered suggestions on the content and struc-
ture of titles and abstracts (Bordage 1989; Huth 1999; Day &
Gastel 2012; Bordage et al. 2015; Cook 2016). The purpose
of these Twelve Tips is to provide a practical guide for cre-
ating effective titles and abstracts. We do not dwell on spe-
cific content, but rather focus on the process. Our primary
audience are authors writing full-text journal manuscripts,
but most tips are also relevant to conference proposals.

The title

Tip 1: Start thinking of the title from the start

Authors often neglect the title—putting it off until the end,
and perhaps investing little time or thought in its creation.
This is a significant oversight! The title is the first—and, if
you’re not careful, the last—thing a potential reader will
read about your work. An engaging, descriptive title will
entice the reader to read more, whereas titles that fail to
accurately and concisely convey the message of the study
will allow readers to skip ahead to the next abstract or
article.

An informative title is the single most important thing
that will get your article read, used, and cited, or your con-
ference presentation attended and applied.

As such, the title merits more attention, at least propor-
tionate to the number of words, than any other section of
your manuscript. Start thinking about potential titles with
the very first manuscript draft. Occasionally you will begin a

Practice points
� The most important factor in getting your work

found, read, used, and cited is an informative, indi-
cative title in which the key words come first.

� Reporting detailed results in the abstract is the
second most important factor in getting your work
used and cited. We encourage use of the ‘‘more
informative abstract’’ structure or similar subhead-
ings, and the reporting of actual numeric data and
qualitative themes.

� Reporting specific, actionable conclusions in the
abstract is the third most important factor. Don’t
make readers guess at how these results will
change what they do.

CONTACT David A. Cook, MD, MHPE cook.david33@mayo.edu Division of General Internal Medicine, Mayo Clinic College of Medicine, Mayo 17-27W,
200 First Street SW, Rochester, MN 55905, USA
� 2016 Informa UK Limited, trading as Taylor & Francis Group

MEDICAL TEACHER, 2016
VOL. 38, NO. 11, 1100–1104
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/0142159X.2016.1181732



manuscript with a fairly good idea for the title, but it should
still be refined as suggested in the following tips.

Tip 2: Brainstorm lots of key words, create
permutations, and ask coauthors and non-authors for
input

The title is your ‘‘shortest possible abstract’’ (Bordage et al.
2015). Not only that, but long titles don’t get read (to the
point that some journals limit the length of titles). You’ll
need to make the most of those very few words!

Start by making a list of key words about your study.
These might include words related to the topic (‘‘communi-
cation skills’’), intervention (‘‘virtual patient’’), theory (‘‘self-
regulated learning’’), participants (‘‘surgery residents’’),
outcomes (‘‘skills retention’’), the message (‘‘improved feed-
back’’), or study design (‘‘randomized trial’’). For each term
in your initial list, try to come up with several alternatives,
synonyms, or related expressions. For example, if your study
is about resident ‘‘communication skills,’’ your list of alterna-
tives might include ‘‘counseling skills,’’ ‘‘motivational inter-
viewing,’’ or ‘‘shared decision-making.’’ Depending on your
intended audience and your study’s central message, each
expression might attract more or less attention. Likewise, if
your study enrolled first-year surgery residents, your alterna-
tives might include ‘‘junior residents,’’ ‘‘postgraduate train-
ees,’’ ‘‘physicians in training,’’ or ‘‘surgical interns.’’

Once you have generated a fairly extensive list of key
words, use varying combinations and sequences to gener-
ate as many titles as possible (we usually produce at least a
dozen candidate titles, often more). Reflect on these permu-
tations, adding to and deleting from the list as you write
and refine the manuscript main text.

Get feedback on your candidate titles from as many peo-
ple as possible. Ask your coauthors to vote on their favorite
three titles. Seek input from non-author friends, asking them
which one(s) would most entice them to read the abstract.

Tip 3: Strive for an informative and indicative title

Huth (1999) noted that titles can describe what you found
(informative titles, e.g. ‘‘Video-supported feedback is super-
ior to audio-only feedback’’), describe what you did (indica-
tive titles, e.g. ‘‘randomized trial’’), or both (‘‘Video-
supported feedback is superior to audio-only feedback: a
randomized trial’’). The best titles are usually both inform-
ative and indicative. A colon (‘‘:’’) can help to append indica-
tive information to the title, using expressions such as ‘‘a
systematic review,’’ ‘‘a cohort study,’’ ‘‘a national survey,’’ or
‘‘a grounded theory study.’’ We encourage authors to create
titles that contain both informative and indicative elements.

We tend to avoid catchy, dramatic, fad, or gimmicky titles
for original research studies or rigorous review articles,
because they are easily misinterpreted and typically waste
precious words with little specific information (i.e. are less
informative and indicative). We also avoid questions (‘‘What
is the effect of personalized feedback?’’) because the
answers—the informative element—are more useful. By con-
trast, for an editorial, commentary, perspective, or less formal
review, a catchy, casual, fun, or provocative title is appropri-
ate and often highly effective in attracting desired attention.

As a rule, avoid using abbreviations in the title.

Tip 4: Start the title with the most important words
(but don’t start with the method)

Don’t begin the title with ‘‘randomized trial’’ or ‘‘systematic
review.’’ These words, while important, do nothing to
engage the reader regarding your main message. Numerous
randomized trials and systematic reviews are published
every week. You must communicate—in the first few
words—the key features that distinguish your study from all
the rest! Imagine a potential reader sifting through a list of
350 articles from a PubMed search, looking for studies rele-
vant to a study-in-planning or a systematic review. She is
scanning articles quickly—looking for certain key words that
she has identified as relevant to her work—and her brain is
getting tired. You will make her life much easier, and
increase the likelihood that she will discover your article, if
appropriate key words come first in the title. An important
indicative phrase (e.g. ‘‘randomized trial’’) can come at the
end, once interest is already aroused, to confirm that this
article is indeed worth reading.

Bottom line: It is essential not only to have the right key
words in the title, but also to position these words where
they will most readily catch readers’ attention.

Tip 5: Don’t finalize the title until the very end

Although you should begin writing the title with the very
first manuscript draft, you should not finalize the title until
the manuscript is otherwise complete. You need time for
the title to percolate and evolve as you receive feedback
and generate additional alternatives (see Tip #2, and exam-
ples in Table 1).

Moreover, the title should reflect, as accurately, com-
pletely, and concisely as possible, the central message of
your study; yet that message usually becomes more focused
as the manuscript matures. Only when the manuscript is
complete can you select the title that most eloquently cap-
tures your bottom line. Be especially mindful that your title
does not mislead, either by overstating your results or over-
stating the limits of your study design.

Some journals place limits on the number of words or
characters in the title, and some have additional require-
ments regarding subtitles and phrasing. Read the
Instructions to Authors carefully, and adhere to any
requirements.

The abstract

Tip 6: Wait until near the end to write the abstract

In contrast with the title, wait until the manuscript is nearly
complete before starting on the abstract. Sometimes creat-
ing a draft abstract early on can help to organize your
thinking and provide structure for the manuscript as a
whole. However, for practical reasons it usually makes sense
to defer writing the final abstract until the very end. First,
creating the abstract is easier once you have the full manu-
script to draw from. You will work from what you actually
said, rather than what you anticipate saying. Second, as
with the title, you may not know until the end what data
and conclusions are most central to your message. Third,
waiting prevents problems with version control—that is, the
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inconsistencies that inevitably creep in when you revise the
main text after writing the abstract.

This rule is slightly different for short abstracts submitted
for conference presentation. In those cases, preparing the
abstract based on preliminary data and tentative analyses is
common.

In creating an abstract you will invest meticulous effort
in selecting key content, weighing the importance of each
word, and iteratively polishing the prose. These steps are
best done once—near the end of the writing process.

Tip 7: Copy and paste from the main text as the
starting point

Copying entire sentences, including data, from the main
text into the abstract is a highly efficient way to begin the
abstract. As a rough start, pull in two to three key sentences
each from the Introduction (including the statement of
study intent [research question, hypothesis, or purpose]
(Cook et al. 2007a)), Methods, and Discussion (often from
the first or concluding paragraph), and several sentences
from the Results (at least one sentence from each main
analysis).

The resulting text will invariably be too long, unfocused,
and disjointed. You will need to edit extensively to elimin-
ate unnecessary details, extra words, and tangential
thoughts to provide coherence and a natural flow, but at
least you will be refining text rather than starting from
scratch. Remove all references to other publications.

Tip 8: Start with a detailed structured format—Even if
the journal doesn’t require or allow it

Many journals favor unstructured abstracts or the familiar
‘‘Purpose–Methods–Results–Conclusions’’ format. Such sim-
ple abstracts commonly lack important details regarding
methods and results (Taddio et al. 1994; Cook et al. 2007b).
In 1987 the Ad Hoc Working Group for Critical Appraisal of
the Medical Literature proposed standards for the ‘‘more
informative abstract’’ (Huth 1987). These standards have
since been revised (Haynes et al. 1990), and now include

headings for background, objective, design, setting, partici-
pants, interventions, outcomes, results, and conclusions. In
addition, many reporting guidelines now recommend spe-
cific abstract formats depending on the study design, such
as systematic reviews (Moher et al. 2009) and randomized
trials (Hopewell et al. 2008).

We strongly encourage the use of detailed structured
abstracts (i.e. using the ‘‘more informative abstract’’ head-
ings or headings appropriate to the specific study design).
The detailed structure itself promotes readability, but more
importantly the detailed structure encourages the inclusion
of more information. Some authors and journals view the
abstract like a movie trailer—a teaser to entice the potential
reader to read the entire article. While it certainly does
need to attract readers, the abstract facilitates additional
tasks including peer review, database indexing, literature
searches, and critical appraisal. The more information an
abstract contains, the better it serves these additional func-
tions. Also, when choosing which of several ‘‘competing’’
articles to read, readers will welcome the information con-
tained in a detailed abstract. The more information in your
abstract, the more likely it is that readers will find, recognize
as relevant, read, and cite your work.

We encourage authors when writing their abstract to use
the detailed structure most closely aligned with their study,
even if the journal prefers a different format. The detailed
headings encourage inclusion and sequencing of essential
information and will also help you visualize the relative
amount of text in each section (e.g. is the Conclusion longer
than the Results?). If the journal does not permit a detailed
structured format, you can always omit the structured head-
ings and make minor adjustments in wording during later
stages. For example, when writing the abstract to accom-
pany a systematic review, use the structure recommended
in the PRISMA guidelines (Moher et al. 2009) during the ini-
tial drafting, and then modify the headings if needed (e.g.
to a Purpose–Methods–Results–Conclusions format) prior to
submission.

Include in the abstract the key words you could not fit
into the title. Literature searches in databases like MEDLINE
or PubMed usually search the abstract along with the title

Table 1. Examples of title transformations.

Poor title Better title Rationale

Systematic review of assessments of medical
student self-regulated learning

Assessing self-regulated learning in medical
students: a systematic review

Don’t start off with the study design; begin with
words most likely to attract attention of
potential readers

Does CBL work for medical student lectures? Case-based vs non-case-based lectures for
second-year medical students: a
nonrandomized controlled study
Or
Improved retention with case-based vs
non-case-based lectures for medical students:
a nonrandomized controlled study

The acronym ‘‘CBL’’ could mean many other
things including computer-based learning
The poor title does not mention the
comparison or the study design
The poor title does not specify the stage of
medical student training or the main findings;
each better title resolves one of these deficits

Evaluating the role of Schmidt’s intermediate
effect in facilitating the cognitive development
of third year medical students in a nephrology
clinical rotation in Kenya

Reproducing the intermediate effect in third-year
medical students: a randomized trial
Or
Clinical reasoning in third-year medical
students: reproducing the intermediate effect

The poor title is very long and contains details
that distract from the main message
The better titles are shorter, more focused,
and put key words up front. The choice
between these two would depend on which
key words would best attract your target
audience

Give me credit for what I’ve done: improving
maintenance of certification

Facilitating maintenance of certification for
internal medicine physicians: a focus group
study

The poor title might be appropriate as an editor-
ial or perspective, but it is a bit informal for
most original research articles. Note that the
better title puts the key words near the front,
to better attract attention
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and formal indexing terms. Strategically ensuring that alter-
native expressions for key concepts are present in the
abstract will increase the likelihood that a search will iden-
tify your article.

Tip 9: Describe what you did

Using the most appropriate structure, succinctly summarize
the key aspects of your study. If you tested a theory, men-
tion that theory by name. If you evaluated an intervention,
briefly describe that intervention. If you compared that
intervention against another intervention or a control group,
describe what happened in the comparison arm. Briefly
describe the eligible participants, study procedures, main
outcome measures, and methods for qualitative data collec-
tion and analysis. We usually do not spend words naming
specific quantitative statistical tests (e.g. ‘‘chi-squared test’’
or ‘‘t-test’’) unless they are particularly important in correctly
interpreting the study results (e.g. a novel, unusual, or con-
troversial statistical technique).

Tip 10: Describe what you found

Dedicate adequate space and attention to reporting your
results. The Results section might easily comprise more than
one-third of the total abstract length. Again, the more
detail, the better. In quantitative studies, avoid using vague
terms such as ‘‘increased’’ or ‘‘statistically significant differ-
ence.’’ Instead, report the actual numbers and p-value or
confidence interval; for example, ‘‘Posttest knowledge scores
were similar in the case-based (mean [standard deviation]:
75.0 [12.3]) and non-case-based groups (74.7 [12.6]); 95%
confidence interval for the difference, �4.4 to 5.0
(p¼ 0.90).’’ For qualitative research studies, instead of stat-
ing that ‘‘four themes were identified,’’ report the actual
themes. In a review or perspective, summarize the key
points in as much detail as possible.

Reporting detailed results is the second most important
factor in getting people to read and cite your work, second
only to an informative, indicative title.

Tip 11: Highlight what the reader can do with this
information

End the abstract with a concise conclusion that highlights
defensible bottom line messages. Don’t force readers to
make inferences about your study findings; tell them out-
right what the results mean.

The conclusions should be brief—two or at most three
sentences. They should not restate or summarize the results;
the Results section is itself already a brief summary. Rather,
use the conclusions to unambiguously but realistically and
justifiably tell readers why these results are important and
how this information will advance the field and change
what they do.

Conclusions should be supported by the Results pre-
sented in the abstract (i.e. readers should not have to read
the main text in order to justify the abstract’s conclusions).
If abstract results do not support the conclusions, then
either add information to the abstract or adjust the conclu-
sions accordingly. If you’ve properly selected the most
important results and highlighted the most salient mes-
sages, such lack of alignment should not occur.

Reporting specific, actionable conclusions is the third
most important factor in getting people to read and use
your work.

Tip 12: Make sure the abstract aligns with the full text
and conforms to submission guidelines

As a final step before submission, print the abstract and
manually verify each element against the main text, with
special attention to the results. Nothing should be reported
in the abstract that is not reported in the main text, includ-
ing methods, results, and conclusions (Bordage et al. 2015);
yet inconsistencies arise when, for example, a preliminary
statistical analysis is re-run with a slightly different tech-
nique or deleted altogether. Thus, every count, response
rate, mean, standard deviation, p-value, qualitative theme,
etc. must be checked for consistency. Carefully compare
each datum in the abstract (numeric or narrative) one by
one against the main text to verify that all data reported in
the abstract were also reported in the main text, and that
all data in the abstract match the data in the main text.
Waiting to write the abstract until the main text is com-
plete, and copy-and-pasting as suggested above, can pre-
vent most problems in this regard.

Although journal instructions or conference submission
guidelines should have been consulted from the outset,
now is the time to verify one last time that the abstract
adheres to requirements regarding word length, structure,
and style (e.g. the journal may require that their abstracts
be written in third person).
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Abstract

The authors identify and describe strategies for success in writing for publication, including how to choose an educational research

topic, define the question and choose the correct design, know the anatomy of a research paper, write each of the sections,

optimize the writing before publication, choose a journal, and respond to editors and reviewers. The research question should be

focused, modest, and achievable given the constraints of the setting, significant, and appropriately imbedded in the available

literature. The choice of methods is determined by the nature of the educational research question and should conform to ethical

standards. Specific strategies for writing include starting where it is easiest to do so, spontaneously and uncritically writing the first

paragraphs through, minimizing external impediments to the work, and knowing how each section of a manuscript is routinely

structured. All papers require a number of revisions with careful attention to accuracy and detail as well as to specific requirements

of the target journal before submission. Authors should respond positively, not defensively, and in detail to all of the editor’s and

reviewers’ suggestions for revision. Writing for success is therefore a disciplined and systematic process following prescribed steps,

which, although hard work, is rewarding.

Introduction

Medical educational research is optimally a systematic inquiry

intended to extend knowledge or to solve a research question

of interest in the educational preparation of medical students,

residents, specialty and subspecialty fellows, biomedical

scientists, allied health trainees, and practicing clinicians.

This field of scholarship serves the critically important func-

tions of enriching educational theory and practice by substan-

tiating ‘‘best evidence medical education’’ (Harden et al. 2000;

Hart & Harden 2000) and, ultimately, it is hoped that this work

will benefit patients.

Medical education research is undergoing enormous

expansion, and wide-ranging opportunities are available for

contributing to this growth. This AMEE Guide is intended to

promote medical education research by helping researchers at

all levels of experience to be successful in preparing and

publishing an educational research project. This Guide is the

third in a medical education series on general research topics

and follows papers on a general introduction to research

(Ringsted et al. 2011) and on writing an educational research

and grant proposal (McGaghie 2009).

Our goals for this Guide are to identify and describe

strategies for success in writing for publication. These strate-

gies include choosing an educational research topic, defining

the question and choosing the research design, knowing the

‘‘anatomy’’ of a research paper and how to write each of the

sections, and optimizing the writing before submission to

a journal. We will also talk about the factors to consider in the

choice of a journal in which to publish and how to respond to

any comments by editors and reviewers. Our focus is on

educational research, not other forms of writing such

as reviews, annotated bibliographies, and commentaries.

We want readers to get started and to succeed in

their quest to become productive educational researchers

and writers.

Practice points

. Writing for success is a systematic, disciplined process.

. The research question should be focused, imbedded in

the available literature, and achievable given the avail-

able resources.

. The research design is determined by the question,

should conform to ethical educational standards, and

should be comprehensively described.

. Strategies for writing include starting where it is easiest

to do so, spontaneously and uncritically writing the first

paragraphs, and identifying and reducing specific bar-

riers to writing.

. Getting the final submission ready requires very careful

attention to detail and accuracy.
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Choosing a topic and getting
started

Prospective researchers will appreciate that medical education

research grows by accretion or by small gains. Researchers

should not think that they have to do a landmark study or a

major study, because such an ambition is daunting and can

detract from the pleasure of the work. In order to get started,

the research goal should be feasible and achievable given

resources, including the availability of time, potential partic-

ipants, finances, and administrative assistance. It should also

be appreciated that any question worth answering is worth

examining for program evaluation purposes and may be worth

publishing. This means that researchers should not let down

themselves, their topics of inquiry, their study volunteers, or

their potential prospective readership by a lack of rigor or

attention to the methodology. Thus, the research question

should be focused to allow for an achievable and well-

supported answer given the constraints of the setting where

the research is to take place (Table 1).

Educational questions can arise from everyday experiences

and ideas, whether from clinical rounds or clinical team

discussions, ad hoc conversations with colleagues, reading

educational texts or articles, educational conferences, or any

educational teaching or learning experience. As Ringsted et al.

(2011) noted, the challenge is to place a concrete idea, interest,

or problem within a general context of learning, teaching, and

education. Educational research thus is not just about answer-

ing local questions but general questions about learning,

teaching, and education that are studied in local contexts

(Ringsted et al. 2011).

Importance of the question

In choosing a question, the researcher should ask what its

significance is. Is the question to be answered relevant to

many people or, perhaps, relevant to fewer people but very

influential or problematic? Reviewers and editors will view this

consideration as crucial in the judgment of the suitability of a

manuscript for publication (Roberts et al. 2004). Significance

pertains to the prevalence and/or seriousness of an issue and

the likelihood that the results will benefit educators and their

learners. Significance is also understood by how the study’s

results might add to the available literature, whether there are

few studies on a topic that is timely, whether the study allows

for a reassessment of the confidence attributable to the

findings of more well-studied topics, or whether the study

improves on earlier methodologies (Coverdale et al. 2005).

The potential generalizability of study results is also a prime

consideration in assigning importance to a question for

potential study (Coverdale et al. 2005; Ringsted et al. 2011).

Embeddedness in the literature

The researcher therefore should carefully appraise the litera-

ture on the topic area in order to establish what, if anything,

has been written on the topic before. Previous studies on the

topic should be appraised for their methodological strengths

and weaknesses so that the methodology and context of the

currently proposed study is understood. This appraisal will

enable a preliminary assessment of how rigorous the study

needs to be in order to contribute to that literature. Earlier

methodological deficiencies should be identified and

addressed, when possible, in the proposed study design.

These are critical steps in the decision whether or not to

proceed with a research proposal as well as in writing a grant

proposal (McGaghie 2009).

Literature searching begins with a well-defined question,

including the population of interest, the intervention (and

comparison group, when relevant), and relevant outcomes.

The search should be relatively comprehensive for the

previously mentioned reasons of understanding the potential

merits of the proposed study. Thus, search strategies should

emphasize sensitivity over specificity. Comprehensive descrip-

tions of how to search the educational literature are available

(Haig & Dozier 2003a, b). Greater sensitivity is achieved by

using the Boolean operator OR as opposed to AND when

combining search terms and by using synonyms of keywords

or search terms. Searching should also use more than one

database, especially because some educational research arti-

cles might be difficult to retrieve from MEDLINE due to

inadequate subject headings (Haig & Dozier 2003b). MEDLINE

does not include all journals that publish articles on medical

education research (Maggio et al. 2011). Education Resources

Information Center, for example, is the largest educational

research database. Checking the citations in relevant publica-

tions on a topic can enhance the process of looking for

valuable articles, although such checking is less systematic

than searching the literature. Additionally, educational

researchers should be sure to pay due attention to studies

originating from other countries, because ignoring interna-

tional studies constitutes a bias and results in a lessened

understanding of the field.

At the same time, in the early phases of planning the

research, it is not necessary to be exhaustive and thoroughly

comprehensive in the search, as would be expected for a

systematically conducted review on a topic (Haig & Dozier

2003a). Instead, the goal is to be confident enough that the

proposed research will be contributory to the field. To this

end, it is also well worth reading the ‘‘Introduction’’ and

‘‘Conclusion’’ sections of similar studies, in order to see how

those studies and findings were justified as important.

Choosing a team

Educational research is rarely conducted alone, although this

way of proceeding is certainly an option. A team can

contribute by providing constructive criticism and mentorship,

Table 1. Choosing a topic.

Choose a topic with a question that is doable

Choose a topic area for which you have enthusiasm

Identify the importance or significance of the topic

Imbed the topic and question in the related literature

Look for mentorship and constructive criticism on the research idea

Choose capable, enthusiastic, and compatible team members

Writing for academia
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providing an independent check of the literature that serves as

background for the research, supporting research processes

administratively, and participating in particular aspects of the

study such as getting the requisite approvals from the Ethics

Committee, also known as the Institutional Review Board, in

order to proceed, contributing to study design, collecting and

interpreting the data, and writing components of the paper.

Thus, it is important to think about the skills and expertise that

a potential team member might bring, that person’s compat-

ibility with other team members, and whether that person has

both the requisite enthusiasm and ability to meaningfully

contribute. Being certain that there is sufficient methodological

expertise, for example, in study design or qualitative or

quantitative analysis, is vital to the success of the team.

Choosing team members who are enthusiastic, hard working,

and capable can also add substantially to the pleasure inherent

in the work. The team should also take its time on discussing

the value of the research and the prospective paper rather than

be in a rush to get started in order to optimize the processes

and the final product.

One consideration in creating a team is an expectation that

the members will contribute sufficiently to warrant authorship.

In general, contributions should be substantial for this

purpose. Criteria for authorship include a substantial contri-

bution to the conception and design, acquisition of data or

analysis and interpretation of data, drafting the article or

revising it critically for important intellectual content, and final

approval of the version to be published. The International

Committee of Medical Journal Editors requires all three

components to be present (International Committee of

Medical Journal Editors 2009), although there is debate about

the reasonableness of such stringent criteria (Shaw 2011). In

our view, authors are publicly accountable for the rigor and

professional integrity of the work, and they should have

participated in a sufficiently rich manner that the scholarship is

strengthened by their work and influence throughout the

process. Discussion about the order of authorship may also

arise at this early stage of choosing a team, with a general

principle being that the person who conceived of the study,

and/or the person who does the most work, has the strongest

claim to the first authorship. The order of subsequent

authorships is determined by the amount of work completed.

One convention is that the most senior academic author goes

last, although it is not clear how widely this convention is

accepted or applied. A very helpful approach is to establish the

ground rules and expectations early on for the work ahead.

Under many circumstances, it is especially helpful to

identify a statistician in advance of formally beginning a

quantitative research project because the design of the study

will be shaped by the hypotheses and outcome measures

envisioned. Understanding the statistical tests can also be

challenging for many researchers. The statistician can help by

reviewing the study design and the instruments used to define

outcome measures. It is important to rectify identifiable

problems in study design before starting and to use valid

and reliable outcome measures when these are available. In

the absence of valid outcome measures, care should be taken

to develop and pilot test a new instrument in accordance with

acceptable standards (Sullivan 2011). A statistician’s advice can

also be sought regarding the practicability of the anticipated

analyses for answering the research question(s), which is

advice that should at least qualify for an acknowledgment and

perhaps co-authorship should the statistician’s work be suffi-

cient to fulfill other criteria for authorship. Choosing the right

statistical tests and getting the statistics done correctly is an

important consideration in the decision by an editor whether

or not to publish (Bordage 2001).

Choice of methods

The nature of the educational research question determines

the choice of methods to be employed in the planned and

disciplined approach to securing its answer and to delineating

the parameters of the study (Sackett & Wennberg 1997). As

previously indicated, questions should be carefully crafted and

focused in order to facilitate the choice of educationally

relevant outcome measures. In qualitative research, however,

the focus is typically on hypothesis generation as opposed to

hypothesis testing. Other than enabling an answer to the

research question, the choice of methods should be plausible,

address potential confounding variables or biases, validly

address subject selection and settings, and allow for unex-

pected outcomes or events to occur (McGaghie et al. 2001).

Selection of the research design, moreover, should conform

to ethical standards that seek to ensure that the overall aim of

the work is valuable and that the methods of research are

appropriate. These ethical standards seem less salient in

education research in which the potential, for example, of true

physical risks to volunteers are minimal. Nevertheless, the

appropriateness of the question and the adequacy of efforts to

limit harm to participants may be important considerations. For

these reasons, educational research in the United States is

included under the umbrella of federal regulations for human

subjects research (Table 2) and, in both American and

European settings, must be prospectively approved and

overseen by an Institutional Review Board or formally

deemed exempt from institutional review (Roberts et al.

2001; Roberts et al. 2005; Hoschl et al. 2012). If a study

seeks to clarify whether learners who are women or who are

under-represented ethnic/racial minority students perform

similarly to male or majority learners, for example, and they

do not, the anticipated consequence of negative labeling

should be considered by the research team, as well as by the

institutional reviewers, and the potential negative impact

lessened. To illustrate, in a multicenter study on health care

policies and practices of students performed by one of us,

there was the possibility that certain medical schools would

appear less sophisticated or less compassionate in their policy

approaches. The intent of the study was clearly not to expose

individual schools but to help raise understanding of how

institutional milieu may influence student self-care practices,

so the analyses were performed and presented in publications

in a manner that allowed for the pattern of compassionate

policies and increased appropriate care-seeking to be appar-

ent. Similarly, data regarding women, under-represented

minorities, and particularly women who are also under-

represented minority students were aggregated across schools

to lessen the likelihood that individual students would
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be identifiable. Although the study had extensive confidenti-

ality safeguards in place, the small number of under-

represented minority women students placed them at risk for

stigma and potential identification. The design of educational

protocols, as well as all planned analyses and publication

steps, must take considerations such as these into account in

order to fulfill the ethical standards of the field.

Moreover, consideration should be given to how the

dependent status of students can constitute a constraint on

students’ autonomy (Roberts et al. 2005). Subtle coercion is a

very important issue in medical education research because

the research is mostly conducted by teachers with their

subjects as students or trainees. Offering credits for class in

exchange for participation in a study may constitute such a

form of subtle coercion. The same faculty who evaluate

students often conduct research, creating a potential conflict of

interest (Roberts et al. 2005), and students’ opportunities to

complain or to appeal may be limited if they think that

negative consequences will accrue if they do so. Safeguards

include having an independent person or researcher distrib-

uting and collecting questionnaires, foregoing rewards in the

form of credits for participation, and protecting anonymity of

responses (Table 2).

There are a variety of ways for classifying educational

research design (Gall et al. 2003; Fraenkel & Wallen 2006;

Horn et al. 2009; Ringsted et al. 2011). The AMEE Guide

identified four main categories of design: exploratory, exper-

imental, observational, and translational (Ringsted et al. 2011).

Separate publications of the Guide series are devoted to

describing more fully each of these methodologies. In brief,

exploratory studies include descriptive qualitative studies that

are used to identify and explain elements of phenomena and

their relationships. Observational studies include cross-

sectional or correlational studies such as surveys, cohort

studies following volunteers forward in time, and case–control

studies looking backward in time from a particular outcome.

Experimental studies include randomized and non-rando-

mized controlled trials. Translational studies focus on imple-

menting the findings of educational research to real-life

settings. Systematic reviews, which are methods for combining

and synthesizing the information from studies on the same or

similar educational questions of interest (Reed et al. 2005;

Hammick et al. 2010), should also be added to this list of

categories of design.

All of these methods can provide valuable information. An

important strength of controlled trials is the allowance of an

assessment of possible causal outcomes. The most rigorous of

experimental methods is the randomized controlled trial,

although a randomized controlled trial can be difficult or

impractical to achieve in some educational settings, especially

when there are ethical barriers to randomizing learners. Given

important limitations of randomized controlled trials (Prideaux

2002), it is recognized that the quality of research is as much

defined by the integrity and transparency of the research

philosophy and methods as by the superiority of one research

design over another (Bunniss & Kelly 2010).

Once the method for study is selected and a decision has

been made to pursue the work, as noted earlier in this text, the

ethical safeguard of institutional review is necessary because

educational research is human research. According to federal

regulations governing human studies in the United States

(Department of Health and Human Services), human research

is defined as obtaining ‘‘data through intervention or interac-

tion with the individual,’’ or obtaining ‘‘identifiable private

information’’ (Hoschl et al. 2012). Even if the project merely

involves the review and analysis of existing data, the intent to

contribute to scholarship and generalized knowledge creates

the obligation to obtain approval, or formal exemption, from

Table 2. Definitions and guidelines relevant to educational research involving human subjects (Adapted from www.hhs.gov/ohrp/
index.html [Accessed 02 December 2012]).

Research is defined as ‘‘a systematic investigation, including research development, testing, and evaluation, designed to develop or contribute to generalizable

knowledge.’’

A human subject is defined as ‘‘a living individual about whom an investigator (whether professional or student) conducting research obtains (1) Data through

intervention or interaction with the individual, or (2) Identifiable private information.’’

Educational research may be formally deemed exempt, but is not required to do so, by an Institutional Review Board if several conditions are met:

(1) Research conducted in established or commonly accepted educational settings, involving normal educational practices, such as (i) research on regular and

special education instructional strategies, or (ii) research on the effectiveness of or the comparison among instructional techniques, curricula, or classroom

management methods

(2) Research involving the use of educational tests (cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude, and achievement), survey procedures, interview procedures or observation of

public behavior, unless:

(i) information obtained is recorded in such a manner that human subjects can be identified, directly or through identifiers linked to the subjects; and (ii) any

disclosure of the human subjects’ responses outside the research could reasonably place the subjects at risk of criminal or civil liability or be damaging to the

subjects’ financial standing, employability, or reputation

(3) Research involving the use of educational tests (cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude, and achievement), survey procedures, interview procedures, or observation of

public behavior that is not exempt under paragraph (b)(2) of this section, if:

(i) the human subjects are elected or appointed public officials or candidates for public office; or (ii) federal statute(s) require(s) without exception that the

confidentiality of the personally identifiable information will be maintained throughout the research and thereafter

(4) Research involving the collection or study of existing data, documents, records, pathological specimens, or diagnostic specimens, if these sources are

publicly available or if the information is recorded by the investigator in such a manner that subjects cannot be identified, directly or through identifiers linked

to the subjects

(5) Research and demonstration projects which are conducted by or subject to the approval of department or agency heads, and which are designed to study,

evaluate, or otherwise examine:

(i) public benefit or service programs; (ii) procedures for obtaining benefits or services under those programs; (iii) possible changes in or alternatives to those

programs or procedures; or (iv) possible changes in methods or levels of payment for benefits or services under those programs
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the jurisdictional institutional or educational research review

board (Hoschl et al. 2012).

Strategies for writing

Elegant writing is always difficult to attain, and for many

authors even terrible writing can be hard to birth. Indeed, there

are a variety of types of writing problems, which include

distaste for writing, lack of time, lack of confidence, anxiety in

writing, perfectionism, and difficulty in starting and finishing

(Boice 1990). For each author it is important to assess and

reflect on specific barriers to writing and sometimes to seek

help in developing strategies to overcome them. Writing is not

easy for anyone all of the time, and developing the requisite

skills requires effort. Keywords in this process are patience,

perseverance, and fun (Coverdale et al. 2005). A great deal of

practice and perseverance is required to complete the research

and the writing, and having fun in this work promotes patience

and perseverance.

Getting started, even with the first paragraph alone, will

bring focus to the project and builds momentum to follow

through. It is as though writing the first paragraph commits the

writer to the task at hand, from which point it becomes very

difficult to put it aside. It is a very good idea therefore to start

where it is easiest to do so, which is often the ‘‘Methods’’

section or the ‘‘Introduction.’’ The Methods follow a relatively

set script, to be described in the subsequent section, in simply

outlining the research design and what was specifically done

in meeting the goals set for the study.

Starting with what one is ready to do and spontaneously

and uncritically writing the first paragraphs help writers to

become unstuck when a lack of confidence, anxiety, a desire

for perfectionism, or an inability to get going impedes writing.

Spontaneous writing bypasses internal censors, generates

rhythm and voice, and builds confidence and abilities to be

spontaneous, playful, and creative (Boice 1990). External

impediments include lack of time and potential distracters such

as noise in the environment, e-mail to attend to, television in

the background, or child-care responsibilities and require

setting aside even brief periods of personal time relatively free

from those distracters.

Many dedicated authors have rituals to help support their

effectiveness in writing. Opening the curtains, making a cup of

tea, sitting in a particular spot, having necessary books or

resources nearby, turning off one’s phone, and other such

activities may create a comfort in the routine of entering the

writing task. In order to protect against daydreaming and a

general lack of productivity, it helps to develop a reward

system based on the amount written as opposed to time spent.

For example, a break might be taken as a form of reward after

a self-prescribed number of words or paragraphs are com-

pleted. Daily maintenance of such a fixed-ratio schedule of

reinforcement fosters considerable productivity over time.

Moreover, the fun of writing arises in part from social

engagement with other members of the team,

working together and not alone, and using the available

mentorship of the team is a strategy that fosters

productivity (Table 3).

Anatomy of the paper

All educational research papers, including each of the sections,

follow a certain logic and possess a standardized structure.

Knowing the anatomy of an educational research paper is

an important strategy for success in writing. This section is

oriented toward quantitative research while qualitative

research will be more thoroughly addressed in another Guide.

Introduction

The ‘‘Introduction’’ section has three important components.

The first is to demonstrate the importance or seriousness of the

topic area, as well as the relevance or significance (Pangaro &

McGaghie 2001; Coverdale et al. 2005; Ringsted et al. 2011) of

that topic to the community of readers that the target journal

serves. This is the ‘‘hook’’ or the rationale for the paper: why

does the question — and therefore, the empirical report

addressing the question — matter? The second component is

to describe what research has been conducted on the topic

area previously, including the strengths and weaknesses of the

earlier research. The third is to indicate why the current study

was undertaken and how it plans to rectify any weaknesses

and contribute to the field.

These components together set the stage for a statement of

the specific research goals or hypotheses for the current

project. In this last paragraph of the Introduction, it is also

sometimes helpful to add an additional summary comment

about what the reader might gain from the study. In these ways

therefore the Introduction serves to reel the reader into reading

further.

It should also be appreciated that some educational

research papers will require a theoretical or conceptual

framework in the Introduction. In this case the Introduction

might be longer than was indicated above. In this way, papers

for educational journals differ from those for biomedical

journals, when the latter tend to leave theoretical issues to the

‘‘Discussion’’ section.

Methods

The ‘‘Methods’’ is the most important section because it

provides a sufficiently detailed description to enable exact

replication, facilitate critical appraisal of the study and decision

making about whether to incorporate the findings into

educational practice, and permit an understanding of the

modifications needed in order to improve the validity of

Table 3. Some strategies for writing.

Get started, even with the first paragraph alone

Start where it is easiest to do so

Follow a relatively set script or structure applicable to the anatomy of the

section being written

Spontaneously and uncritically write the first draft

Find time to write, relatively free of distractions

Create a reward system based on the amount written

Use the team to help in overcoming specific barriers to writing

Be patient, persevere, and have fun
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subsequent designs and methods (McGaghie et al. 2001;

Coverdale et al. 2006). Authors should justify the appropriate-

ness of the Methods in relation to the specific research

question. The Methods should describe the population from

which the sample was drawn and the means for selecting the

study participants and reasoning supporting their selection,

the particulars of the setting and possible contextual effects on

the procedures, the specific outcome measure and methods

used to generate and collect data, and procedures for

analyzing the data. Because medical education practice is so

variable across jurisdictions, countries and schools, it might be

helpful to include a specific subsection of the Methods

describing the context of the study. The Methods should also

note that subjects provided informed consent and that

Institutional Review Board approval was obtained or that the

study was deemed exempt from approval (Table 2).

In quantitative research, randomized trials should describe

the methods of randomization and concealment of allocation.

In randomized and non-randomized controlled trials, the

following information should be provided: the sequence of

procedures; group differences at baseline; presence or

absence of blinding and methods for blinding; similarities or

differences in the treatment of groups; adequacy of follow-up

or intention to treat; and the justification, validity, and

reliability of the outcome measures, when that information is

available. Describing the methods of selection to groups and

group differences at baseline will assist readers in their

evaluation of the potential for confounding. Any discrepancies

or deviances from the researchers’ intended methods of

implementation of the study that might influence the outcomes

should be identified (Gall et al. 2003). The CONSORT

statement, for example, serves to improve the quality of

reporting of trials, by providing a comprehensive method for

organizing and communicating the Methods (Moher et al.

2001). In quantitative scholarship the reader should have

sufficient understanding to evaluate the likely generalizability

of the results garnered by the study.

In qualitative research, such as focus group interviews or

ethnographic research, as in quantitative research, authors

should identify the steps that were taken to reduce possible

biases in the collection and interpretation of data (Inui &

Frankel 1991; Giacomini & Cook 2000a, b). In particular,

reasoning should be justified regarding how the participants

were selected and how those participants might enable an

understanding of a range of perspectives or social phenomena.

Similarly, the instructions given to participants and precise

methods for collecting and analyzing the data and the

reliability of those methods should be provided. In qualitative

scholarship, the reader should have adequate appreciation for

the approach of the work in that the data gathering and

analyses conform to the expectations of the field. It is

understood in qualitative work (Giacomini & Cook 2000a, b)

that the process of inquiry and the approach of the investi-

gators may influence in discernible ways the results that are

obtained. For these reasons, a rigorous qualitative study may

be conducted, yet it may not be possible to assess the

generalizability of the results, particularly in small studies.

In quantitative studies, the data analysis procedures should

be identified and discussed in the light of the study question

and the methods and measures used to answer the question.

Because small sample sizes are common in educational

research, a calculation of the power (Gall et al. 2003) of a

study helps to determine the probability of finding an effect of

a certain size, if such an effect truly exists. It should also be

appreciated that when multiple outcome measures are used,

the possibility of finding a significant difference when none

truly exists increases. In this case, the level of significance

might be adjusted to reduce this possibility (McGaghie &

Crandall 2001). Qualitative studies require more description

and that will be covered in other AMEE Guides.

Results

The ‘‘Results’’ section of a research paper should concisely

portray the key findings. To be effective, the study findings

should be clearly presented and ordered in relation to the

research questions (Regehr 2001). The order of the narrative

presentation should be clear and coherent; in other words, the

Results should not be a mere ‘‘laundry list’’ of data and various

statistical comparisons. In approaching the development of the

Results, one helpful method is to order the findings in parallel

with how the goals were identified in the Introduction and the

findings discussed in the ‘‘Discussion’’ section (Regehr 2001). It

is only necessary to publish the results that are of high quality

and that relate most directly to the specific goals; it is not

necessary to publish extraneous data (Louie et al. 2006).

Tables or Figures can help provide the requisite detail and

complex data or highlight key findings. The headings should

be concise and summarize the contents of the Tables or

Figures precisely, and the legends should inform the readers

about any abbreviations that were used. At the same time,

journals’ printed space requirements often limit the use of

Tables, and data from Tables should not be repeated in their

entirety in the text. When Tables are used, the general strategy

is to provide the requisite details of the data within them so

that the text of the Results can emphasize the key findings

without replicating all of the details.

Discussion

The ‘‘Discussion’’ section focuses on the main outcomes of the

study first, establishing their context. In quantitative research,

which this Guide is primarily about, these findings should be

clearly stated and understood in relation to the rationale for the

study and previously published findings of interest, possible

alternative explanations (Crandall & McGaghie 2001), and

implications for readers in their roles as educators, educational

researchers, or administrators. One of the key goals of the

Discussion is to link the aims and findings with relevant prior

research. In this way, the Discussion links back to the

Introduction to inform the reader about how these new

findings are placed into an appropriate context, including the

practical implications of the new findings in relation to prior

work as well as any implications for future research.

Conclusions must be clearly supported by the data. The

findings also should be discussed in relation to the strengths

and limitations of the data (e.g. a one-site study, small number

of subjects, low response rate, and other contextual factors can
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limit the generalizability of the findings), which is usually the

work of the penultimate paragraph of the ‘‘Discussion’’

section. It might also be noted that statistically significant

differences are not necessarily educationally meaningful. The

final paragraph of the Discussion briefly reiterates the main

findings and their implications for readers.

Fitting the sections together

The research question, methods, results, and discussion should

all include the same elements. This is to say that the Methods

should not include something that is not formulated as a

research question and the Results should not include new

information that is not described in the research question or

Methods. The Discussion in turn should not include more or

new information that is not part of the Methods, such as an

additional description of the context of the study or of the

intervention or of the circumstances of the control. Moreover,

the Conclusions should follow precisely from the findings and

not serve as an extension of the discussion or of the authors’

own thinking.

Abstract and title

The writing of the Abstract is usually left until last because the

Abstract summarizes the final version of the main body of the

paper. It should provide information that is sufficiently

complete, within required word limits, in order to accurately

convey the main elements of each of the sections of the paper.

Abstracts may be structured or narrative, dependent on the

requirements of the target journal. The Title should be

representative of the study, incite interest, and include

keywords that are readily identifiable by search strategies.

Because the Title and Abstract set a first impression for editors,

reviewers, and readers, it is especially important to write these

well. Researchers should therefore not scrimp on the time they

dedicate to writing these sections, especially when tired at this

last stage of manuscript preparation. After all, readers might

only read the Abstract, and the Abstract can also be the basis

for a decision as to whether to include a study in a systematic

review.

Optimizing the writing

Most papers require a number of revisions and very careful

attention to the editing before they are ready for submission

(Table 4). For example, the Abstract should be checked to see

that the requisite detail in it precisely matches what is

contained in the paper. Similarly, information in the Tables

should exactly match what was written in the text. The

references should be individually checked for their accuracy

and concordance with the target journal’s requirements for

citations. Definitions or terms should be strictly chosen and

authors should stick to these rather than change the phrasing

at different points in the text. The writing should be concise in

using as few words as possible. In addition, citations in the text

should be individually checked for the validity of comments

ascribed to them. That is also to say that review article texts or

abstracts should not be taken at face, and original sources

should always be checked.

Consideration ought to be given to the prior published

reasons for potential acceptance or rejection of a manuscript

during this process of revision and review. Top reasons for

success include a clearly and succinctly written manuscript,

practical and useful implications, and a discussion that

adequately takes account of methodological limitations

(Bordage 2001). Top reasons for rejection include incomplete

or insufficiently described statistics, over-interpretation or

under-interpretation of results, inaccurate or inconsistent

data, and defective Tables or Figures (Bordage 2001). It is

surprising how often one final read can reveal additional, even

minor, issues for attention. Many capable authors suggest that

one should permit a manuscript to sit for a week after it is

‘‘done’’ – a careful read-through with fresh eyes allows one to

pick up on phrasing and subtleties that help produce the best

possible empirical report. Authors who are writing in a

different language for an international readership should

have someone with expertise in that language read the

paper through or seek help earlier to ensure that the editing

and language are acceptable. There is also a difference

between the English of the United States and the United

Kingdom, and most text programs provide the opportunity for

tailoring the writing accordingly. It might also help then to

have an experienced reviewer critically read a close-to-final

version before submission to catch any problems. Such

assiduousness in preparation of the final manuscript, coupled

with patience and perseverance in the revision processes,

promotes the integrity of writing and editorial acceptance of

the manuscript. It also protects against a negative bias by

journal reviewers.

Choosing the journal

In effect, the choice of journal is a decision considered

throughout all stages of writing and preparation of the

manuscript. In turn, the choice of journal will have an

important impact on the structure of the article and so the

authors should read some articles from the preferred journal in

order to see what the paper should look like. There are

several, sometimes competing, factors in the choice of journal.

These include the ‘‘goodness of fit’’ of a paper for the journal

and the relevance of findings for the journal’s readership, the

prestige of the journal (usually judged by its Impact Factor, as

discussed in the subsequent text), word limits of educational

Table 4. The close-to-submitted version.

Revise and correct until the writing is optimized

Be sure that the findings are discussed in relation to the strengths and

weaknesses of the methods for answering the specific research question

Check that the information in the tables and abstract exactly match what

was said in the text

Check the validity of comments related to each of the cited references

Check to see that the references are accurate

Keep the style and requirements of the intended journal in mind

Have an experienced reviewer critically read it through

Re-read again with fresh eyes
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research articles, and if known, acceptance or rejection rates,

anticipated time to an editorial decision, and time between

acceptance and publication. Although there are relatively few

education research journals (e.g. Medical Teacher, Academic

Medicine, Academic Psychiatry, Medical Education, Teaching

and Learning in Education, Advances in Health Sciences

Education, BMC Medical Education, International Journal of

Medical Education, Journal of Graduate Medical Education,

Journal of Continuing Education in Health Professions, and

Journal of the International Association of Medical Science

Educators), some specialty and general medical journals seek

to publish education research. It is important to choose a

journal that is interested in the context of the research. For

example, some United Kingdom and United States journals

may be less interested in research conducted outside of their

jurisdictions. Knowledge of the range of options and the

proclivity of specific journals for publishing on a topic of

interest is helpful.

The Impact Factor, which is published annually by the

Institute of Scientific Information in its Journal Citation Reports,

is defined as the number of cites to articles in a particular

(current) year divided by the number of substantive articles

published over the two preceding years (Garfield 2006). Thus,

an impact factor of 1 suggests that an ‘‘average article’’

published in two preceding years is cited on average once in a

more recent year. Aiming high leaves open the possibility of

acceptance in a relatively prestigious journal, but more likely

invites rejection. It is often difficult to predict how reviewers

and journals will respond, and at the cost of rejection and loss

of time and hurt feelings, the reviews received at a relatively

prestigious journal should enable the writing of an improved

paper and enhanced success at the next journal. Authors

should especially take care to reference all relevant articles

from the journal to which they are submitting because the

editors will likely know of relevant articles omitted from their

own journal, and such omissions may lead to concerns about

the adequacy of the authors’ methods of searching. In

addition, these citations might contribute to the journal’s

impact factor.

One strategy, underutilized in our experience as editors, is

to contact the journal in advance of submission to ascertain its

interest in a particular idea. Calling or e-mailing the editorial

office for advice creates interest and perhaps generates a sense

of responsibility and commitment by the editors to have the

author become successful. Editors usually appreciate being

consulted and given an opportunity to help authors.

Responding to editors and
reviewers

Few papers become accepted without being revised. An

invitation to revise and resubmit is a very good result because

it is uncommon for such manuscripts to subsequently become

rejected. When editors signal that they will be willing to

entertain a revision – without specifically inviting the revision –

the possibility of future rejection is higher, but this opportunity

is still positive for the author and should be pursued.

Comprehensive and constructive reviews are a gift (Roberts

et al. 2004) and warrant the utmost respect in turn. Reviewers

who take time to develop a comprehensive set of suggestions

enhance the quality of the final written product, as well as

assist the editors in forming a decision concerning publication,

ensure scientific rigor, and foster advancement of the field

(Roberts et al. 2004). Moreover, reviewers truly try to help and

some are experts in the topic of study. To this end, authors

should respond positively, non-defensively, and in detail to

every reviewer’s comment in turn (Table 5). The authors

should make the job easy for reviewers and editors by saying

what precisely was changed in the text as opposed to just

indicating that the text was revised while also avoiding long

explanations.

On occasion, an author may not agree with a comment by a

reviewer. Reviewers can also make mistakes, and some of their

recommendations (such as to obtain a larger sample size) may

not be achievable. Frequently, reviewers also will proffer

contradictory advice to an author. A thoughtful, well-argued,

and reasoned response should facilitate a favorable decision

by the editors in this context of expert disagreement.

Moreover, being courteous and thankful can count as to

whether a journal will accept a manuscript (Guyatt & Brian

Haynes 2006) and is a professional responsibility. The guiding

principle here is to approach the reviewer as a consultant

(Provenzale 2010) or colleague (Roberts et al. 2004) rather

than as an adversary. It is important to remember that

reviewers do not make publication decisions; editors do.

Editors will weigh the insights of the reviewers alongside their

own views, plus issues that extend beyond the specific

manuscript. For example, the editor may know – although

the author and reviewers may not – that an entire set of

already-accepted papers on a similar topic are ‘‘in the queue’’

for publication in the very near future. The editors, thus, may

attribute more or less weight to the newly submitted manu-

script in accordance with how it fits into this set of papers. In

sum, the author’s primary relationship should be with the

editor or editors who are making the difficult decision about

whether the piece should be published and how it may be

improved. Moreover, the author should understand the

nuances of correspondence with editors and the kinds of

factors that editors must consider, both intrinsic and extrinsic

to the submitted manuscript.

Conclusions

Writing for success is a disciplined and systematic process

following prescribed steps. We have emphasized how, though

hard work, writing should be wonderfully rewarding and fun.

Table 5. Responding to reviewers as consultants and
colleagues.

Anticipate that reviewers will provide many suggestions for improvement

Respond positively, with thanks, and non-defensively to every comment

in turn

Provide thoughtful, well-argued, and reasoned responses to important or

major recommendations

Balance conflicting recommendations

Make changes in line with the reviewers’ suggestions at every opportunity

Writing for academia
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It is a pinnacle of academic success to see one’s research in

print and available for others to read and appreciate. Our own

starting point was that we wanted readers to get started and to

succeed in their quest to become productive educational

researchers. The strategies that we have presented here should

facilitate success in the academic processes of writing for

publication and promote educational research.
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interest. The authors alone are responsible for the content and
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Abstract

The author shares twelve practical tips on how to navigate the process of getting a manuscript published. These tips, which apply

to all fields of academic writing, advise that during the initial preparation phase authors should: (1) plan early to get it out the door;

(2) address authorship and writing group expectations up front; (3) maintain control of the writing; (4) ensure complete reporting;

(5) use electronic reference management software; (6) polish carefully before they submit; (7) select the right journal; and (8)

follow journal instructions precisely. Rejection after the first submission is likely, and when this occurs authors should (9) get it

back out the door quickly, but first (10) take seriously all reviewer and editor suggestions. Finally, when the invitation comes to

revise and resubmit, authors should (11) respond carefully to every reviewer suggestion, even if they disagree, and (12) get input

from others as they revise. The author also shares detailed suggestions on the creation of effective tables and figures, and on how

to respond to reviewer critiques.

Introduction

Scholarly writing and research reporting are increasingly

common in all areas of medicine, not least in health profes-

sions education. The rising number of advanced training

programs (Tekian et al. 2014) suggests that soon even more

education scholars will enter the field with training in research

and an expectation to publish. Much has been written about

how to plan and conduct a research study or scholarly project

(Bordage & Dawson 2003; Beckman & Cook 2007; Ringsted

et al. 2011), the elements of research reporting in general

(Bordage 1989; Parsell & Bligh 1999; Coverdale et al. 2013),

and required reporting elements for specific study types (von

Elm et al. 2007; Moher et al. 2009; Schulz et al. 2010; O’Brien

et al. 2014). Less has been written about how to navigate the

publishing process itself.

The purpose of the present article is to share twelve

practical tips (Table 1) on how to successfully navigate the

process of getting a manuscript published in a peer-reviewed

journal. While these tips reflect the personal approach of a

medical education researcher, I believe they apply broadly to

all domains of academic writing. I intend to complement rather

than repeat others’ suggestions regarding effective writing and

the editorial process (Bordage 1989; Gopen & Swan 1990;

Huth 1999; Parsell & Bligh 1999; Bordage 2001; McGaghie

2009; Coverdale et al. 2013; Azer et al. 2014).

My immediate target audience is lead authors (first authors

and corresponding authors), although others including coau-

thors, editors, and reviewers will also find this useful. A junior

first author would ideally implement these tips in collaboration

with an experienced mentor. I will assume that readers are

familiar with the process of journal submission and peer review,

that essential steps such as goal clarification, study design and

execution, and reflective critique (Glassick 2000) have already

occurred, and that the immediate challenge is to publish.

Getting the manuscript ready

Tip 1

Plan early to get it out the door

Perhaps the greatest challenge facing novice writers is the

imperative to overcome writing inertia. To paraphrase

Newton’s first law, a manuscript in preparation will remain

in preparation indefinitely unless acted upon by a motivated

author. It will not get published as long as it sits on your desk!

You need to get the manuscript off of your to-do list and onto

someone else’s (namely, the editor’s or reviewer’s). To make

this happen, you need to write regularly, set ambitious goals,

and refine the manuscript in stages.

Some people believe that to write effectively they need

blocks of time (several days in a row, with several hours each

day). This works in some cases, but all too often those big

blocks of time fail to materialize, or get consumed by other

tasks. It can also be cognitively overwhelming to write

episodically, to the point that some writers come to dread

their writing day. Research suggests that those who write daily,

even for short periods (e.g., 15 minutes per day) are

substantially more productive than those who postpone

writing until they have a large chunk of time (Boice 1989).

Another drawback to allowing time to lapse between

writing sessions is the loss in continuity and efficiency – it
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takes time to remember where you left off and what issues

needed to be addressed. Occasionally, if you are having

trouble articulating a particularly difficult idea, it helps to step

away for a period and then return with fresh eyes. But in

general it helps to write regularly – ideally daily, even if for

only short periods.

It helps to set ambitious yet realistic deadlines for yourself

and your coauthors. Deadlines should push you to work hard

and quickly; conservative or comfortable deadlines will not

accomplish this purpose.

As Strunk and White noted, ‘‘Revising is part of writing. Few

writers are so expert that they can produce what they are after

on the first try.’’ (Strunk & White 2000, p. 72). Using outlines

and multiple progressively refined drafts will optimize organ-

ization and minimize the amount of wasted effort (e.g.,

polishing text that is subsequently revised or deleted). It is

far easier to visualize and manipulate the flow of logic using

short bullet-points than full sentences and paragraphs. Thus, I

agree with McGaghie (2009) in advocating the liberal use of

outlines – especially when drafting text that allows flexible

organization (e.g., a research manuscript’s Introduction and

Discussion, or a non-research scholarly article). Once the

outline is complete, converting bullet-points into sentences

and paragraphs is straightforward. For this first ‘‘rough idea

draft’’ I try to clearly articulate my thoughts but I do not attempt

to fine-tune each sentence. In subsequent drafts I iteratively

refine my thinking, shorten the text, clarify meaning, and

adjust individual words. Different parts of the manuscript may

progress at different rates (e.g., I usually do not write the

Discussion until the other sections are nearly complete). At

each stage (outline, rough idea draft, first final draft, and each

fine-tuning draft) I enlist the aid of my coauthors with explicit

instructions and objectives for that stage (e.g., ‘‘Focus on

broad-stroke ideas today; do not worry about fine-tuning, and

ignore the Discussion’’). Using outlines can help in later stages

as well, such as when shortening the manuscript or making

major revisions in response to reviewer comments. Converting

a fully-written Introduction and Discussion back into outline

form allows one to easily find and eliminate redundancy,

rearrange and merge paragraphs, and focus on the central

message.

Tip 2

Address authorship and writing group
expectations up front

Publishing a manuscript is usually a team effort. Decisions

about authorship – including the order of authorship and

the expectations and responsibilities of each coauthor –

should be made as early as possible. A full discussion of the

issues surrounding qualifications for authorship (Wislar et al.

2011; Bordage et al. 2015) is beyond the scope of this

article, but current guidelines indicate that authors must

make substantial contributions to the conception, design, or

data analysis and interpretation, and critically revise the

manuscript for important intellectual content (International

Committee of Medical Journal Editors 2013). Lesser contri-

butions, including administrative, political, and funding

support and simple data analysis, should be recognized

with an acknowledgement.

It helps to set clear expectations for each author before

writing begins. This would ideally include a rough timeline

and deadline (see Tip #1), the expected turnaround time for

each draft, and any specific contributions (e.g., manuscript

sections). First, second, and senior author positions should be

finalized after these initial discussions.

Tip 3

Maintain control of the writing

One person – usually the first author – must be ultimately

responsible for the final manuscript and all changes made

during editing. Thus, when I am the lead author, I maintain a

single copy of a master document and edit this document to

incorporate suggestions from coauthors.

Collaboratively editing documents online (e.g., using

Google Docs or Dropbox) is increasingly popular, and is

useful for many activities in education, research, and admin-

istration. Yet, I have found collaborative editing to be

counterproductive when writing for publication because

inconsistencies, redundancies, and omissions inevitably

creep in when multiple authors jointly contribute untracked

edits to a single, shared document.

Using tracked changes avoids this, but simply accepting

changes suggested by coauthors is not advisable. First,

coauthor-suggested edits frequently contain small errors in

spelling, punctuation, or grammar (often encouraged and

obscured by the tracked changes format). Second, most

suggestions require judgment and editing to prioritize the

use of limited space, reconcile conflicts, avoid redundancy,

trim words, integrate with other ideas, and avoid inaccuracies.

To avoid these challenges, I distribute a manuscript copy to

all coauthors via email or a file sharing tool such as Dropbox,

and collect suggestions as tracked changes and embedded

comments (or, occasionally, as written comments on paper). I

then integrate these responses and make needed edits to the

separate master document.

Table 1. Twelve tips for getting your manuscript published.

GETTING THE MANUSCRIPT READY

1. Plan early to get it out the door

2. Address authorship and writing group expectations up front

3. Maintain control of the writing

4. Ensure complete reporting

5. Use electronic reference management software

6. Polish carefully before you submit

7. Select the right journal

8. Follow journal instructions precisely

WHEN YOU ARE REJECTED

9. Get it back out the door quickly!

10. Take seriously all reviewer and editor suggestions

WHEN YOU ARE INVITED TO REVISE

11. Respond carefully to every suggestion, even if you disagree

12. Get input from others as you revise

9 (revisited). Get it back out the door quickly!
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Tip 4

Ensure complete reporting

It is often difficult for investigators, even as a team, to identify

all of the information needed or expected by readers. For this

reason, reporting guidelines have been developed for most

common study designs including randomized trials (Schulz

et al. 2010) (including an extension for non-pharmacologic

studies, Boutron et al. 2008), non-randomized trials (von Elm

et al. 2007), assessment studies (Bossuyt et al. 2003), qualita-

tive research (O’Brien et al. 2014), and systematic reviews

(Moher et al. 2009). Additional reporting standards can be

found at www.equator-network.org. Reporting guidelines will

not salvage a poorly planned or poorly executed study, but

they can certainly improve the odds of success for a well-done

study (especially for authors with less experience).

Existing guidelines provide detailed suggestions for the

Abstract, Methods, and Results, but less direction for the Title,

Introduction, and Discussion. I will, therefore, offer brief

suggestions for the latter three. First, the title is the shortest

possible abstract (Cook et al. 2007; Bordage et al. 2015). It is

almost always the first thing a potential reader reads, and it

may be the last if it does not catch his or her attention. Rather

than being written as a last-minute afterthought, the title

should be the product of thoughtful effort by all authors. I

typically create a list of key words reflecting the manuscript’s

central message, use permutations of these to generate over a

dozen tentative titles, and then solicit impressions from

coauthors and other colleagues before selecting the best title.

The Introduction sets the stage for all that follows

(Beckman & Cook 2007). It starts with a very broad problem

and then focuses this problem through the lens of a conceptual

framework or theory (Bordage 2009) and a summary of prior

work (literature review) into a focused problem statement. The

problem statement clearly identifies one important aspect of

the broad problem that remains incompletely understood, and

highlights how a better understanding of this issue would

advance the field as a whole. The problem statement is

immediately followed by a statement of study intent – a

research question, hypothesis, goal, or purpose – that explains

how the subsequently described study will fill that knowledge

gap and thereby accomplish the needed advance. For

example, ‘‘Although these studies suggest that adding more

questions does not necessarily enhance learning, the inter-

pretations are confounded by the simultaneous variation in the

types of questions, which in turn suggests the need for further

research [problem statement]. . . .We therefore sought to

answer the question: Does varying the number of self-

assessment questions affect knowledge outcomes in [Web-

based learning] for medical residents? [research question].’’

(Cook et al. 2014) These four elements – conceptual frame-

work, literature review, problem statement, and statement of

study intent – combine to not only articulate a question, but

also to convince the reader that the answer remains unknown

and that finding the answer is important (McGaghie et al.

2001).

The Discussion section of most research reports is far longer

than needed, and thereby consumes valuable space that could

be used in other sections. ‘‘Brevity is the soul of wit,’’ and writing

a focused yet informative Discussion is an oft-neglected part of

manuscript preparation (Docherty & Smith 1999; Clarke et al.

2002). I have found three practices that help me stay focused

and succinct. First, I imagine that no one except the editors and

reviewers will read the entire Discussion. Most readers read the

first paragraph and many read the last, but I suspect that

everything in between has a limited audience. As such, I focus

my efforts on crafting a concise summary of the study findings

(first paragraph), highlighting well-supported implications (last

paragraphs), and addressing issues that would concern editors

and reviewers. Second, the Discussion section should focus on

the study’s objective findings and immediate, justified implica-

tions. Limited speculation on the interpretation and application

of findings is appropriate, but this is not the place to editorialize

on issues only tangentially related to the study, even if germane

to the study topic. Third, to operationalize the first two

suggestions I organize the Discussion into four sections, with

subheadings for the latter three:

(1) Summary (no heading): One or two paragraphs that

succinctly and objectively summarize the key findings

without further elaboration (i.e., no citations to other

sources, no interpretation).

(2) Limitations: More than just a list of limitations; an

examination of how the study scope and design might

influence the interpretation and application of findings.

(3) Integration with prior work: One to three paragraphs

linking my findings with both theory and empiric

research.

(4) Implications for practice and research: Three to five

paragraphs highlighting what readers can do differently

now that they know these results. These implications

should derive directly from the findings of the present

study as interpreted in light of the limitations and

integration, and could anticipate effects on theory, prac-

tice, or future research. The ‘‘Implications’’ replace the

need for a separate Conclusion section; the implications

are the conclusion and should leave readers with a clear

sense of how this study will influence their practice.

Tip 5

Use electronic reference management
software

Writing a manuscript without the support of electronic refer-

ence management software is like building a bookcase using a

hand drill instead of a power drill – sure, you can do it, but it is a

lot easier with a power tool! With reference management

software you create a list (library) of articles and books you wish

to cite and then place a placeholder (field code) representing

each reference in desired location(s) in your manuscript. The

software formats these placeholders into the reference style

required by the selected journal. Advantages include the

abilities to re-use references in a new manuscript without re-

typing or copy-and-pasting, insert a new reference near the top

of the manuscript without manually renumbering the subse-

quent references, share reference libraries with colleagues,

make personal notes about a reference, and adjust the format

Getting your manuscript published
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style (e.g., to meet another journal’s requirements) with the

click of a button. Wikipedia currently lists over 30 software

packages including purchased products such as EndNote and

Reference Manager, and numerous free options such as

Mendeley and Zotero (see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Comparison_of_reference_management_software).

Beyond urging you to ‘‘just do it’’ I suggest the following

power-user tips:

� Learn some skills beyond the rudimentary insert and

format functions. Useful tasks include tweaking the

formatting styles (in my experience, journal-specific

templates don’t match perfectly with actual journal

requirements), adding text such as page numbers to the

in-text citation, finding and eliminating duplicate entries,

and exporting libraries to share with a colleague or import

into another program such as Excel.

� Use PubMed and journal websites to add articles to your

library rather than entering these by hand.

� Use self-entered ‘‘Notes’’ to organize, sort, and search for

references within your library.

� Copy and share references or entire libraries with others.

CiteULike is a free Internet service dedicated to promoting

such sharing.

� Consider turning off the instant formatting feature offered

by several programs (e.g., EndNote’s ‘‘Cite While You

Write’’). While useful if you are the sole author, it gets

messy if collaborators delete or move text or if you track

changes.

� Correct any errors in the reference list at their source

(usually the library entry or journal-specific template)

rather than making edits directly to the reference list in

your manuscript. If the same reference appears twice in

the reference list there are probably two library entries for

that reference. Missing information or other problems

with the reference list format could indicate an error in

that reference’s library entry or in the journal-specific

formatting template.

As a final step before submission, you will need to convert

the document with dynamic placeholders to a placeholder-

free, text-only document (‘‘convert to plain text’’ in EndNote).

Save a separate copy of the final, unformatted placeholder

version to use as a starting point when making revisions.

Tip 6

Polish carefully before you submit

Editors will help you tailor your message to their audience, but

you should not expect them to correct poor grammar or

typographical errors. Errors or inconsistencies in writing or

formatting impair understanding, suggest (rightly or wrongly)

sloppiness in the scientific rigor, and will require extra effort

from the editorial team – none of which will improve your

chances of manuscript acceptance! The notion of polishing

need not conflict with the tip to get the manuscript out the

door. Polishing does not necessarily add a lot of time, but it

does require deliberate planning and effort. The following tips

will prevent common errors:

� Use a consistent font style for each level of subheading

(e.g., bold and all capitals for main section headings [level

1], bold and first letter capitalized for level 2 subheadings,

etc.). Word processing ‘‘styles’’ can help maintain this

consistency. Some journals have specific subheading

format requirements.

� Use abbreviations and acronyms sparingly. Many abbre-

viations commonly used in a narrow specialty, and all

abbreviations invented by the research team, will be

unfamiliar to most readers. Define such abbreviations, or

better yet eliminate them altogether.

� Review the title of each table and figure to ensure that it

accurately and completely describes the information

contained therein, and carefully proofread table/figure

footnotes and legends. Ensure that footnotes define all

abbreviations, clarify any apparent inconsistencies (e.g.,

percentages that do not sum to 100%, or response rates

that vary across table cells), and explain key analyses.

Table 2 contains additional tips for constructing tables and

figures.

� Confirm that data and other details in the abstract match

those in the main text. Similarly verify the match between

tables and figures and the main text and abstract.

� Verify the format and accuracy of each reference,

including adherence to the journal’s formatting style.

� Remove all comments and resolve all tracked changes.

I always read the entire final draft, including abstract and

tables, out loud because I have found this helps me identify

awkward sentences and grammatical errors. It is also helpful to

ask a non-coauthor colleague to read the manuscript to

identify awkward sentences, logical inconsistencies, missing

information, and simple errors. For those writing in a non-

native language, a skilled native speaker should always

proofread the manuscript (note that just because someone

speaks English does not mean he or she is a good writer or

good proofreader). McGaghie (2009) enumerated several

additional suggestions for those writing in a non-native

language.

Tip 7

Select the right journal

You will naturally want your work published in the best

possible journal, but the best journal is not necessarily the one

with the highest impact factor or the greatest prestige (Azer

et al. 2014). In selecting a journal, I first consider the journal’s

readership: Is this journal followed by the people who will

read, understand, apply, and cite my work? If not, then

regardless of the journal’s prestige my work may not get the

visibility it deserves. Journals usually publish ‘‘Instructions for

authors’’ that describe their target audience, scope, and

preferences for specific topics and study types. Perusing

back issues of a potential journal can further clarify the type

and topic of articles published. Experienced colleagues can

also offer field-specific tips.

Second, I consider the quality and potential impact of my

own work. Let us face it – some articles are stronger than
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Table 2. Tips for effective tables and figures.

Tips for effective tables

� Consider whether the table is really necessary

* The ‘‘information density’’ (information per square inch) should be greater than just putting this information in the main text; data that would require fewer

than 2 columns and rows should be presented in the text rather than a table

* The information should complement rather than duplicate information available elsewhere in the manuscript

� Create a brief but explanatory title

� Carefully select the data (not all data are equally important) and thoughtfully organize the data to communicate a clear message

� Ensure that the table can be easily interpreted without reference to the main text

� Ensure that the table accurately reflects both the data and the intended message

* Organize and order information to facilitate accurate and intuitive interpretation; emphasize relationships (differences, patterns, interactions) that most clearly

communicate the central message

* Provide sufficient information to allow interpretation in context (e.g., historical data, comparison group, reference range); clearly indicate factors (e.g., design

changes or historical events) that might influence data

� Keep the table simple, clean, and free of extraneous detail

� Distinguish counts (tallies of items or events) and measurements (readings or scores on a continuous or semi-continuous scale)

* Counts can be reported in absolute numbers (e.g., the number of events) or proportions (e.g., the number of a given response from a larger number of

observations); proportional counts are typically summarized with numerator, denominator, and percentage (ideally all three); absolute counts benefit from a

reference range or explanation of context to enable meaningful interpretation (e.g., is 247 website visits per month a lot or a little?)

* Measurements are typically summarized with an estimate of central tendency (e.g., mean, median), an estimate of variance (e.g., standard deviation,

interquartile range), and the number of observations; again a reference range or context is helpful

* A separate column is usually used for count vs measurement data, although mixed-data columns can be created if changes in cell contents are clearly

indicated (e.g., with row labels or footnotes)

* The total number of observations can be reported in the column heading (if consistent for that column)

� Verify the accuracy of all data

� Create the table using your word processor Table tool rather than using tabs and hard returns; each piece of data should be contained in its own cell (this

facilitates the publication process)

� Create a column heading for every column; use row labels as needed for additional clarity

� Identify probability level values (p values) in the table cells or using footnotes

� Resolve or explain all ambiguities and perceived incongruities (e.g., changes in the number of responses leading to ‘‘shifting denominators’’)

� Explain all abbreviations; special use of italics, parentheses, and dashes; special symbols; and empty cells

* Example: a cell entry ‘‘46/50 (92%)’’ should have a column heading or footnote explaining that this means ‘‘No./N (%)"

* Keep abbreviations consistent with the main text; define all abbreviations using footnotes (so that the table can stand alone)

� Consistently apply formatting

* Within a table: consistently use emphasis (bold, italics), line spacing, abbreviations, and column and row labels

* Across tables: apply similar formatting for all tables in the manuscript

� Follow all journal-specific instructions on table creation

* Use footnote symbols conforming to journal instructions (e.g., *, y, z, x or a, b, c, d)

* Look at recent back issues of the journal for examples

� If the table or its data are from another source, cite the original source

� Refer to the table in the text

� Place the table in the manuscript according to journal instructions (i.e., appended at the end, embedded in the main text, or submitted in a separate document)

For additional information on table preparation, see the Purdue Online Writing Lab (owl.english.purdue.edu) and Wainer (1984), Morgan (1985), and Schriger et al.

(2006).

Tips for effective figures

� Consider whether the figure is really necessary

* The ‘‘information density’’ (information per square inch) should be greater than just putting this information in the main text or in a table. Note that the

effective visual display of information can efficiently communicate key relationships, but often at the sacrifice of potentially useful information (e.g., specific

numeric results); such trade-offs should be carefully considered and minimized as much as possible

* The information should complement rather than duplicate information available elsewhere in the manuscript

� Create a brief but explanatory legend or caption

� Carefully select the data (not all data are equally important) and thoughtfully organize the data to communicate a clear message

� Follow established guidelines and norms for specific figure types (e.g. participant flow diagram for experimental studies (Schulz et al., 2010), or study flow

diagram for systematic reviews (Moher et al., 2009))

� Ensure that the figure can be easily interpreted without reference to the main text

� Ensure that the visual metaphor of the figure accurately reflects both the data and the intended message; avoid perceptual distortions

* The visual representation of numbers should be directly proportional to the numerical quantity

* Ensure that that all scales (e.g., x and y axes) are consistently used and correctly proportioned; disproportionate scaling (e.g., scales that vary irregularly

along the axis, scales that do not start at 0, and nonlinear scales) can be misleading, and should be used with restraint and always made explicit (verbally or

visually) in the legend or in the figure itself

* Organize and order information to facilitate accurate and intuitive interpretation; emphasize relationships (differences, patterns, interactions) that most clearly

communicate the central message

* Provide sufficient information to allow interpretation in context (e.g., historical data, comparison group, reference range); clearly indicate factors (e.g., design

changes or historical events) that might influence data

� Keep the figure simple, clean, and free of extraneous detail; avoid using special effects (e.g. 3-D effects, shading, and layered text)

* The ‘‘data-to-ink ratio’’ (Tufte, 2001) provides one approximation of the clarity of presentation (high ink [which leads to a lower ratio] suggests unnecessary

clutter that can obscure the message)

� Verify that all data are accurate and are plotted accurately

� Use lettering that is dark enough and large enough to read, and compatible in size with the rest of the figure

� Explain all line, symbol, and color styles; text emphasis (bold, italics); and abbreviations in the legend or caption

* Keep abbreviations consistent with the main text; define all abbreviations (so that the figure can stand alone)

� Consider using grayscale (or black-and-white) rather than color

(continued )
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others, and will merit publication in a higher-impact journal.

You do not want to sell short your work, but repeatedly

aiming too high will only result in repeated rejections. Each

submission–rejection cycle delays your paper’s appearance

in print, reflects wasted effort on your part (and the

journal’s), requires you to re-immerse yourself in the details

of a project from which you have moved on, and generates

increasing frustration and discouragement for you and your

coauthors. An honest appraisal of your work’s merit, which

may require input from a non-coauthor colleague, will

reduce both time and frustration. I will occasionally aim one

step higher than my realistic estimation for my first

submission – hoping to catch a lucky break. But if that

fails, I immediately shift to a journal that I believe will be a

reasonable match.

Third, I consider the impact and prestige of the potential

journals. This is notoriously difficult to define. Quantitative

metrics (Rizkallah & Sin 2010; Carpenter et al. 2014) such as

the journal impact factor, immediacy index, eigenfactor, and

article influence score all attempt to estimate impact, but all

have notable deficiencies and norms are field-specific (i.e., the

same impact factor value might be considered low in one field

and high in another). Once again, experienced colleagues can

help navigate journal prestige.

Other considerations include the time from submission to

acceptance and from acceptance to publication, publication

fees, recognition of the journal by local peers, and restrictions

on words or figures. Some journals have several-month

backlogs, while others will publish articles ‘‘online ahead of

print’’ within weeks of acceptance. Local opinions about

journal prestige should not be ignored, but remember that

people may change their opinion when presented with new

information (e.g., data supporting the prestige of a journal

within a field), and moreover if your work is discovered and

cited by others this will typically carry more weight than the

journal in which it was published.

Tip 8

Follow journal instructions precisely

As a journal editor and reviewer, I am frequently dismayed at

authors’ disregard for journal instructions concerning topics of

interest, article type, manuscript length and required elements,

abstract structure and length, reference citation format, and

more. Failing to follow instructions creates an unfavorable first

impression with the editorial team, and in some cases may

trigger automatic rejection. Thus, the last thing I do before

submitting is re-read the author instructions and verify that I

have fully complied. The only exception is that sometimes I will

exceed the maximum number of references (although I have

occasionally had to shorten that list during revisions). Most

journals limit the number of words, tables, and figures. In

general, do not exceed stated limits without express permission

from the editorial staff (and document this in your cover letter).

Most journals still require a cover letter. However, this can

be very brief and focused. A concise but complete cover

letter might consist of three short paragraphs – one each for

authorship, article summary, and potential reviewers. The

only required element in most letters is a brief statement

about authorship, conflicts of interest, and prior publication.

The two to four sentence summary paragraph should not

recapitulate the abstract (which the Editor is going to read

soon enough), but rather should focus on the importance of

this topic, the anticipated impact of these findings on the

field, and why this manuscript is a good match for the chosen

journal. It is usually helpful to suggest some potential

reviewers, even if not required. Research suggests little

difference in the quality of review from author-suggested

versus editor-suggested reviewers (Schroter et al. 2006), and

most editors welcome suggestions because it saves them time

and because you will probably be more familiar with subject

experts than they.

When you are rejected
(because you will be)

By following the first eight tips, you successfully got your

manuscript out the door. Unfortunately, since most journals

accept fewer than 20% of the manuscripts they receive, your

manuscript will most likely be rejected. You will naturally feel

discouraged when you get that rejection letter. However,

rejection is simply part of the publishing game. Most of the

papers I have published were rejected by the first journal, and

several had two or three rejections before finally finding a

home. Yet, I have seen colleagues hesitate to submit their

manuscript to another journal because they feel discouraged

after the first rejection. You should never give up after the first

rejection! You have already invested substantial effort in

getting the manuscript to this stage; that effort is wasted if you

stop now.

* Color should only be used if the print version of the figure will appear in color

* Even if the print figure is published in color, remember that it will usually be black-and-white if printed by a reader

* Varying the symbol (triangle, circle, square; solid or open) or line style (solid, dashed, dotted; light or heavy) may be more clear than varying colors

� Consistently apply formatting

* Within a figure: consistently use line, symbol, and color styles; text emphasis (bold, italics); and abbreviations

* Across figures: prepare parallel (i.e., adjacent) or equally important figures according to the same scale; apply similar formatting for all figures in the

manuscript

� Follow all journal-specific instructions on figure creation, including figure resolution and file format (e.g., JPEG, TIFF, PNG)

� Refer to the figure in the text

� Place the figure in the manuscript according to journal instructions (i.e., appended at the end, embedded in the main text, or submitted as a separate file)

For additional information on figure preparation and the visual display of data, see the Purdue Online Writing Lab (owl.english.purdue.edu) and Tufte (2001),

Wainer (1984), and Schriger and Cooper (2001).
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Tip 9

Get it back out the door quickly!

The rejected manuscript does you no good sitting on your

desk. You need to get it back onto someone else’s as quickly

as possible. Make whatever changes you are going to make

(see Tip #10), identify the next journal, and submit. To

expedite this process (and to make the rejection less painful),

at the time of initial submission I often list the two or three

journals to which I will next submit the manuscript if (when!)

rejection occurs.

As a corollary: It is rarely helpful to argue with editors,

especially if they feel the topic is not a good fit for their journal.

Never resubmit a manuscript to the same journal without

getting express permission from the editor.

Tip 10

Take seriously all reviewer and editor
suggestions

In most cases of rejection, you will receive feedback from the

editor, several reviewers, or both. Even though you are not

required to address all of these suggestions (and I’ve heard

some experts suggest ignoring the feedback on rejected

manuscripts), I believe it is foolish to ignore this free advice.

Moreover, if the same reviewer is asked to review the

manuscript again by the next journal, he or she may feel

offended if suggestions are entirely ignored.

After a short cooling-down period (rejection is always

hard!) I carefully consider all reviewer suggestions, prioritize

each as (a) essential (e.g., errors, omissions, or ambiguities),

(b) high-yield, (c) easy and useful, or (d) other (e.g., low-yield

or erroneous), and revise the manuscript to incorporate those

in the first three categories. Tip #11 contains additional

suggestions for responding to reviewer feedback.

When you are invited to revise
(because you will be, eventually)

Manuscripts are (almost) never accepted without revisions, so

when you get an email stating, ‘‘We cannot accept it in its

present form, but we would be willing to consider it again if

you revise it to address the reviewer comments,’’ that is very

good news. However, you still have a lot of work ahead as you

make the required revisions.

Tip 11

Respond carefully to every suggestion, even
if you disagree

The reviewers are always right (Eva 2009). Even if you

disagree with their opinion or believe they are flagrantly

wrong, there is always something that you can clarify, justify,

or explain in response to their critique, and these changes will

nearly always improve the manuscript.

Reviewer comments typically vary (Fiske & Fogg 1990), but

just because they address different issues does not necessarily

mean that they disagree. Outright disagreements between

reviewers are infrequent. More often, reviewers simply focus

on different issues that individually are all important and

collectively will substantially improve the quality of the work.

In contrast to rejection, following which you can selectively

respond to high-priority suggestions, in responding to an

invitation to revise it is essential to respond to every comment

and suggestion. I classify reviewer comments into five types,

namely (a) recognition of poor writing; (b) identification of an

error; (c) suggestion to elaborate on a theme; (d) opinion

without suggestions, and (e) compliment. Each of these

requires a different response. These classifications, and my

response approach, are listed in Table 3.

Some journals request that changes be tracked or otherwise

highlighted. If not, be sure to again remove all tracked changes

and comments prior to resubmission.

Be humble and respectful in the response letter. Remember

that the reviewers gave freely of their time to read your

manuscript and provide comments, and that they are (nearly

always) trying to be constructive rather than disparaging. Even

if you feel the reviewer is off base, it is usually possible to

avoid a direct confrontation by finding and emphasizing areas

of agreement, making a relatively inconsequential change in

the manuscript text, requesting input from the Editor, or

playing one reviewer off another (‘‘Reviewer 2 suggested we

shorten the Introduction, but Reviewer 1 indicated it was just

the right length; we have elected to make no change for now,

but would be willing to do so if the Editor believes it would be

helpful.’’). To create a more favorable tone, it helps us to set

aside the letter for a day or two, ask a collaborator to read it

from the perspective of the editor or reviewer, or imagine that

the reviewer is a good friend and will see this letter (which

might actually be true).

Additional tips for an effective response letter include the

following:

� Respond to every comment individually (except purely

complimentary comments).

� Use white space (indented text), tables, and italics or bold

font to distinguish reviewer comments from your

response.

� Quote modified passages in full, and/or refer to the page

number in the final manuscript where the text can be

found.

Tip 12

Get input from others as you revise

Do not try to complete the revision on your own. Share

reviewer comments with your coauthors and ask for their help

in addressing concerns – especially the comments you find

particularly challenging. If needed, contact a non-author

colleague for help.

If you have concerns that cannot be resolved though

discussion with your coauthors or other colleagues, you may

wish to contact an editor for guidance on how to proceed.

Remember that the editor is your friend – he or she invited you

to revise and resubmit your work, and wants your response to

be successful. However, be sure to follow proper channels
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Table 3. Types of reviewer comments, and appropriate response.

Type of reviewer comment Example* Discussion and explanation Response

Recognition of poor writing or

omission

‘‘The sentence on page 4, line 3, is

difficult to understand.’’

‘‘I could not tell how many repeti-

tions each student performed.’’

The reviewer is right – always.

Even if you think it was

clearly written, the reviewer

had a hard time under-

standing. You might ques-

tion his or her intelligence for

not being able to understand

your writing, but the reviewer

is probably smarter (and

investing more effort) than

most other readers.

Clarify this area of ambiguity in

the manuscript.

Identification of an error or

limitation

‘‘There appears to be an inconsist-

ency between the data reported

in the main text and in Table 2.’’

‘‘The investigators used the t-test,

but the Wilcoxon rank sum test

would have been more appro-

priate.’’

‘‘There are several other studies

addressing this question,

including work by [author].

These should be cited in the

Introduction.’’

‘‘The claim that the results apply to

practicing physicians is not jus-

tified because it extrapolates

beyond the data.’’

The reviewer might be correct

or incorrect about the issue.

If he or she is incorrect, the

mistake often arises

because of an omission or

ambiguity in your writing.

First double check your work,

then seriously consider: Is

the reviewer correct?

� If you believe the reviewer is

wrong, did his or her error

arise because of ambiguous

writing? If so, fix it. It helps to

be humble, and take as

much responsibility as

possible.

� If the reviewer is correct, fix or

address the error.

Tactfully explain your rationale

for change or no change in

the response letter. ‘‘We

neglected to report that we

verified the assumptions for

the use of parametric tests

such as the t-test. We have

clarified this point in the

Methods, and continue to

use the same statistical

test.’’

Suggestion to elaborate on (or

trim) a theme

‘‘It would be good for the authors to

elaborate on the finding that

____.’’

‘‘In discussing this point, the

authors may wish to draw in the

work by [author].’’ [note this

suggestion is less forceful than

the ‘‘error’’ quoted above]

"The authors spend too much time

talking about ____, which is only

tangentially related to this topic.

This should be deleted.’’

It is essential to distinguish

errors, which must be fixed,

from suggested elaborations

(or deletions), which are

optional. Errors affect the

rigor or correctness of the

methods, reporting, or inter-

pretations, whereas elabor-

ations affect only the scope

and completeness of the

inferences and implications.

If you don’t make a given

elaboration the paper will still

be just as rigorous and cor-

rect, although it might be

incomplete.

There is never enough room to

say everything one would

like to say. This applies to

both ideas originating from

the authors and those aris-

ing from the reviewers. Just

because something is inter-

esting or true or relevant

does not mean it has to be

said in this manuscript. You

as the author must make

tough choices about what is

essential.

Criticisms about the appropri-

ateness of the conceptual

framework or research

question should be

addressed as possible

errors (see above).

For suggested elaborations,

seriously consider: Is the

message strengthened if

you follow this advice? Or,

conversely, does the sug-

gestion confuse the issue,

dilute the message, or open

you to criticism? Based on

this, decide whether to

incorporate or defer the

suggestion.

� If you opt to incorporate a

suggested elaboration, it is

often appropriate to keep it

short.

� If you choose not to make a

change, defend your deci-

sion by stating something

like, ‘‘This is an excellent

suggestion, and we agree

with the reviewer. However,

due to space constraints we

are not able to address this

point fully."

For suggested deletions, it is

usually appropriate to trim

text, although perhaps not

as aggressively as the

reviewer advises.

Editor suggestions to trim over-

all length (e.g., to achieve a

specific word limit) should

always be followed, but you

can exercise discretion in

what text to trim.

Opinion without suggestions ‘‘It is interesting to note that this

issue arises in the work on

cognitive load theory as well.’’

If a reviewer discusses a topic

without suggesting any

changes (i.e., expressing

First carefully consider: Is a

specific suggestion hidden

in this opinion?
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(e.g., working through the journal’s editorial desk rather than

contacting the editor directly) and be respectful of his or her

time.

Tip 9 (revisited). Get it back out the door
quickly

(Note the theme here!) You are so close. This is the final step –

victory is within reach. Take this last leg of the race at a sprint,

and get published!
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Abstract

As medical education research continues to diversify methodologically and theoretically, medical education researchers have been

increasingly willing to challenge taken-for-granted assumptions about the form, content and function of medical education. In this

AMEE Guide we describe historical, discourse and text analysis approaches that can help researchers and educators question the

inevitability of things that are currently seen as ‘natural’. Why is such questioning important? By articulating our assumptions and

interrogating the ‘naturalness’ of the status quo, one can then begin to ask why things are the way they are. Researchers can, for

example, ask whether the models of medical education organization and delivery that currently seem ‘natural’ to them have been

developed in order to provide the most benefit to students or patients – or whether they have, rather, been developed in ways that

provide power to faculty members, medical schools or the medical profession as a whole. An understanding of the interplay of

practices and power is a valuable tool for opening up the field to new possibilities for better medical education. The recognition

that our current models, rather than being ‘natural’, were created in particular historical contexts for any number of contingent

reasons leads inexorably to the possibility of change. For if our current ways of doing things are not, in fact, inevitable, not only can

they be questioned, they can be made better; they can changed in ways that are attentive to whom they benefit, are congruent with

our current beliefs about best practice and may lead to the production of better doctors.

Let us give the term genealogy to the union of erudite

knowledge and local memories which allow us to

establish a historical knowledge of struggles and to

make use of this knowledge tactically today.

(Foucault 1980, p. 83)

Introduction

As medical educators we strive continually to improve the

form and content of the education and training we provide for

future physicians. While this is a noble aspiration, as a medical

education community we are often limited in our ability to

make meaningful change because we assume that large

components of our current system are rational and inevitable.

However, history shows us that the structures of medical

education are instead arbitrary and contingent. Questioning

the many things that we take for granted within medical

education can give medical educators the freedom to

re-imagine what medical education could be. Such questioning

is often difficult because our ways of teaching and learning

appear to be so natural that it is difficult for us to think that

they could be undertaken in any other way.

We begin this AMEE Guide with an approach we call

‘making strange’. This is a way of gaining new, even startling,

perspectives about things that we would otherwise accept as

‘normal’, because they are so familiar, so engrained in routine,

so naturalized, that it becomes difficult to imagine that the

Practice points

. Making meaningful change in medical education

requires questioning taken for granted assumptions

about what medical education currently is and what it

should be.

. Historical, discourse and text analysis approaches,

which are widely and successfully used outside medical

education research, can enhance our field by helping us

to ‘make strange’ things heretofore accepted as ‘normal’

or ‘natural’.

. History is not a singular linear development towards

progressive improvement but rather a fluid construction

incorporating multiple contextual perspectives.

. Discourse analysis enables researchers to understand the

effects and relations of language, practices and power in

our current assumptions about medical education.

. Text analysis, while often used in conjunction with

discourse analysis, can also be useful for conducting

many other types of qualitative research.
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world could be organized in any other way. The notion of

‘making strange’ has been attributed to twentieth century

German playwright Bertold Brecht. Sometimes called the

‘distancing effect’ after the German term ‘Verfremdungseffekt’,

Brecht wanted the audience of his plays to have a particular

experience. Rather than being swept up in the drama in a way

that allowed observers to lose themselves passively in the

characters and the setting, Brecht instead wanted audience

members to be critical observers and to be conscious of their

critical observer position (Brecht 1964). To do this, he often

crafted his stage settings to reveal the act of construction itself.

Rather than trying to disguise the constructed nature of the

play, he amplified it. In this way, the observer continues to

participate in the drama, but in a way that allows them to

remain conscious at all times that it is a drama – a drama that

has been constructed in a particular and deliberate way.

Brecht’s approach is helpful in thinking about medical

education. Much of medical education is also constructed in

particular ways. Faculty, students and patients play particular

roles. Hospitals, clinics and classrooms are set in particular

ways. We follow tradition and ritual in much of this but rarely

reflect on their constructed nature. For example, for decades,

medical school consisted of years spent in a lecture theatre,

with a professor delivering wisdom to rows of students

dutifully taking notes. Then, in about the 1960s, a new

notion of small group, problem-based learning appeared.

What had been taken for granted and assumed to be ‘normal’

for so long suddenly appeared, if not strange, at the very least

worthy of questioning – a rather arbitrary construction, one

that perhaps could be re-examined or changed.

How do we ‘make strange’?

Practices that once appeared ‘normal’ may gradually begin to

seem strange with the passage of time as scientific, social and

political practices evolve. However, for the researcher, there are

at least two effective strategies that are helpful in ‘making

strange’ in a more deliberate fashion: applying historical and

cultural lenses (Kuper & Hodges 2010). Simply examining a

taken-for-granted practice from the perspective of another

culture is often an effective way of throwing its constructed

nature into relief. Many such examples have been described in

the medical education literature. Student evaluation of teachers

seems ‘normal’, for example, until one spends time with

Japanese educators who explain that evaluation of an elder is

culturally inappropriate. Assessing professionalism as an

individual behaviour seems ‘natural’ until one studies a

Confucian culture and learns that the behaviour of individuals

is considered less important than the behaviour of the collective

(Ho et al. 2011). Having examinations seems to be a taken-for-

granted aspect of medical education until one visits Denmark

and discovers that assessment is thought to foster competition

which is thought incompatible with professional behaviour.

Applying a cultural lens is a fascinating way of making

taken-for-granted elements of medical education seem strange.

Several researchers in medical education today are produc-

tively pursuing this line of work. In this Guide, however, we

will not discuss further the use of cultural lenses, but will delve

into the second approach – applying historical lenses – in

more detail. Examining practices in medical education at

different periods of history is a very effective way of illustrating

the constructed and therefore changeable nature of much in

medical education.

Applying a historical lens to make strange

We begin with the premise that there is not a single ‘true’ history

of anything. Every historical event that has been interesting

enough to be retold, be it a revolution, a war or a political

transition, can be seen from different perspectives. Placing

emphasis on different elements of an event, on the perspectives

of different participants in that event and on their different

causal motivations results in rather different tellings and

retellings of the event. And as time passes, new perspectives

on the event may lead to further retelling. Thus, history is fluid.

A simple version of this is the observation that, in war, ‘history is

told by the victor’. So too in medical education, a widely cited

example being the much-recounted history of the Flexnerian

reforms of medical education in North America. Following the

release of Flexner’s (1910) report by the Carnegie Foundation,

medical education throughout North America was changed. But

the way this bit of medical education history is told is subject to

some very disparate interpretations (Hodges 2005).

The Flexnerian history is told variously as: an heroic

accomplishment that led medicine to finally develop a

scientific base and relocate its education in universities; a

discriminatory turning point that led to the closure of medical

schools for blacks and women (Strong-Boag 1981) and/or the

beginning of an century of conflict of interest between the

medical profession and corporate interests (Brown 1979).

Interestingly, even the documentation of Flexner’s own words

does not come to us as a unified history (Whitehead 2010).

Flexner himself critiqued the results of his own report some 15

years later (Flexner 1925).

The uses of history

From this perspective, history cannot be about the telling of a

singular truth from the past or sketching a long and

uninterrupted line of progress towards a better world. Rather

history is about the different ways in which events have been,

or could have been, recorded. Taking this approach to history

is decidedly optimistic: rather than placing emphasis on the

fixity of life, attention is paid to what is changeable. This

constructivist approach allows us to question the underlying

assumptions of recorded history, wondering not only why it

was written in a certain way, in a certain place and at a certain

time, but also how it might be written differently.

Studying the different ways in which history is told is called

‘historiography’ (Breisach 1983, p. 487). Examining a historical

event through a deliberate juxtaposition of its multiple

retellings opens up the potential for a ‘critical’ analysis. That

is, questions can be raised about who told (or tells) which

historical version, which individuals or organizations stand to

gain or lose power or prestige from certain ways of recounting

history, and what goals are advanced by emphasizing those

particular historical details and interpretations. We can see that

certain versions of history are more prominent than others, and
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in particular times and places some become the dominant

ways of understanding reality while others are suppressed.

These different ways of seeing the world rest on conceptual

systems and ways of speaking that together are termed

‘discourses’ (as explained in more detail below). Untangling

this can be a tricky business because some discourses

dominate today (at the time of current reading) just as

potentially different discourses dominated in the past (at the

time of the original writing).

Let us look at an example in more detail. As we have

described, a critical version of the history of the Flexnerian

reforms focuses on the concomitant closing of medical schools

for women. Seen through twenty first century eyes an author

might well interpret these events as examples of gender

discrimination. However, a discourse of gender equity/

discrimination was not very commonplace in 1910 in North

America (such a discourse existed, but it was not dominant; for

examples see: Jacobi 1891). Feminist historians, writing in the

late twentieth and twenty first century have been able to show,

through study of historical documents, that in 1910 the

mainstream discourse construed women as intellectually

inferior, inadequately adapted to the study of science and

unable to cope with the demands of medical education and

practice (Clevenger 1987). Discourses that supported more

equitable admission of women to medical schools did not

become prominent until the 1970s (Cooke et al. 2010).

The history of admission of women to medical schools

could be told simply as a linear story of the advancement of

equity and of women’s rights: in the nineteenth century there

was discrimination and by the end of the twentieth century

there was great attention to gender equity. However that is

only one telling, and it would miss a very important nuance.

Prior to the Flexner reforms there were actually many women

studying medicine in North America. The closure of medical

schools was an attempt to address the multitude of ‘proprie-

tary’ (for profit) institutions that Flexner argued had very low

standards. The new medical schools that would emerge, based

on the Johns Hopkins model, would be much more exclusive

and much more expensive. Exclusion was about gender, but it

was at least as much about socio-economic status. Were one to

take an interest today in rising medical school tuitions, rising

student debt and the proliferation of for-profit medical schools

around the world, another look at the history of medical

education and the Flexnerian reforms could be taken from

such an economic point of view. Yet it is only in recent

decades that an economic history of the medical profession

has been told (Starr 1982).

We can see that the ‘science-revolution’ version of the

Flexnerian history compares in interesting ways to the

‘feminist-discrimination’ version which can be juxtaposed

with the ‘economic’ version. It could be argued that all are

‘true’ in some sense. However, the telling of the history takes

on a different character depending on where emphasis is

placed. Today, as we embrace a vigorous discussion about the

appropriate criteria for admission to medical school, the ways

in which we tell and retell medicine’s grappling with this topic

in the past are very relevant. An old adage, attributed to

Santayana (1905, p. 284), holds that ‘those who cannot

remember the past are condemned to repeat it’. The question

that deserves our attention as medical education historiogra-

phers is, which histories are we doomed to repeat? Whitehead

(2011) has illustrated that within the medical education

discourse and literature the same topics and arguments

recurring continually, albeit through the different lenses of

successive historical periods. For example, the notion that

medical knowledge has ‘exploded’ in such a way as to

overwhelm the curriculum has been articulated in nearly every

decade since 1910 (Whitehead in press). Understanding this

‘repetition compulsion’ must surely be important in moving

forward.

Methodology

Discourse

Discourse is a concept that is becoming increasingly recog-

nized in the medical education field. Like many popular terms,

while its meaning is often assumed, it is actually used to

express a range of different constructs. Mills (1997) provides a

very useful summary of differences in the use of the term in

different contexts and disciplines, including linguistics, sociol-

ogy and psychology. In general, discourse relates to language,

texts and the contexts in which language and texts are used

and put into practice. In some forms of discourse analysis, this

includes how they shape and are shaped by power structures

and relations.

With a goal of ‘making strange’, so as to better understand

our taken-for-granted assumptions in medical education, we

have found that critical discourse analysis provides an effective

and relevant approach for questioning such assumptions. It

has been used in many disciplines to explore how language

relates to the social construction of phenomena (Hodges

2009). Phillips and Hardy (2002) suggest that the different

forms of discourse analysis can be categorized as focusing

more on constructivist or critical approaches, depending on

whether they highlight social construction processes or power

dynamics. Types of discourse analysis can be further classified

according to whether they focus more on text or on context

(Phillips & Hardy 2002). Critical discourse analysis, in this

schema, is a critical, context-focused approach.

Critical discourse analysis examines the way that discourse

makes certain statements appear inevitable and not open to

questioning or doubt. As described by Rogers et al. (2005,

p. 371), critical discourse analysis is characterized by the

‘movement from description and interpretation to explanation

of how discourse systematically constructs versions of the social

world’. Critical discourse analysis, therefore, focuses on the

relation of language and practices and power. Parker (2002) has

developed a very useful framework to guide researchers in

distinguishing discourses. Box 1 provides a summary of this

framework as presented by Shaw and Greenhalgh (2008).

Foucauldian critical discourse analysis

Many researchers who engage in critical discourse analysis

from a historical perspective draw upon the works of Michel

Foucault. Foucault did not offer a unified theoretical approach

to history, but instead provided a number of concepts and
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theoretical lenses which can be combined to explore issues of

knowledge and power as they vary across different historical

periods. Foucault set out to study that which appears obvious

or self-evident to us today, in contrast to what appeared to be

self-evident to others in the past. He described this as

unearthing the ‘history of the present’ (Foucault 1995, p. 31).

In his examinations of madness, prisons and hospitals

(Foucault 1980, 1988, 1995) he showed the ways that particular

discourses are made possible, arise, change, become dominant

and later disappear. Foucault focused on the analysis of

discursive shifts (i.e. shifts between discourses), which he

called discontinuities or ruptures. Several Foucauldian con-

cepts, those of archaeology, genealogy and serial history, are

particularly relevant to ‘making strange’ in medical education

and unearthing aspects of its history; these will be discussed in

detail in the sections that follow.

Archaeology. We commonly think of archaeology as digging

up ancient pottery shards in order to help us reconstruct long-

lost civilizations and how they worked. Foucault’s use of the

term archaeology similarly describes a way to metaphorically

dig up bits of language in order to reconstruct the ideas and

practices (i.e. the discourses) of the past as well as of the

present. Foucault’s concept of archaeology is helpful as it

focuses attention on the way our ideas of ‘truth’ have been

embedded in the different language that has been used in

different ways in different times. It also requires us to analyse

our current assumptions about accepted forms of knowledge

since, for Foucault (2000, p. 132), ‘Truth’ is to be understood as

a system of ordered procedures for the production, regulation,

distribution, circulation and operation of statements’. By taking

an archaeological approach, changes, or discontinuities, in the

kinds of statements that are being made become extremely

important, as these signal a shift in ways of thinking and in the

rules governing discourse production. As described by

Davison (1986, p. 223), ‘new statements which seem to be

mere incremental additions to scientific knowledge are in fact

only made possible because underlying rules for the produc-

tion of discourse have significantly altered ’. An archaeological

approach probes something that might appear to be ‘natural’

and shows various factors that influence, affect and shape its

emergence. Archaeology thus makes visible the confluence of

forces allowing a discourse to emerge and the way the

discourse operates. It ‘attempts to isolate the level of discursive

practices and formulate the rules of production and transfor-

mation for these practices’ (Davidson 1986, p. 227). By so

doing, the ‘conditions of possibility ’ (Foucault 1994, p. xxii) are

shown. Certain statements and ways of thinking are made

possible; others are made impossible. Certain voices are heard

and valued; others are not.

While discourses are characterized by particular ways of

talking and thinking, they also encompass a number of other

discrete but interrelated elements. These elements include

roles for people to play, institutions to govern and have power,

and objects (both real and conceptual) that are made possible

by particular discourses. The Foucauldian historian tries to

unearth as many of these discursive elements as possible,

assembling them into a developing understanding of the

discourse of which they are constituent parts.

Foucault’s study of madness is classic in demonstrating that

the twentieth century discourse of madness as illness is

completely different from previously existing notions of

madness as spiritual possession or social deviancy (Foucault

1988). Once madness is understood as mental illness, care of

the insane becomes the job of doctors and hospitals, rather

than clergy and churches or jailors and prisons.

Similarly, in discipline and punish, Foucault (1995)

demonstrated a dramatic conceptual shift, as crime became

something for which to be imprisoned rather than something

to be punished by torture. Foucault showed that prison

reforms, considered by proponents in nineteenth century as

‘humanitarian’ and ‘progressive,’ led to a marked change in

disciplinary techniques. Instead of ‘brutal but unfocused

physical punishment’ of the body of the criminal, there is

Box 1. Overview of Parker’s framework.

Criteria for distinguishing discourses Description

Discourse is realized in texts As the world around us is textual, we need to treat objects of study (e.g. documents) as texts which

are described and put into words

A discourse is historically located Discourses are embedded in history and should be considered in relation to time. We need to explore

how and where discourses emerge and describe how they change

A discourse is a coherent system of meanings Discourse is made up of groups of statements that present a particular reality of the world. The task

of the analyst is to map the world as discourse represents

A discourse is about objects Using language means referring to objects and representing them in particular ways. Hence, we

unpick what objects are referred to and how they are talked about

A discourse contains subjects As discourse addresses us in particular ways and allows us to perceive ourselves in certain roles, we

need to identify the rights we have to speak in relation to any discourse

A discourse refers to other discourses Describing discourses necessarily involves the use of other discourses. Contrasting different ways of

speaking helps to disentangle this

A discourse reflects on its own way of speaking Each discourse comments upon the terms it employs, referring to other texts to elaborate. Hence,

there is a need to reflect on the terminology used

Discourses support institutions Discursive practices involve the reproduction of institutions. Analysis involves identifying institutions

that are reinforced or subverted when a discourse is used

Discourses reproduce power relations Discourse and power are intimately related so we need to look at which categories of person gain

and lose from employment of a discourse

Discourses have ideological effects Different versions of how things should proceed can coexist and compete within discourse. Hence,

there is a need to show a discourse connects with other discourse to sanction control

Note: Parker (2002) as presented in Shaw and Greenhalgh (2008). Reproduced with permission.
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instead ‘intrusive psychological control’ (Gutting 2005, p. 81).

Self-control, self-discipline and self-surveillance are all pro-

ducts of this discourse. Implications of such different ways of

thinking for society more broadly can be profound.

Box 2 presents a worked-out example of discursive

changes within medical education derived using Foucauldian

discourse analysis.

Genealogy. Foucault used the term genealogy not, as in

common usage, to describe the discovery of individual family

trees but rather to link knowledge and power. Whereas

archaeology, in this framework, describes the specific dis-

courses and their elements as they exist at particular points in

time, genealogy is a study of the evolution of these discourses

and the ebbs and flows of their relationships to each other.

These ebbs and flows are not random; rather, they are

animated by shifts in how power is enacted. Power is taken to

be a force like electricity that is present in every interaction,

every communication and every moment, and so does not lie

in particular individuals or institutions. Using a particular

discourse perpetuates a particular arrangement of power

linked to that discourse, which in turn perpetuates the

discourse itself. Genealogy thus examines the relationship

between power and discursive practices, providing a ‘history

of the present’ (Foucault 1995, p. 31). Foucault did not see

knowledge and power as separable, meaning that shifts in

what is considered to be ‘true’ are also inevitably shifts in

power relations. In this framework, knowledge and power are

interchangeable.

Foucault explicitly linked power and truth, describing

regimes of truth that are made possible by certain discourses:

[T]ruth isn’t the reward of free spirits, the child of

protracted solitude, nor the privilege of those who

have succeeded in liberating themselves. Truth is a

thing of this world: it is produced only by virtue of

multiple forms of constraint. And it induces regular

effects of power. Each society has its regime of truth,

its ‘general politics’ of truth: that is, the types of

discourse which it accepts and makes function as

true; the mechanisms and instances which enable

one to distinguish true and false statements, the

means by which each is sanctioned; the techniques

and procedures accorded value in the acquisition of

truth; the status of those who are charged with saying

what counts as true. (Foucault 1980, p. 131)

As we try to understand the effects and relations of

language, practices and power in our current assumptions in

medical education, genealogy helps to show how the relation

of language, practices and power creates regimes of truth.

Power, most importantly, is not only something that is

repressive, but is also very much a productive force. For

Foucault:

Power must be analysed as something which

circulates, or rather as something which only

functions in the form of a chain. It is never localised

here or there, never in anybody’s hands . . . .

Individuals are the vehicles of power, not its points

of application. (Foucault 1980, p. 98)

Serial history. Mapping of shifting discourses allows for an

understanding of changing regimes of truth. In medical

education, this allows us to see the way our assumptions

change over time, and the implications and effects of these

changes. Foucault clearly distinguished the difference between

his notion of serial history and a linear history. Linear history

seeks to explain events in terms of causal factors, are generally

designed to demonstrate progress, and examine the past as a

way to justify and explain the present (Foucault 1999, p. 423).

A serial history, in contrast, does not take current conceptions

or ideas for granted but seeks to understand how they came to

be, examining the various factors and relations that allow new

ways of speaking and thinking to be adopted:

Serial history makes it possible to bring out different

layers of events as it were, some being visible, even

immediately knowable by the contemporaries, and

then, beneath these events that form the froth of

history, so to speak, there are other events that are

invisible, imperceptible for the contemporaries, and

are of completely different form. (Foucault 1999,

pp. 427–428)

Serial history, therefore, offers a powerful way to focus on

changes and shifts in language, and the way that such changes

Box 2. Discursive changes in the good doctor in medical education.

The good doctor as a Flexnerian scientist:

The discourse of the scientist physician formed the basis of Abraham Flexner’s proposals for reform. Flexner’s scientist was an erudite and incisive thinker, who

incorporated various forms of knowledge into his approach to his care for his patients. Flexner’s scientist was generally socially well-placed, white and male

The good doctor as a man of character:

Flexner’s notion of the scientist physician was not adopted with the changes to medical schools that followed his report. Instead, science became curricular

content and the discourse of the good doctor as a man of character became prominent

The good doctor as a compilation of characteristics:

In the late (1950s) the discourse of the good doctor shifted from character to characteristics. Psychometric measures were increasingly used to dissect the

medical student into his component parts

The good doctor as roles-competent:

This discourse considers the good doctor as competent in the performance of various roles. Discourses of production combine with competency language to

depict a manufacturing model of medical training

Note: Material derived from Whitehead (2011).
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in language connect to the construction and conception of

other related ideas.

Elements of discourse: Example of
physician competence

In summary, discourse consists of a variety of elements,

analysis of which can demonstrate the connections between

language, practices and power. These elements can best be

described by using specific examples. A very current example

of a discourse in medical education is that of physician

competence (Hodges 2012). Competence, within this frame-

work, is our discursive object. One discourse of competence is

that of competence as knowledge. If a competent physician is

one with appropriate knowledge, then the role for the student

is to memorize facts. The role for teachers is to be a fount of

knowledge, often delivering such knowledge through large

group didactic teaching sessions. Compilations of facts, such as

textbooks or lecture handouts, are provided to students for

memorization and reproduction. Multiple-choice exams allow

assessment of appropriate memorization; hence testing centres

are dominant institutions. This knowledge accumulation

approach draws upon the monastic tradition, in which the

student is a passive recipient of knowledge approved by

higher order experts.

In contrast, another discourse of competence is that of

competence as performance. In this discourse, Miller’s (1990)

pyramid focuses our attention not just on knowing but on

showing. Hence, a student’s role is no longer that of

memorizer, but instead becomes that of actor and performer.

The teacher becomes an observer and demonstrator of skills.

Instead of multiple-choice exam questions, the student is

assessed through the use of Objective Structured Clinical

Examinations or simulations. Standardized patient centres and

simulation labs become dominant institutions in this discursive

framing. In this discourse, which draws upon behaviourist

understandings, observation of performance provides proof of

competence.

Competence, in outcomes-based models, is positioned as a

discourse of production. In this discourse, the student’s role

becomes one of raw material to be shaped and moulded by

teachers who themselves take on the role of assembly-line

management. Efficiency, accountability, quality assurance and

standardized measures are valued, and this discourse of

production draws on capitalist and corporate language.

Interestingly, even when medical educators use outcomes-

based models, current testing methods still hearken back to

previous discourses of knowledge and performance in

assessment, since nobody has yet found a foolproof way to

measure outcomes. The emerging discourse of competence as

reflection is appearing in conjunction with discourses of

production, yet it builds upon very different foundations. The

role of the student shifts from one of raw material to one of

self-analyst; the role of the teacher moves from one of

production-line manager to one of mentor and guide. This

discourse draws on a belief that self-reflection and self-

assessment provide a path to competence. Portfolios provide

the measure of competency assessment in this framing.

As this example shows, when we approach the idea of

physician competence from a variety of discursive lenses, we

find that very different beliefs and values are at play in each.

Teachers and learners assume different roles. Different

institutions take on more prominent positions. Different

people or institutions gain and lose power as these discourses

privilege one or another form of teaching, learning and

assessment. There are real and practical effects of discourse

change.

While it is important to analyse each discursive strand

separately, discourses do not, of course, appear in isolation.

Instead, different discourses interact, with certain discourses

rising to prominence at different times. Discourses coexist,

sometimes clashing, sometimes bouncing off each other, and

sometimes subtly transforming each other. Foucault notes that

as a discourse is taken up in a different setting it:

[C]irculates, is used, disappears, allows or prevents

the realization of a desire, serves or resists various

interests, participates in challenge and struggle, and

becomes a theme of appropriation or rivalry.

(Foucault, 1972, p. 105)

Looking at the intersection of discourses allows us to

examine the various threads that are coming together in our

daily practices.

Discourses in practice

Now let us see how we can use our understanding of

discourse in a practical way, using the discourses of

competence just discussed. Medical school admissions criteria

are one obvious place these discursive framings can be

helpful. If we wish to select students who will absorb and

regurgitate large quantities of knowledge, marks in pre-

medical school subjects that are taught and assessed in this

way will be a good guide. If we wish to admit students who

will perform on simulations, tools such as the Multi-Mini

Interview, which is increasingly being used in North America

for medical school admissions (Eva et al. 2004), should be a

better marker of success. If we wish students who self-reflect,

we might be able to better consider such abilities through an

essay or interview. What it would be unwise to do would be to

use marks in a biochemistry class as a measure of reflective

capacity.

In practice we often find a muddled mix of discourses. The

CanMEDS competency framework (Frank 2005), for example,

uses the terminology of roles to describe its competencies and

draws together performance and production discourses in so

doing. Behaviourist roles are combined with outcomes-based

statements. Assessment of competency in outcomes-based

models generally combines examinations of knowledge,

reflective exercises, performance measures and standardized

checklists. Hence, these outcomes-based assessments are

drawing upon knowledge, performance and reflection dis-

courses of competence. It is very important to be aware of the

different discursive threads that are being woven together in

combining these assessment tools and the history of the

development of each. After all, each of these discourses

(knowledge, performance, production and reflection) is based
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on different assumptions and is an expression of different

values and practices. Taking this historical analytic view, it

should be no surprise that we sometimes end up with

combinations of disparate elements that may not actually

make much sense together. By understanding the disparate

elements, and the ways they fit (or do not fit) together, we may

be better able to shape our tools in the future.

Method

For the researcher interested in taking these ideas about

history and discourse and putting them into practice, the next

step is to be deliberate and rigorous about identifying,

collecting and analysing the appropriate data sources for this

kind of research. Text analysis naturally aligns with the

discourse analysis approach we have been discussing above.

However because text analysis can be a useful method for

many types of qualitative research, the following section also

provides a more general overview of text analysis.

Why texts?

As for most qualitative methodologies, there are four major

methods that can be used to gather data for discourse analysis:

interviews, focus groups, observation and text analysis. Of

these, observation is intrinsically limited to the study of events

that are occurring in the present or that will somewhat

predictably occur in the near future. Interviews and focus

groups are somewhat more flexible in that they can be used to

gather perspectives on events and occurrences from the recent

past. These methods are, however, firmly limited by the life

spans of the potential research participants: one could imagine

contemporary researchers interviewing Admissions Committee

members from the 1980s but of course not from the 1880s.

There are also theoretical issues inherent in gathering

current perspectives on the past. Individual opinions and

understandings shift over time. These shifts are often slow and

subtle enough as to be imperceptible but may, over a

prolonged period, become quite radical. As different dis-

courses become dominant, different ways of thinking about

the same questions become natural and obvious. These ways

of thinking will colour participants’ recollections and descrip-

tions of past thoughts, decisions and actions. Thus, current

interviews about past events are likely to be more useful

indicators of current discourses than of the discourses that

were in circulation at the time of those events. In order to

access discourses contemporary to a particular period in the

past, it becomes necessary to use data that was created in that

period – that is, to gather and analyse texts.

What are texts?

The term ‘text’ encompasses a wide variety of physical objects

that contain and convey meaning. Texts are most commonly

taken to mean written documents but can also include such

media as: visual arts including photographs, paintings and

sculptures; graphic design; textiles; music and film. (See Box 3

for an example from medical education of a discourse analysis

of a particular graphic design, the CanMEDS diagram as in

Figure 1.) However, given the nature of our own expertise as

well as the predominant textual medium currently taken up in

discourse analyses, our focus in this Guide is on texts

composed of written words.

Even within written texts there is a broad variety of different

kinds of texts that offer different research possibilities. There

are, for example, texts that were intentionally written to be

read by many others (e.g. books, magazine and journal articles

and blog postings), texts that were meant for a limited

audience (e.g. letters and e-mails) and texts that were intended

only for private consumption (e.g. diaries and notebooks). As

another example, there are texts that are currently considered

to be authoritative (e.g. articles in the New England Journal of

Medicine), texts whose authority may be contested or denied

(e.g. patient narratives posted in online communities) and texts

which may be seen as illicit for transgressing ethical

boundaries (e.g. medical student narratives about patients

posted in online communities).

Which texts?

The selection of texts, often called ‘delimiting the corpus’, is a

key step in textual analysis. This choice often begins with a

research question, ideally situated within a particular theore-

tical and methodological framework, and proceeds with the

identification of relevant texts. A researcher studying the

spread of a particular discourse within a field of practice might,

for example, want to focus on authoritative public texts in that

field like journal articles or textbooks, albeit with a clear

understanding of the limitations that this focus may engender.

Another researcher interested in the impact of that same

discourse on the medical student experience may need to

search for other, less readily available texts like diaries or

readily available but non-authoritative texts like blogs.

Once the general category of texts that are relevant to a

research question has been identified, the researcher then

selects specific texts according to his or her particular

methodological approach. Some methodologies require a

more rigid, predetermined delimitation of the texts to be

studied, whereas others are more fluid or eclectic in their

collection of textual data, but all require setting some sorts of

boundaries around the texts to be studied. Examples of

boundaries that might be considered in selecting particular

texts are listed in Table 1. So, for example, if a researcher was

studying changing admissions practices to the University of

Toronto’s Faculty of Medicine, she might delimit her corpus to

include all documents produced by and for the admissions

committee for that medical school, including its meeting

agendas, its meeting minutes and its reports, between 1945

and 2010 (thus delineating boundaries of time, place,

institution, authors and intended audiences). The time span

would have to be justified (e.g. with respect to known changes

in admissions to higher education in North America after

World War II), as would the choice of institution. She would

also have to justify other potential types of texts she had

considered and chosen not to include (e.g. student newspaper

articles about medical school admissions processes). Note that

not all boundaries will be addressed in every situation; in this

case, content, genre and language are not part of the formal
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boundaries of the corpus but rather are determined by

possibilities allowed by the other boundaries.

It should be noted that although in medical education

research this particular directionality, coming from a research

question to a text, predominates, there are disciplines in which

the text sometimes or often comes first. That is, there are many

domains of research in which a researcher may begin with a

text (or a group of texts), determining relevant research

questions based on the nature, content and/or context of that

particular text. A classic example of this is the discipline of

literary studies, where a researcher may begin by wanting to

study a particular novel. In order to delineate a research

question she would then immerse herself in everything

previously written about that novel and potentially, depending

on her theoretical and methodological orientation, about its

author and the rest of that author’s oeuvre, about the time the

novel was written, about its literary antecedents, etc.

Throughout this process the novel would be the central

focus of her work and her jumping-off point into other writings

and various ideas. Other disciplines in which this sort of text-

centred process often occurs include art, rhetoric and history.

Primary vs. secondary texts

The texts that are selected as being relevant to a particular

research question – the texts that are actually under study – are

usually referred to as primary texts. Many methodologies also

make use of secondary texts. These are texts that are outside

the delimited boundaries of the corpus and are not being used

to directly answer the research question, but that are none-

theless helpful in understanding the phenomenon under

study. For example, the aforementioned researcher studying

changing admissions practices at one medical school between

1945 and 2010, whose primary texts are its admissions

committee documents, might also need to gather a selection

of medical education journal articles, government documents,

university policy documents and student information leaflets

(among other things) to get a fuller picture of medical school

admissions during that period. Primary and secondary texts,

then, are not defined by the nature of the texts themselves but

by the uses to which they are put in the research process; thus,

the primary texts for one study might be the secondary texts

for another, and vice versa.

Delimiting a Foucauldian archive

As described above, there are many decisions to be considered

when deciding how to set appropriate boundaries and

reasonably limit the texts that will be analysed. While the

basic issues are similar (we all need a rigorously reasoned and

well-described rationale for inclusion and exclusion of texts

appropriate to our research questions and methodologies, with

sufficient openness to needs and issues that emerge as the

research is being conducted to make reasonable adjustments),

Foucauldian critical discourse analysis employs some specific

Box 3. A discourse analysis of a graphic design: the CanMEDS daisy.

This discourse analysis examined the CanMEDS diagram (Figure 1). Textual documents used in this analysis included the archives from the Educating Future

Physicians for Ontario (EFPO) project (University of Toronto, Thomas Fisher Rare Books Library). The EFPO project developed a series of roles, which were

modified by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada and organized into the daisy-shaped CanMEDS diagram. The discourse analysis aimed

to understand the graphic design by identifying the discourses at play during roles development

The EFPO project began as a response to a strike by physicians in Ontario, Canada. Project leaders aimed to better align physician education with societal needs

by defining a series of roles that physicians ought to play. The project involved extensive public consultations with physicians, educators, students, other

health care professionals and members of the public, including representatives from multicultural groups, disabled persons groups, women’s groups, AIDS

groups and seniors’ groups

The principal author examined all documents in the EFPO archive. One prominent discourse identified was a discourse of threat (to physician expertise, status

and authority) and need to protect the profession from these threatening forces. A second discourse was that of societal need. The discourse of societal need

was repeatedly invoked in the discussion of roles. The proposed use of ‘roles’ appeared in the earliest EFPO documents as the way to achieve societal

needs. However, nowhere in the archive was the relationship between roles and societal need explained. Instead, the two were placed side by side in

sentences, and their connection rhetorically assumed by their direct and recurrent juxtaposition

Visual images are not simply aesthetic, but convey messages that are value-laden (Zibrowski et al. 2009). The visual structure of the CanMEDS Framework is an

innocent daisy, in which medical expertise is surrounded and encased by petals. Understanding the discourse of threat and a need to protect the

profession’s expertise that pervaded the EFPO documents, one possible interpretation of the graphic design could be that the ‘petal roles’ are functioning to

‘armour’ medical expertise

Note: Material derived from Whitehead et al. (2011a).

Figure 1. The CanMEDS diagram.

Copyright � 2009 The Royal College of Physicians and

Surgeons of Canada. http://rcpsc.medical.org/canmeds.

Reproduced with permission.
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terms and approaches. Unlike some other forms of text

analysis, a Foucauldian approach requires bi-directionality.

That is, a researcher does not just choose her set of texts and

move from text to discourse. Instead, there is a process of back

and forth between text and discourse. This may at first seem

confusing, but if we look back at Parker’s framework (Box 1)

we see the importance of institutions, power relations and

links to other discourses in a critical discourse analysis. So, for

example, if a researcher wanted to undertake the study

described above of the University of Toronto medical school

admissions criteria from 1945 to 2010 as a critical discourse

analysis, she would need to choose an initial set of texts as a

starting point. While reading those texts, she would begin to

locate key statements about admissions processes. From these,

she would start to identify how these statements are

constructed: who is saying them, for what purpose, and in

what contexts. She would very likely find that she needed to

look beyond the originally chosen documents in order analyse

how these discourses were being legitimized and made

possible. As she then moved to position the discourses she

had identified within the broader social context she might

need to examine additional texts to see how these statements

relate to and are reinforced by specific practices, institutions

and power relations. Obviously, since the researcher would

not know what discourses would be identified when begin-

ning the analysis, the initial choice of texts is a starting point

rather than a rigidly defined archive. A descriptions of

Foucauldian methodology will articulate the processes used

and choices made by the researcher in delimiting her

archive over the course of the research process (Hodges

2009, pp. 50–51).

Organizing the materials

As will by now have become clear, most forms of text analysis

(including Foucauldian critical discourse analysis) require

collecting, organizing and analysing a large volume of text.

The practicalities of managing this amount of data can be

disconcerting and potentially overwhelming. There is no one

‘right’ way to do this, but there are several factors researchers

might want to consider in their decision-making. In recent

years, the availability of many documents electronically has

Table 1. Boundaries that may be considered in selecting particular texts for analysis.

Boundary Examples of what might be specified Examples of selected texts

Time � Weeks

� Months

� Years

� Centuries, etc.

� The medical charts produced on a ward over a 6-week period

� The programmes of a health professions education conference

over a 10-year period

Place � Neighbourhood

� City

� Region

� Country, etc.

� The reports about health care from a city’s newspapers

� The government regulatory documents related to a country’s

nursing education policies

Institution � University

� Medical school

� Hospital

� Hospital ward

� International non-governmental organization

� Committee, etc.

� The diversity committee documents from a university

� The policy documents governing clinical work on a ward

Language � Dominant international languages

� Minority languages

� Language(s) known to the researcher, etc.

� The academic journal articles written in English about the

globalization of medical education

� The academic journal articles written in Chinese and Arabic about

the globalization of medical education

Content � Subjects

� Theories, etc.

� The blog postings about the medical school application process

from Canadian and British websites

� The academic journal articles about professionalism in the nursing

education literature

Genres � Prose fiction

� Poetry

� Academic journal articles

� Academic books

� Blog posts

� Popular press articles, etc.

� The memoirs of medical school experiences published as mass-

market paperbacks in English since 1970

� The poems published in the arts sections of high-impact general

medical journals

Authors � Educators

� Learners

� Clinicians

� Patients

� Researchers, etc.

� The stories written by patients for an online literary health care

journal

� The reports written by medical school Deans during accreditation

reviews

Intended audiences � Educators

� Learners

� Clinicians

� Patients

� Researchers, etc.

� The patient-information leaflets about the presence of medical

trainees within a hospital

� The grant applications about knowledge translation submitted to a

national health research funding body
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dramatically shifted organizational paradigms, and those

whose corpus or archive is available in electronic format can

make use of any one of many available software programs to

store and manage them. Even when texts are not available

electronically, database or referencing software can be used to

maintain lists of texts being used in hard copy. However, no

matter how sophisticated the software being used, it is still

only an organizational tool. While researchers (and reviewers)

can be seduced by fancy software, it can be just as effective to

use index cards to keep lists of texts, to sort documents into

piles and to identify key points with sticky notes and

highlighters.

How to read and analyse a text

However a particular text is selected, and however the data

drawn from it will be organized, the next step in using a text

for research it is of course to read it and to analyse it. Those

two steps, reading and analysis, are intimately bound up with

each other. It is only to be expected that a researcher reading a

text with a particular research question in mind will

immediately start thinking about how it relates to that question,

to other research texts she has already read and to her analytic

understanding thus far of those texts. As well, the particular

questions shaping themselves in her mind as she read the text

(and the notes she would be taking as she read) would be

guided by her theoretical and methodological orientation. This

is no more or less true for text analysis than for the analysis of

observations, interviews and focus groups; theory and

methodology will orient the researcher to the relevance of

different facets of her data and enable her to enter into the

analytic process.

For example, a Foucauldian studying discourses of medical

training – of what it’s like ‘to become a doctor’ – might read her

archive’s tenth mass-market memoir from the 1980s about the

medical training experience looking for words linked to

discourses she had already begun to identify through her

ongoing research, for moments when discourses interacted or

even clashed, for examples of groups and institutions that

gained or lost power within a particular dominant discourse.

On the other hand, a critical feminist studying gender

differences in descriptions of physicians in the 1980s might

read the same memoir paying particular attention to who

wrote it and their social location (gender, age, ethnicity, socio-

economic status, class, etc.), specific words and phrases that

were used in it to describe male and female physicians, the

social locations of the character(s) in the memoir to which

those descriptions were attributed, etc. Despite these theore-

tical nuances, there are certain basic questions that can be

usefully kept it mind when reading texts; these are listed in

Table 2.

This particular approach to text analysis is grounded in our

particular expertise as medical education researchers who use

history to make visible the contingent aspects of contemporary

medical education, and more generally in our disciplinary

affiliations as social scientists. Our goal is to reveal possibilities

for change. Others who study texts, such as rhetoricians or

social linguists, might pay even closer attention to phraseol-

ogy, grammar or even punctuation; however, like Shaw and

Greenhalgh (2008, p. 2519), ‘although our analysis is not

focused on the micro-analysis of texts, wherever possible we

draw attention to concrete language use’ as part of our

research data. Still others who study texts, such as literary

scholars, might focus on intertextuality, character development

or narrative structure; such interests are well-represented in the

literature and medicine community, and occasionally cross

over into medical education research. All of these approaches

are useful; they simply draw on different theoretical and

methodological armamentaria to answer different types of

research questions. As well, they all share a common

understanding: that analysing texts is not about a particular

type of coding, about the software using to organize the

textual data, or about coming to a single incontrovertible truth,

but rather about considered thought, methodologically

informed meaning-making and theoretically grounded

interpretation.

Table 2. Questions to keep in mind when analysing texts.

General question More specific questions that may be important depending
on the text, the theory/methodology being used and the
research question

What is the text? Is it a book, journal article, blog post, letter, dairy, photograph,

painting, film, etc?

Who wrote the text? What is his/her/their gender, age, ethnicity, country of origin, country

of residence, socio-economic status, class, educational level,

profession, job, etc?

When was the text written? In what century, decade, year, etc?

Where was the text written? In what country, city, type of institution, specific institution, etc?

How was the text written? In what language, genre, form, etc? Using what key words,

metaphors, symbols, etc? Making what key arguments?

Why was the text written in that way at that

place and time by that person/group?

Was it commissioned, submitted, self-published, secret, paid for

directly by a funder, funded indirectly, a plea for funding,

supported, a plea for support, required, forbidden, authoritative,

contested, transgressive, etc?

How does the text relate to the research question?

How does the text relate to other primary texts already analysed?

How does the text relate to secondary texts relevant to the study as a whole?
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Conclusion

We began this AMEE Guide with an approach we called

‘making strange’ and discussed how such an approach can

produce unexpected insights about things we would otherwise

accept as normal or natural. Our goal is to illustrate the utility

of this approach for the medical education researcher. In

undertaking such work, it is important to be aware that this

approach, which questions the foundations of people’s

assumptions, can sometimes be perceived as provocative.

We have all three occasionally encountered this reaction to our

own work (see, e.g. Whitehead et al. 2011a, 2011b; Sherbino

et al. 2011). We would never advocate avoiding controversial

topics. However, in reframing currently accepted ‘truths’, the

wise researcher might want to take into account that these

‘truths’ may be touchstones for some of their readers and

should aim to gently lead their readers towards a more

nuanced understanding rather than to shock them into a

different awareness of particular issues.
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Abstract

Medical educators need to understand and conduct medical education research in order to make informed decisions based on the

best evidence, rather than rely on their own hunches. The purpose of this Guide is to provide medical educators, especially those

who are new to medical education research, with a basic understanding of how quantitative and qualitative methods contribute to

the medical education evidence base through their different inquiry approaches and also how to select the most appropriate

inquiry approach to answer their research questions.

Introduction

Over the past few decades, major advances have occurred in

both the understanding and practice of medical education.

Medical education research has contributed considerably to

these advances by adding reliable new knowledge to an

existing body of educational knowledge to produce ‘best

evidence’ that can help medical educators to make better

decisions about important areas of medical education, such as

teaching and learning, effective curriculum design and assess-

ment. Through research, data can be collected and analysed to

better understand the teaching and learning process (Norman

2002) and also to inform decision making about how well a

particular programme, practice, procedure or policy is operat-

ing (Tavakol & Gruppen 2010). However, there is often little

interest by clinicians in medical education research, possibly as

a result of a lack of training in education research methods,

and with many clinical educators also feeling less confident in

the application of qualitative research approaches (Tavakol

et al. 2008). This could be due to the fact that the nature of

qualitative studies in comparison with quantitative methods

has not been recognised (Morse 2005), especially since

medical educators tend to gather empirical data that are

grounded in objective rather than subjective reality (Buckley

1998). However, the contribution of qualitative studies in

evidence-based practice has increasingly been recognised in

both healthcare systems and educational research (McEwan

et al. 2004; Ong & Richardson 2006; Bower & Scambler 2007).

The purpose of this Guide is to provide medical educators,

especially those who are new to medical education research,

with a basic understanding of how quantitative and qualitative

methods contribute to the medical education evidence base

through their different inquiry approaches. It also provides

readers with the primary steps of the research process and an

understanding of how to select the most appropriate inquiry

approach to answer their research questions

Practice points

� Quantitative and qualitative studies are not contradict-

ory, but complementary. Both develop new

knowledge for solving research problems.

� Quantitative research has a positivist paradigm, in

which the world to be researched is viewed as an

objective reality, but qualitative research has a natur-

alistic paradigm, in which the world to be researched

is viewed as a socially constructed subjective reality.

� Qualitative research provides an opportunity to

generate and explain models and theories inductively,

whereas quantitative research provides an opportunity

to test theories deductively.

� When there is little knowledge about the phenomenon

of interest, qualitative approaches are suggested to

explore and understand the phenomenon.

� In quantitative research, the accuracy of the research

results depends on the validity and reliability of the

measurement tools, whereas in qualitative research

the trustworthiness of the research findings heavily

relies on the researcher as a tool, and hence partici-

pants should verify their findings.

� Quantitative researchers rely on numerical values

obtained from statistical procedures and their corres-

ponding p values, whereas qualitative researchers rely

on excerpts from the actual voice of participants to

describe and support the identified themes.

� All research must consider essential ethical principles

to ensure that participants are not harmed, either in the

process of data collection or by the presentation of

results.
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What is medical education
research?

Research is ‘. . . investigation or experimentation aimed at the

discovery and interpretation of facts, revision of accepted

theories or laws in the light of new facts, or practical

application of such new or revised theories or laws’

(Merriam-Webster 2013). The ultimate goal of research is to

gain new knowledge that can then be added to a body of

existing knowledge in order to develop new insights and

create more useful knowledge to solve a problem. Medical

education research is a careful or systematic study designed

to answer the fundamental questions raised by medical

educators in order to make educational decisions that can

be based on rigorous research-based findings rather than

personal experiences.

Understanding of the knowledge
construction process

Paradigms

Medical educators are always faced with questions in the real

world, such as why do students struggle to learn genetics or

does using a video improve learning? They use specific

methods based on their own views of the world in order

to find out the best answers to these questions. In the

terminology of research, a paradigm is a comprehensive

belief system or a worldview that provides a general perspec-

tive or framework to guide an understanding of the phenom-

enon under investigation. Hence, paradigms direct medical

education researchers to employ the optimal methodological

techniques given the nature of the phenomenon under

study. According to Guba (1990), the paradigms that are

adopted by educators respond to three questions: (a) What is

the nature of reality (known as ontology or metaphysics)?

(b) What is the nature of knowledge, its limitations and its

relationship to the researcher (known as epistemology)?

(c) How should the researcher go about finding out know-

ledge (known as methodology, by which the researcher

chooses to conduct the investigation of the phenomenon)? For

example, researchers may employ a cross-sectional design

with one of the quantitative research traditions to answer their

questions. The ontological and the epistemological questions

focus on philosophical issues underlying research paradigms.

In medical education research, there are a variety of research

questions that may be raised by medical educators. Answering

these questions requires the use of different types of research

paradigms. Two main paradigms that guide disciplined inquiry

in medical education, the positivist paradigm and the natur-

alistic paradigm, are discussed below.

The positivist paradigm

Epistemologically, over the last few centuries, the positivist

paradigm was dominant to create new knowledge. It

was introduced by Descartes in 1637. For Descartes, there

is an objective reality that is directly observable and this can

be measured using mathematical models that can predict

future events. He believed that the researcher must distance

him/herself from the participant to avoid any distortion of

the interpretation of the findings from the study. Positivists

believe that objective collection of data and its analysis

must be independent of the opinions of the researcher. In

Table 1, the ontological, epistemological and methodological

assumptions of the positivist approach to research are

summarised.

Within positivism, a hypothesis is derived from a theory

and then empirically tested and replicated by a neutral

researcher. Based on the result of a statistical hypothesis test,

the researcher identifies the relationship between cause and

effect within a value-free inquiry (Denzin & Lincoln 2011).

According to positivism, there is an objective knowledge that is

to be discovered and human beings cannot socially construct

this knowledge. The generalisation of the study results to

another situation is possible within a positivism paradigm; the

nature of reality is fixed, it is single (i.e. the study results either

support or reject a particular hypothesis), and it is measurable

(Denzin & Lincoln 2011; Rubin & Rubin 2012). A positivist

researcher will neutrally rely on statistical inferences, and if the

Table 1. Some assumptions of the positivist and constructivist approaches.

Type of assumption Positivist approach (quantitative) Constructivist approach (qualitative)

Epistemology (what is the relationship

between the researcher and

knowledge)

Knowledge is uncovered by detached scientific obser-

vations. The reality is independent of any opinions of

the researcher. The researcher tries to minimise

subjectivity and to maximise objectivity

Knowledge is socially constructed through interaction of

the researcher with research participants. The values

of both the researcher and the research participants

contribute to knowledge, with there is a lack of

neutrality and objectivity.

Ontology (what is the nature of reality) The reality is singular. Reality is constructed based on

cause and effect inferences.

Multiple realities exist. Each study participant has a

different view on the phenomenon being studied.

Methodology (What is the research

process?)

Deductive reasoning: Statistical hypothesis testing

Objective and measurable

Validation of theories

Prediction and estimation

Identifying associations between variables

Generalization from samples to population

Rule-bound

Statistical analyses

Internal and external validity

Sample is large or random

Inductive reasoning: theory or hypothesis construction

Subjective and non-measurable

Explore participants’ experiences

Provide rich description of the phenomenon being

investigated

Generate hypothesis or theory

Generalisation does not matter

Context-bound

Sample size is small

Quantitative and qualitative methods in medical education research
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study results do not fit a theory/model, then the theory/model

can be modified and subsequently tested using statistical

procedures.

Positivism was criticised by post-positivists and in the

last quarter of the twentieth century was rapidly deflated

(Alvesson & Skoldberg 2009). Although proponents of the

positivist approach believe that there is a fixed and objective

reality that can be investigated, post-positivists argue that

the absolute reality of knowledge can never be obtained, it

is only estimated. Post-positivism considers that the reality

is captured based on multiple methods and researchers seek

to test, verify and refine theories to understand the

world (Creswell 2014). Post-positivist researchers begin

with a theory, then collect data in order to either support or

refute the theory, and then make necessary changes and

collect further data to check on whether the theory is

supported or refuted (Denzin & Lincoln 2011; Creswell

2014). Thus the assumptions of post-positivist mostly support

quantitative inquiry approaches rather than qualitative inquiry

approaches.

The naturalistic paradigm

A different perspective to understand the world is the

naturalistic view, otherwise known as constructivism, and is

associated with qualitative inquiry approaches. This perspec-

tive is typically considered as an approach to qualitative

inquiry (Lincoln & Guba 1985; Creswell 2014). The construct-

ivist paradigm, a social movement opposed to positivism,

began with writers such as Weber and Kant (Polit & Beck

2014). According to the constructivist epistemology,

‘knowledge is the result of a dialogical process between the

self-understanding person and that which is encountered,

whether a text, a work of art, or the meaningful expression of

another person’ (Smith 1990). For constructivist researchers,

individuals do not passively receive knowledge, but they

actively construct knowledge through engagement with each

other and the social world they are living in. Uncovering and

understanding the social world of individuals thus leads to the

production of meaningful knowledge. The epistemological

perspective of constructivism has a focus on the ‘meaning-

making activity of an individual’s mind’ (Crotty 1998; Ritchie

et al. 2013). In Table 1, the ontological, epistemological and

methodological assumptions of the constructivist paradigm to

research are summarised.

Ontologically, from the constructionist perspective, reality

is not a single (one knowable) reality, but there are multiple

realties which are constructed by those who participate in the

study and this reality is negotiated with the research partici-

pants. As previously mentioned, positivist researchers believe

that the individual parts of reality are not interrelated and can

be separated into separate dimensions. However, naturalists

believe that the reality is a whole and is not divided into its

parts. For example, the parts of a ‘whole cloth’ (as a reality) are

interrelated and inseparable. By removing part of the cloth, we

actually destroy the cloth (its meaning) (Erlandson et al. 1993).

From an epistemological perspective, constructivist research-

ers collect data subjectively to explore a single overall

dimension of a phenomenon so that its true meaning is

captured rather than reducing it in a number of different

individual dimensions of the phenomenon. Additionally,

constructivist researchers consider that inquiry and knowledge

are value-laden since the researcher’s beliefs highly influ-

ence the interpretation of knowledge (Tashakkori & Teddlie

1998; Griffin & Museus 2011). In contrast to positivists, which

have a deductive approach to analysis (i.e. they choose a

theory first and based on that theory they formulate

hypotheses to test), the approach of constructivist researchers

is inductive (i.e. the researcher begins with the participant’s

perspective and then a hypothesis or theory is created which

is grounded in the real-life experiences of participants).

This emergent theory illuminates the phenomenon under

investigation.

Inductive and deductive
approaches

Knowledge is created, based on either the inductive or

deductive approach. As previously pointed out, qualitative

researchers use the inductive approach to generate knowledge

whereas quantitative researchers use the deductive approach

to generate knowledge. The process of the inductive approach

(a bottom-up method of analysis) begins with exploring the

specific details of participants’ experience and then gradually

moves to more general principles of the phenomenon being

investigated (Liehr & Smith 2002). For example, suppose a

clinical educator is interested in exploring the experiences of

medical students in problem-based learning (PBL). The clinical

educator can use an inductive approach and by using

qualitative research methods, such as interviewing students

who have experienced the PBL approach, he/she can generate

new understanding and theory about the PBL experience.

Each student has their own specific experiences but inter-

viewing several students will identify several common themes

across the students. The process of the deductive approach,

on the other hand, begins with formulating a research

hypothesis about the phenomenon of interest (which is

usually based on a theory). The hypothesis is then tested

using statistical procedures to support or refute this hypothesis.

Causal explanations, generalisation and prediction may be

made based on these statistical procedures. For example,

suppose the same clinical educator has formulated a hypoth-

esis entitled ‘the PBL group will score higher than the non-PBL

group in the communication skills course’. The clinical

educator needs to consider theories that have been previously

developed by qualitative researchers to develop the assess-

ment questions and then use quantitative research methods to

collect and analyse data. Therefore, quantitative researchers

test theories in order to generalise the study results to the target

population. Both approaches are important for generating

knowledge and the choice is based on the question being

investigated.

The role of theory in research

A theory is ‘a set of interrelated constructs (concepts),

definitions, and propositions that present a systematic view

M. Tavakol & J. Sandars
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of phenomena by specifying relations among variables, with

the purpose of explaining and predicting the phenomena’

(Kerlinger 1970). Fundamentally, a theory is an idea, a guess,

or a speculation, which may account for reality. Theories

should guide the research process both in qualitative and

quantitative research methods (Morse & Field 1995).

Qualitative researchers, use the inductive approach to

research and explore the observed data for ‘the patterns

and relationships and then develops and tests hypotheses

to generate theory or uses developed theories to explain

the data’ (Morse & Field 1995). In this approach, research

questions are created by the qualitative researcher, and

then data are collected in the participant’s setting. Data

analysis is inductively built from specific (particulars) to

general themes (generating categories and themes). The

themes are finally interpreted by the researcher (Creswell

2014). However, sometimes qualitative researchers use a

deductive approach in the initial stage of qualitative

data analysis. They can develop a template (codebook) that

uses a theoretical framework in order to organise the qualita-

tive dataset for interpretation. However, these categories may

not accurately reflect the participants’ views of the phenom-

enon under investigation. An interesting example of a hybrid

approach of inductive and deductive approach was well

illustrated by Fereday & Muir-Cochrane (2006).

On the other hand, quantitative researchers formulate a

research hypothesis deductively from an existing theory, and

then the research hypothesis is tested by gathering data. Based

on the statistical procedures used for the hypothesis testing,

the existing theory is either revised or supported. For

example, based on the humanistic education theory (by Carl

Rogers), a researcher may hypothesise that small group

teaching is more effective than large group teaching and this

hypothesis can be tested using statistical procedure (Lodico

et al. 2010).

Quantitative researchers who do not employ a theoret-

ical framework for their own research study, particularly

those who wish to establish cause-effect relationships,

may struggle to explain why some independent variables

influence the dependent variables (Kawulich 2009). In quan-

titative studies, theory-driven investigations are essential for

the generalisation of the study results. Unfortunately, in many

medical educational papers, the research question or hypoth-

esis is not connected to a theoretical framework.

Concepts, constructs and
variables

In qualitative studies, the building blocks of a theory are called

concepts (Brown 2010; Polit & Beck 2014). Concepts are

abstractions of particular characteristics of human behaviour,

such as empathy, motivation and pain (Polit & Beck 2014).

Researchers are unable to directly observe concepts in the real

world but can measure them indirectly as a construct. For

empathy to be measured as a construct, researchers need to

identify the behavioural manifestations of empathy that can be

considered as proxies of empathy, such as summarising the

feelings that are expressed by participants. The terms of

concept and construct are often used interchangeably in

research.

A variable is a concept, and as its name suggests, is

something that is likely to vary. From a quantitative point of

view, a concept is observable and measurable and takes

different values. For example, age, gender, teaching

methods all are variables as they vary from one individual

to another. Quantitative researchers are interested in investi-

gating how or why phenomena vary, and also how the

variation in a variable is explained by the variation in

another variable. As an example, consider the variable of

‘learning’ and a research study that wishes to investigate

what factors can affect student learning. Motivation as a

variable may be investigated as a learning factor by the

researchers. Quantitative researchers quantify student per-

formance, for example, ranging from 0 to 100. It is note-

worthy to mention that if every student obtained a mark of 60,

student performance would not be a variable, it would be a

constant. Qualitative researchers do not quantify a variable.

For example, student performance could be reported using

qualitative words, such as inferior, poor, borderline, satisfac-

tory, good and excellent.

Dependent and independent variables

Quantitative researchers make a link between the basic

building blocks of theory and the basic unit of scientific

studies in order to establish the cause and effect relationships

between variables. For example, does an educational

intervention produce improvement in the reliability of

OSCEs? In this example, researchers face a cause and effect

relationship between educational intervention and the

improvement of OSCEs. The presumed cause is the independ-

ent variable (sometimes called the exposure or predictor)

whereas the presumed effect is the dependent variable

(sometimes called the response or outcome). Quantitative

researchers are interested in knowing how the independent

variable causes the change in the dependent variable, espe-

cially if the independent variable predicts the dependent

variable (Brown 2010). Sometimes it is very difficult to decide

which of two variables in a study is the independent variable

and which is the dependent variable (McBurney & White

2010). As an example, consider there is an association

between drug education programmes and medication compli-

ance. It is very difficult to conclude whether drug education

programmes cause medication adherence or whether a

predisposition to medication adherence causes people to

adhere to a medication regimen. In medical education

research, there are many confounding factors that can

influence the dependent variable (outcome). Sometimes

researchers are unable to manipulate independent variables

in order to see its effect on the dependent variable. Examples

include age, gender and year on a medical school programme.

Qualitative researchers, on the other hand, are not interested

in quantifying associations and relationships, or in seeking

cause and effect connections. They are interested in similarities

and differences in patterns of association in order to

explore the underlying meanings of the phenomena under

investigation.

Quantitative and qualitative methods in medical education research
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Debate over the quality of
qualitative and quantitative
research

At the beginning of this Guide, we discussed philosophical

perspectives of qualitative and quantitative research methods.

When we are speaking of research methods, most medical

educators and clinicians think of research studies that have a

large sample size, and are randomly taken from the population

of interest. They think how to randomly assign their study

participants to groups (intervention and non-intervention

group). They also think of gathering numerical data in order

to use statistical procedures to produce study results. Although

research studies that follow these steps in the research process

can be useful, it is not enough to produce knowledge about

reality, especially where situations are examined through the

eyes of the participants (Cohen et al. 2008). For example, how

clerkship students interact with the parents of unconscious

children in hospital, ‘what are the processes and strategies of

clinical reasoning used by the students to produce treatment?’

(Khatami et al. 2012) or ‘medical students understanding of

empathy’ (Tavakol et al. 2012). Such social situations can be

explored best by a researcher who integrates him/herself in

the situation and obtains ideas, feelings, expectations,

perceptions, experiences and behaviour patterns from the

participants’ point of view (Brown 2014). Perhaps more

importantly, when researchers have little knowledge about

new phenomena or new meanings of phenomena, qualitative

inquiry methods are the best for gaining a deeper understand-

ing of the phenomenon from the participant’s perspective

(Trice & Bloom 2014). In addition, when a theory is missing,

qualitative studies can be used to generate theory (Leedy &

Ormrod 2005). Quantitative researchers need to be guided by

theories that are developed by the qualitative researchers.

Qualitative study results can shed light on phenomena that are

not accurately understood in teaching and practice. In

addition, qualitative research methods are ‘the most human-

istic and person-centred way of discovering and uncovering

thoughts an action of human beings’ (Halloway & Biley 2011).

The underlying distinctions between quantitative and

qualitative methods and their epistemological and ontological

considerations have contributed to a better understanding of

research issues. However, qualitative inquiry approaches have

often been criticised by quantitative researchers (who view

phenomena independent of the behaviour of the researcher),

who consider quantitative research results to be more

objective and value-free. In medicine, ‘qualitative research

continues to be devalued, and is considered to be ‘subjective,

biased, and opinion based’ (Morse 2006, 2011). Quantitative

researchers also argue that qualitative research does not have a

strong design, and hence they do not recommend it for

funding (Morse 2006). There are arguments against the quality

of the knowledge produced by qualitative inquiry: ‘quality in

qualitative research is a mystery to many health services

researchers’ (Dingwall et al. 1998). Perhaps more importantly,

the highest level of evidence has been awarded to quantitative

research and the importance of qualitative research has been

undermined and ranked at the lowest level of evidence

(Cochrane 1972, 1989; Morse 2011). It should be noted that,

however, chapter 20 of the Cochrane Intervention handbook

has outlined how qualitative studies can contribute to

Cochrane Intervention reviews. The handbook stated ‘there

are many methods of qualitative evidence synthesis that are

appropriate to the aims and scope of Cochrane Intervention

reviews’. For example, qualitative researchers should system-

atically review related individual papers in order to address

‘important outcomes’ and ‘questions directly related to the

effectiveness review’. For more details, see the handbook

(Higgins & Green 2011). Although the number of papers in

relation to qualitative evidence syntheses is growing (McInnes

et al. 2011; Marshall et al. 2012), systematic reviews of

qualitative studies are not well established in comparison

with quantitative studies.

Although the issue of the nature of the knowledge

produced by qualitative researchers has been raised by

quantitative researchers, the discrimination against qualitative

methods continues (Morse 2006), ‘qualitative researchers can

address the issue of quality in their research. . . its methods,

can and do, enrich our knowledge of health and health care’

(Mays & Pope 2000). Criticisms about qualitative research

methods are based on a lack of understanding of what is the

purpose of qualitative research studies to produce knowledge

for medical educators and clinicians (Brown 2014). According

to Morse ‘the fact that so little is generally known about what

qualitative inquiry is appalling’ (Morse 2005, 2006). While

qualitative inquirers gain knowledge of social reality, which is

completely different from quantitative inquiries, both

approaches can produce a wide range of knowledge about

the phenomenon under investigation. There is a growing body

of evidence that suggests the combination of qualitative and

quantitative methods are important (Ashley & Boyd 2006),

although ‘it takes time and effort to understand both styles and

see how they can be complementary’ (Neuman 2003).

Although quantitative and qualitative inquiry methods each

have different underlying epistemological and ontological

assumptions about the generation of knowledge and reality,

their differences do not make one better or worse than the

other. They are complementary rather than contradictory.

Complex research questions require complex answers which

can be achieved through the integration of qualitative and

quantitative approaches. Qualitative researchers have now

recognised that the perspectives of participants are not enough

per se and multiple forms of evidence are essential. Likewise,

quantitative researchers have realised that the perspectives of

participants can play an essential role in quantitative results

(Taylor 2013). It is perhaps for that reason that mixed methods

research is grown increasingly popular among researchers. We

need to think first that research is about inquiry and that

distinctions between quantitative and qualitative approaches

‘are arguably reified more by a need to label approaches than

by true differences in in purpose’ (Newman & Hitchcock

2011). Approaches should act as ‘servants’ rather than as

‘rulers’ and can be considered as different tools to be used

when most appropriate to answer a research question

(Silverman 2010). From a learning perspective, therefore,

medical educators should learn techniques that are used in

both quantitative and qualitative methods.
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Steps of the research process

The quantitative research processes have a linear sequence,

and consists of different steps, beginning with the identifica-

tion of research questions and ending with a statement

answering those questions (Nieswiadomy 1998; Polit & Beck

2014). The qualitative research process, on the other hand,

tends to have a nonlinear sequence (or an iterative, repeating

or recursive process). For example, qualitative researchers

collect data and analyse them concurrently. They immediately

begin data collection and analysis with the first interview.

The next interview will be planned based on this interview.

This process (i.e. data collection and analysis) continues until

they sense that data saturation is achieved, that is until no new

themes are identified. Unlike qualitative researchers, quantita-

tive researchers analyse their data after all of the data are

gathered. Due to the nature of qualitative studies, they may

have different research process flow diagrams. Figure 1

illustrates the main steps in a quantitative research study.

Defining the problem

As seen in Figure1, researchers first need to identify the

problem under investigation (Ary et al. 2006). Researchers

should clearly state why they want to conduct a particular

study. What is the knowledge gap in the field of study that

needs to be closed? What is the importance of the problem?

Researchers need to provide a rational for the study that they

intend to undertake. The research problem should be logically

developed into a discussion of the reasoning behind the study

of interest, and end with a statement of the research question.

Carefully constructed research questions will facilitate the

search for a solution. It is worth mentioning that some

researchers state the purpose of the study instead of the

research question, with the aim of the study at the end of the

introduction.

Literature review

Reviewing the related literature is an important step of the

research process and the research report. Literature review

informs us about the feasibility of researching the study topic

before proper research begins (Hart 2005). Table 2 shows how

a literature review can contribute to the study topic.

Quantitative researchers conduct a literature review to

gather information on what is already known about the topic

and the methods that have been used to study the topic before

any data are collected. This will enable the researchers to

provide the rationale for the study that they are planning.

Consulting the literature can be useful for both quantitative

and qualitative studies without considering the researcher’s

paradigm (Mertens 2010). Although some qualitative research-

ers acknowledge the importance of doing a review literature

prior to commencing their research, some believe that

qualitative researchers should not review the literature

Figure 1. The main steps in a quantitative research study.

Table 2. The contribution of the literature review to the study
topic (Gillis & Jackson 2002; Hart 2005; Aveyard 2010).

� Ensures a comprehensive, relevant, clear picture of the studies

available on the study topic;

� Identifies the main issues related to the study topic and hence

establishes the importance of the study topic;

� Identifies areas where there are consistency or inconsistency in

research results;

� Determines what is known and unknown about the study topic (the

knowledge gap);

� Identifies experts in the related fields;

� Helps construct a theoretical/conceptual framework for the study

topic;

� Helps the researcher to plan methods;

� Identifies how other researchers have measured and analysed their

data;

� Discovers instruments or tools that can be used to measure the study

variables;
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before proceeding with data collection. Opponents argue that

by reviewing the literature, the conceptualisation of the

phenomena under investigation might be contaminated.

They believe that this should be explored based on partici-

pants’ perspectives rather than prior findings (Morse & Field

1995; Polit & Beck 2014). However, others believe that

qualitative researchers should be initially aware of what is

already known about the phenomena under investigation,

but that an additional literature review is also required during

the research to make sense of the data (Marshall & Rossman

2006).

Develop a theoretical framework

Another step in the research process (Figure 1) is to develop a

theoretical framework to the research study. Theories operate

as a ‘lens’ through which to view the phenomena of interest

(Sclater 2012). Theories are generated to describe, predict and

understand the relation between two or more different

concepts in order to construct universal laws. A theoretical

framework (sometimes called a conceptual framework) is a

part or a brief explanation of a theory that researchers can

verify by hypothesis testing or seek answers to research

questions that are driven from theory. A theoretical framework

underpins the research problem under investigation, formu-

lates the research questions or hypotheses, guides the data

collection process, explains and predicts the underlying

cause the phenomena under study (Reeves et al. 2008;

Creswell 2014). Moan and Rise, for example, tested the use

of the Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen 2005) for explain-

ing and predicting students’ intentions to quit smoking and

their subsequent behaviour six months later (Moan & Rise

2005).

In quantitative studies, the theoretical framework is deduct-

ively established before data are collected. Quantitative

researchers report explicitly the theoretical framework of

their studies in the introduction section, immediately after

addressing the research questions or hypotheses. Qualitative

researchers, on the other hand, generate, explain and under-

stand a theory inductively during the research study. Theories

and hypotheses are inductively generated after data analysis

has begun (Morse & Field 1995). Carefully designed studies

use a theoretical framework in order to guide the phenomenon

to be studied. Quantitative researchers often do not explicitly

discuss the theoretical framework in their reports in compari-

son to qualitative researchers. However, there are several

educational theories that are relevant for medical education

research, and these can be explored further through the work

by (Kaufim 2003).

Constructing hypotheses

A hypothesis predicts the relationship between the independ-

ent variable and the dependent variable. Some quantitative

studies explicitly address one or more research hypotheses but

qualitative studies, on the other hand, do not have research

hypotheses. This is because ‘qualitative researchers want the

inquiry to be guided by participants’ viewpoints rather than by

their own hunches’ (Polit & Beck 2014). As previously stated,

hypotheses are sometimes formulated from theories and often

these are formulated from a large body of evidence. For

example, a study hypothesised that ‘women will show higher

levels of empathy than will men’ as this hypothesis is

consistent with the previous studies (Toussaint & Webb

2005). Descriptive studies do not have a hypothesis.

A hypothesis contains the population, the independent

variable, the dependent variable and a predicted relationship

between them. Hypotheses are dichotomised into two groups:

directional or non-directional. In a directional hypothesis,

researchers can predict the direction of the association, either

positively or negatively. In a non-directional hypothesis,

researchers do not specify the direction of the association.

Table 3 shows some examples of directional and non-direction

hypotheses.

You may recall from statistics courses that there are two

types of hypotheses: null hypotheses and alternative hypoth-

eses (sometimes called research hypothesis). Researchers want

to know whether or not their theories can be supported

when subjected to the rigors of scientific investigations

(Daniel 2005). The null hypothesis is a hypothesis of no

difference (i.e. there is no difference between the independent

and the dependent variables). The null hypothesis is either

rejected or accepted by statistical procedures. If the null

hypothesis is rejected, the alternative hypothesis is supported

as the available data are incompatible with the null hypothesis

(Daniel 2005). Hypotheses neither are proved nor disproved,

but they are either supported (accepted) or rejected.

Study results are not always definite and researchers maybe

unable to prove or disprove research hypotheses (Polit & Beck

2014). For example, consider the hypothesis that tall medical

students show more empathy than shorter students. If a

sample of students shows that tall medical students have

higher levels of empathy than short ones, we cannot conclude

that height is related to a student’s empathy since in realty

there is no relationship between height and empathy with

patients. There are also other influences, including sources of

measurement error that can influence statistical inferences,

such as the accuracy of measures and factors that are not

under the control of the researchers.

Table 3. Directional and non-directional hypotheses.

Type of hypothesis Hypothesis

Directional PBL students are better able than non-PBL students in disclosing bad news to patients with life-threatening illness

Non-directional There is an association between PBL student and non-PBL students in disclosing bad news to patients with life-threatening illness

Directional OSCEs better measure medical students’ clinical performance than do mini-CEXs

Non-direction There is a relationship between OSCEs and mini-CEXs with respect to measuring medical students’ clinical performance.

Directional Female medical students have more positive attitudes towards epidemiology training than male medical students.

Non-directional Female medical students differ from male medical students with respect to epidemiology training.
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Quantitative research designs

Quantitative research designs differ from qualitative research.

Quantitative research designs are classified into three groups:

experimental designs, quasi-experimental designs and surveys

(Creswell 2013). Experimental designs explain the cause and

effect relationship between the independent and dependent

variables. Three important features of experimental designs

(or Randomised Controlled Trials, RCTs) are: control, manipu-

lation or intervention, and randomisation. These features help

quantitative researchers to ensure that the study outcome is

caused by a particular intervention rather than by other

variables. Researchers control variables (major factors) which

may influence the study outcome as they want to ensure that

the study outcome is caused by the intervention rather than

other variables (sometimes called extraneous or confounding

variables). Quantitative researchers also manipulate the inde-

pendent variable (cause) and then they measure its conse-

quence on the dependent variable (effect). Another feature of

experimental designs is randomisation. Researchers randomly

assign study participants into experimental or control groups.

The experimental group is exposed to a treatment, but the

control group does not receive any treatment. Randomisation

means that each participant has an equal chance of being

selected to either group. By taking these features into account,

researchers are able to generalise the study outcome to the

population of interest. To illustrate, consider a medical

educator investigating the effect of high-fidelity simulation

(independent variable) on medical students’ knowledge and

clinical performance (dependent variable). In this example,

simulation may influence knowledge and clinical perform-

ance. The medical educator can assign students to two groups

randomly (i.e. each student has an equal chance of getting the

experiment or control condition). Before the intervention was

experienced, the educator can assess (pre-test) the knowledge

and clinical performance of students in each group.

Subsequently, students in the experimental group can be

exposed to the simulators whereas students in the control

group are exposed to a traditional intervention which was

similar to the information covered in the simulator. The

educator then can reassess the knowledge acquisition and

clinical performance in both groups (post-test). Finally, the

educator can compare the differences between the post-test

scores of the two groups in order to identify the effect of the

simulator on the knowledge acquisition and clinical perform-

ance, while the educator considers other variables (Figure 2).

This experimental design is called a randomised control-group

pre-test-post-test design (sometimes called an RCT design).

Sometimes in medical education, educators are unable to

assign participants randomly to experimental and control

groups, but they want to assess a particular intervention. If this

is the case, educators need to follow a quasi-experimental

design. Sometimes this design is called trials without random-

isation. There are different types of quasi-experimental designs

(Shadish et al. 2002; Harris et al. 2006) but two important

designs will be discussed here: the non-equivalent

control group pre-test-post-test design and one group pre-

test-post-test design.

The non-equivalent control group pre-test-post-test design

(sometimes called a comparison study) compares two or more

groups of participants before and after a particular intervention

without assigning participants to the experimental and control

groups. This design is the same as the pre-test-post-test

experimental design (see above), except participants are not

grouped (the experimental and control groups) randomly

(Polit & Beck 2014). As an educational researcher, you can

compare students at medical school A as the experimental

group with students at medical school B as the control group.

The experimental group attend clinical simulation (interven-

tion) activities whereas the control group attend the normal

clinical programme for three weeks. Before the intervention is

implemented, the clinical performance of students in two

medical schools is assessed as a baseline. Data on clinical

performance in both medical schools after 3 weeks – when the

intervention is made – are collected to see the effect of the

simulation on clinical performance.

The second quasi-experimental design is the one group

pre-test-post-test design. Here, as in the previous example, the

educator assesses the knowledge and clinical performance of

all students before simulation training. This time, however, all

students are exposed to simulation training. The difference

between the pre-post test scores may be an indication of the

change in the use of simulators.

As groups (the experimental and control/comparison

groups) are not randomly allocated, it is impossible to say

the groups are equivalent at the beginning of the study. Hence,

the study findings of quasi-experimental designs are less

decisive in comparison with experimental design. In the other

words, if the clinical performance of students in groups is not

equivalent, the effects of the intervention will not be clear.

Sometimes researchers are not able to randomise partici-

pants into groups or they cannot manipulate the independent

Figure 2. Randomised control-group pre-test–post-test design.
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variable in order to observe its effect on the dependent

variable. This could be due to ethical considerations or to

factors out of the control of the researcher. For example,

consider gender as an independent variable; if researchers

want to compare female and male students about a particular

phenomenon, they cannot manipulate gender and they cannot

randomly assign students to be either female or male. When

the researcher has no control on the independent variable, the

study is non-experimental (sometimes called an observation

design). This design is widely used in medical education

research. There are different non-experimental designs, but

three study designs which are commonly used in medical

education research will be discussed: correlational studies,

cross-sectional studies and longitudinal studies.

Sometimes when researchers wish to establish a relation-

ship between the variables in their study, but they cannot

design an experimental or quasi-experimental study, they plan

for correlational studies. In correlational studies, researchers

make a claim about the relationship between variables in

theories or models. For example, what is the relationship

between student ability and their score on the UK Clinical

Aptitude Test (UKCAT)? By calculating the correlation between

students marks and UKCAT scores, researchers can address

the association between student ability and UKCAT.

In cross-sectional studies, researchers collect data at one

point in time or over a short period (Kevin 2006). In this

design, independent and dependent variables are identified in

a given population and then the associations between them

are determined. For example, medical educators may be

interested to determine the association between medical

student year and empathy. If the researchers have knowledge

of the medical student year and the empathy scores of

students, they will be able to identify the relationship using

statistical procedures. In epidemiological studies, retrospective

studies or prevalence studies are usually cross-sectional. Data

on the independent and dependent (outcome) variables are

collected simultaneously (Polit & Beck 2014).

Sometimes study participants are followed over time and

data are collected at multiple follow-up times. This is called a

longitudinal study. In other words, the same participants are

measured ‘at each point of the time scale’. Such studies are

always concerned with individual change (Goldstein 1968). As

an example, a longitudinal study ‘was designed to examine

changes in medical students’ empathy during medical school

and to determine when the most significant changes occurs’

(Hojat et al. 2009). In epidemiological studies, prospective

studies or incidence studies are usually longitudinal. Cohort

studies are longitudinal studies which involve a large sample

size. The interested reader is referred to the book ‘A study

guide to epidemiology and biostatistics’ for a discussion of the

epidemiological studies (Hebel & McCarter 2012).

Conclusions

This part of the Guide has explained how quantitative and

qualitative methods can be used in medical education research

to produce new knowledge. From a learning perspective,

therefore, medical educators should learn techniques that are

used in both quantitative and qualitative methods. Although

the philosophical assumptions of quantitative research differ

from qualitative research, they certainly do not contradict each

other, but they are complementary. From a quantitative

perspective, a concept is observable and measurable, and

is analysed using statistical procedures. From a qualitative

point of view, the phenomenon of interest does not quantify,

but the qualitative researcher provides a rich description of

the phenomenon to be studied. In quantitative studies, the

research process is linear and deductive, whereas in qualitative

studies the research process is recursive and inductive. In this

part, we have also explained some essential steps in the

research process and quantitative methods.
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Abstract

In this AMEE Guide, we consider the design and development of self-administered surveys, commonly called questionnaires.

Questionnaires are widely employed in medical education research. Unfortunately, the processes used to develop such

questionnaires vary in quality and lack consistent, rigorous standards. Consequently, the quality of the questionnaires used in

medical education research is highly variable. To address this problem, this AMEE Guide presents a systematic, seven-step process

for designing high-quality questionnaires, with particular emphasis on developing survey scales. These seven steps do not address

all aspects of survey design, nor do they represent the only way to develop a high-quality questionnaire. Instead, these steps

synthesize multiple survey design techniques and organize them into a cohesive process for questionnaire developers of all levels.

Addressing each of these steps systematically will improve the probabilities that survey designers will accurately measure what

they intend to measure.

Introduction: Questionnaires in
medical education research

Surveys are used throughout medical education. Examples

include the ubiquitous student evaluation of medical school

courses and clerkships, as well as patient satisfaction and

student self-assessment surveys. In addition, survey instru-

ments are widely employed in medical education research.

In our recent review of original research articles published in

Medical Teacher in 2011 and 2012, we found that 37 articles

(24%) included surveys as part of the study design. Similarly,

surveys are commonly used in graduate medical education

research. Across the same two-year period (2011–2012), 75%

of the research articles published in the Journal of Graduate

Medical Education used surveys.

Despite the widespread use of surveys in medical

education, the medical education literature provides limited

guidance on the best way to design a survey (Gehlbach et al.

2010). Consequently, many surveys fail to use rigorous

methodologies or ‘‘best practices’’ in survey design. As a

result, the reliability of the scores that emerge from surveys is

often inadequate, as is the validity of the scores’ intended

interpretation and use. Stated another way, when surveys are

poorly designed, they may fail to capture the essence of what

the survey developer is attempting to measure due to different

types of measurement error. For example, poor question

wording, confusing question layout and inadequate response

options can all affect the reliability and validity of the data from

surveys, making it extremely difficult to draw useful conclu-

sions (Sullivan 2011). With these problems as a backdrop, our

purpose in this AMEE Guide is to describe a systematic process

for developing and collecting reliability and validity evidence

Practice points

� Questionnaires are widely used in medical education

research, yet the processes employed to develop

questionnaires vary in quality and lack consistent,

rigorous standards.

� This AMEE Guide introduces a systematic, seven-

step design process for creating high-quality survey

scales fit for program evaluation and research

purposes.

� The seven-step design process synthesizes multiple

techniques survey designers employ into a cohesive

process.

� The survey design process described in this Guide

includes the following seven steps: (1) conduct a

literature review, (2) carry out interviews and/or focus

groups, (3) synthesize the literature review and

interviews/focus groups, (4) develop items, (5) collect

feedback on the items through an expert validation,

(6) employ cognitive interviews to ensure that

respondents understand the items as intended and

(7) conduct pilot testing.

� This seven-step design process differs from previously

described processes in that it blends input from other

experts in the field as well as potential participants. In

addition, this process front loads the task of establish-

ing validity by focusing heavily on careful item

development.
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for survey instruments used in medical education and medical

education research. In doing so, we hope to provide medical

educators with a practical guide for improving the quality of

the surveys they design for evaluation and research purposes.

A systematic, seven-step process
for survey scale design

The term ‘‘survey’’ is quite broad and could include the

questions used in a phone interview, the set of items

employed in a focus group and the questions on a self-

administered patient survey (Dillman et al. 2009). Although the

processes described in this AMEE Guide can be used to

improve all of the above, we focus primarily on self-admin-

istered surveys, which are often referred to as questionnaires.

For most questionnaires, the overarching goals are to develop

a set of items that every respondent will interpret the same

way, respond to accurately and be willing and motivated to

answer. The seven steps depicted in Table 1, and described

below, do not address all aspects of survey design nor do they

represent the only way to develop a high-quality question-

naire. Rather, these steps consolidate and organize the

plethora of survey design techniques that exist in the social

sciences and guide questionnaire developers through a

cohesive process. Addressing each step systematically will

optimize the quality of medical education questionnaires and

improve the chances of collecting high-quality survey data.

Questionnaires are good for gathering data about abstract

ideas or concepts that are otherwise difficult to quantify, such

as opinions, attitudes and beliefs. In addition, questionnaires

can be useful for collecting information about behaviors that

are not directly observable (e.g. studying at home), assuming

respondents are willing and able to report on those behaviors.

Before creating a questionnaire, however, it is imperative to

first decide if a survey is the best method to address the

research question or construct of interest. A construct is the

model, idea or theory that the researcher is attempting to

assess. In medical education, many constructs of interest are

not directly observable – student satisfaction with a new

curriculum, patients’ ratings of their physical discomfort, etc.

Because documenting these phenomena requires measuring

people’s perceptions, questionnaires are often the most

pragmatic approach to assessing these constructs.

In medical education, many constructs are well suited for

assessment using questionnaires. However, because psycho-

logical, non-observable constructs such as teacher motivation,

physician confidence and student satisfaction do not have a

commonly agreed upon metric, they are difficult to measure

with a single item on a questionnaire. In other words, for some

constructs such as weight or distance, most everyone agrees

upon the units and the approach to measurement, and so a

single measurement may be adequate. However, for non-

observable, psychological constructs, a survey scale is often

required for more accurate measurement. Survey scales are

groups of similar items on a questionnaire designed to assess

the same underlying construct (DeVellis 2003). Although

scales are more difficult to develop and take longer to

complete, they offer researchers many advantages. In particu-

lar, scales more completely, precisely and consistently assess

the underlying construct (McIver & Carmines 1981). Thus,

scales are commonly used in many fields, including medical

education, psychology and political science. As an example,

consider a medical education researcher interested in assess-

ing medical student satisfaction. One approach would be to

simply ask one question about satisfaction (e.g. How satisfied

were you with medical school?). A better approach, however,

would be to ask a series of questions designed to capture the

different facets of this satisfaction construct (e.g. How satisfied

were you with the teaching facilities? How effective were your

instructors? and How easy was the scheduling process?). Using

this approach, a mean score of all the items within a particular

scale can be calculated and used in the research study.

Because of the benefits of assessing these types of

psychological constructs through scales, the survey design

process that we now turn to will focus particularly on the

development of scales.

Step 1: Conduct a literature review

The first step to developing a questionnaire is to perform a

literature review. There are two primary purposes for the

literature review: (1) to clearly define the construct and (2) to

determine if measures of the construct (or related constructs)

already exist. A review of the literature helps to ensure the

Table 1. A seven-step, survey scale design process for medical education researchers.

Step Purpose

1. Conduct a literature review To ensure that the construct definition aligns with relevant prior research and theory and

to identify existing survey scales or items that might be used or adapted

2. Conduct interviews and/or focus groups To learn how the population of interest conceptualizes and describes the construct of

interest

3. Synthesize the literature review and interviews/focus groups To ensure that the conceptualization of the construct makes theoretical sense to

scholars in the field and uses language that the population of interest understands

4. Develop items To ensure items are clear, understandable and written in accordance with current best

practices in survey design

5. Conduct expert validation To assess how clear and relevant the items are with respect to the construct of interest

6. Conduct cognitive interviews To ensure that respondents interpret items in the manner that survey designer intends

7. Conduct pilot testing To check for adequate item variance, reliability and convergent/discriminant validity with

respect to other measures

Adapted with permission from Lippincott Williams and Wilkins/Wolters Kluwer Health: Gehlbach et al. (2010). AM last page: Survey development guidance for medical

education researchers. Acad Med 85:925.
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construct definition aligns with related theory and research in

the field, while at the same time helping the researcher identify

survey scales or items that could be used or adapted for the

current purpose (Gehlbach et al. 2010).

Formulating a clear definition of the construct is an

indispensable first step in any validity study (Cook &

Beckman 2006). A good definition will clarify how the

construct is positioned within the existing literature, how it

relates to other constructs and how it is different from related

constructs (Gehlbach & Brinkworth 2011). A well-formulated

definition also helps to determine the level of abstraction at

which to measure a given construct (the so-called ‘‘grain size’’,

as defined by Gehlbach & Brinkworth 2011). For example, to

examine medical trainees’ confidence to perform essential

clinical skills, one could develop scales to assess their

confidence to auscultate the heart (at the small-grain end of

the spectrum), to conduct a physical exam (at the medium-

grain end of the spectrum) or to perform the clinical skills

essential to a given medical specialty (at the large-grain end of

the spectrum).

Although many medical education researchers prefer to

develop their own surveys independently, it may be more

efficient to adapt an existing questionnaire – particularly if the

authors of the existing questionnaire have collected validity

evidence in previous work – than it is to start from scratch.

When this is the case, a request to the authors to adapt their

questionnaire will usually suffice. It is important to note,

however, that the term ‘‘previously validated survey’’ is a

misnomer. The validity of the scores that emerge from a given

questionnaire or survey scale is sensitive to the survey’s target

population, the local context and the intended use of the scale

scores, among other factors. Thus, survey developers collect

reliability and validity evidence for their survey scales in a

specified context, with a particular sample, and for a particular

purpose.

As described in the Standards for Educational and

Psychological Testing, validity refers to the degree to which

evidence and theory support a measure’s intended use (AERA,

APA, & NCME 1999). The process of validation is the most

fundamental consideration in developing and evaluating a

measurement tool, and the process involves the accumulation

of evidence across time, settings and samples to build a

scientifically sound validity argument. Thus, establishing

validity is an ongoing process of gathering evidence (Kane

2006). Furthermore, it is important to acknowledge that

reliability and validity are not properties of the survey

instrument, per se, but of the survey’s scores and their

interpretations (AERA, APA, & NCME 1999). For example, a

survey of trainee satisfaction might be appropriate for assess-

ing aspects of student well-being, but such a survey would be

inappropriate for selecting the most knowledgeable medical

students. In this example, the survey did not change, only the

score interpretation changed (Cook & Beckman 2006).

Many good reasons exist to use, or slightly adapt, an

existing questionnaire. By way of analogy, we can compare

this practice to a physician who needs to decide on the best

medical treatment. The vast majority of clinicians do not

perform their own comparative research trials to determine the

best treatments to use for their patients. Rather, they rely on

the published research, as it would obviously be impractical

for clinicians to perform such studies to address every disease

process. Similarly, medical educators cannot develop their

own questionnaires for every research question or educational

intervention. Just like clinical trials, questionnaire development

requires time, knowledge, skill and a fair amount of resources

to accomplish correctly. Thus, an existing, well-designed

questionnaire can often permit medical educators to put their

limited resources elsewhere.

Continuing with the clinical research analogy, when clin-

icians identify a research report that is relevant to their clinical

question, they must decide if it applies to their patient.

Typically, this includes determining if the relationships

identified in the study are causal (internal validity) and if the

results apply to the clinician’s patient population (external

validity). In a similar way, questionnaires identified in a

literature search must be reviewed critically for validity

evidence and then analyzed to determine if the questionnaire

could be applied to the educator’s target audience. If survey

designers find scales that closely match their construct, context

and proposed use, such scales might be useable with only

minor modification. In some cases, the items themselves might

not be well written, but the content of the items might be

helpful in writing new items (Gehlbach & Brinkworth 2011).

Making such determinations will be easier the more the survey

designer knows about the construct (through the literature

review) and the best practices in item writing (as described

in Step 4).

Step 2: Conduct interviews and/or focus
groups

Once the literature review has shown that it is necessary to

develop a new questionnaire, and helped to define the

construct, the next step is to ascertain whether the conceptu-

alization of the construct matches how prospective respond-

ents think about it (Gehlbach & Brinkworth 2011). In other

words, do respondents include and exclude the same features

of the construct as those described in the literature? What

language do respondents use when describing the construct?

To answer these questions and ensure the construct is defined

from multiple perspectives, researchers will usually want to

collect data directly from individuals who closely resemble

their population of interest.

To illustrate this step, another clinical analogy might be

helpful. Many clinicians have had the experience of spending

considerable time developing a medically appropriate treat-

ment regimen but have poor patient compliance with that

treatment (e.g. too expensive). The clinician and patient then

must develop a new plan that is acceptable to both. Had the

patient’s perspective been considered earlier, the original plan

would likely have been more effective. Many clinicians have

also experienced difficulty treating a patient, only to have a

peer reframe the problem, which subsequently results in a

better approach to treatment. A construct is no different. To

this point, the researcher developing the questionnaire, like

the clinician treating the patient, has given a great deal of

thought to defining the construct. However, the researcher

unavoidably brings his/her perspectives and biases to this

Developing questionnaires
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definition, and the language used in the literature may be

technical and difficult to understand. Thus, other perspectives

are needed. Most importantly, how does the target population

(the patient from the previous example) conceptualize and

understand the construct? Just like the patient example, these

perspectives are sometimes critical to the success of the

project. For example, in reviewing the literature on student

satisfaction with medical school instruction, a researcher may

find no mention of the instructional practice of providing

students with video or audio recordings of lectures (as these

practices are fairly new). However, in talking with students,

the researcher may find that today’s students are accustomed

to such practices and consider them when forming their

opinions about medical school instruction.

In order to accomplish Step 2 of the design process, the

survey designer will need input from prospective respondents.

Interviews and/or focus groups provide a sensible way to get

this input. Irrespective of the approach taken, this step should

be guided by two main objectives. First, researchers need to

hear how participants talk about the construct in their own

words, with little to no prompting from the researcher.

Following the collection of unprompted information from

participants, the survey designers can then ask more focused

questions to evaluate if respondents agree with the way the

construct has been characterized in the literature. This

procedure should be repeated until saturation is reached;

this occurs when the researcher is no longer hearing new

information about how potential respondents conceptualize

the construct (Gehlbach & Brinkworth 2011). The end result of

these interviews and/or focus groups should be a detailed

description of how potential respondents conceptualize

and understand the construct. These data will then be used

in Steps 3 and 4.

Step 3: Synthesize the literature review and
interviews/focus groups

At this point, the definition of the construct has been shaped

by the medical educator developing the questionnaire, the

literature and the target audience. Step 3 seeks to reconcile

these definitions. Because the construct definition directs all

subsequent steps (e.g. development of items), the survey

designer must take care to perform this step properly.

One suitable way to conduct Step 3 is to develop a

comprehensive list of indicators for the construct by merging

the results of the literature review and interviews/focus groups

(Gehlbach & Brinkworth 2011). When these data sources

produce similar lists, the process is uncomplicated. When

these data are similar conceptually, but the literature and

potential respondents describe the construct using different

terminology, it makes sense to use the vocabulary of the

potential respondents. For example, when assessing teacher

confidence (sometimes referred to as teacher self-efficacy), it is

probably more appropriate to ask teachers about their

‘‘confidence in trying out new teaching techniques’’ than to

ask them about their ‘‘efficaciousness in experimenting with

novel pedagogies’’ (Gehlbach et al. 2010). Finally, if an

indicator is included from one source but not the other, most

questionnaire designers will want to keep the item, at least

initially. In later steps, designers will have opportunities to

determine, through expert reviews (Step 5) and cognitive

interviews (Step 6), if these items are still appropriate to the

construct. Whatever the technique used to consolidate the data

from Steps 1 and 2, the final definition and list of indicators

should be comprehensive, reflecting both the literature and the

opinions of the target audience.

It is worth noting that scholars may have good reasons to

settle on a final construct definition that differs from what is

found in the literature. However, when this occurs, it should

be clear exactly how and why the construct definition is

different. For example, is the target audiences’ perception

different from previous work? Does a new educational theory

apply? Whatever the reason, this justification will be needed

for publication of the questionnaire. Having an explicit

definition of the construct, with an explanation of how it is

different from other versions of the construct, will help peers

and researchers alike decide how to best use the questionnaire

both in comparison with previous studies and with the

development of new areas of research.

Step 4: Develop items

The goal of this step is to write survey items that adequately

represent the construct of interest in a language that respond-

ents can easily understand. One important design consider-

ation is the number of items needed to adequately assess the

construct. There is no easy answer to this question. The ideal

number of items depends on several factors, including the

complexity of the construct and the level at which one intends

to assess it (i.e. the grain size). In general, it is good practice to

develop more items than will ultimately be needed in the final

scale (e.g. developing 15 potential items in the hopes of

ultimately creating an eight-item scale), because some items

will likely be deleted or revised later in the design process

(Gehlbach & Brinkworth 2011). Ultimately, deciding on the

number of items is a matter of professional judgment, but for

most narrowly defined constructs, scales containing from 6 to

10 items will usually suffice in reliably capturing the essence of

the phenomenon in question.

The next challenge is to write a set of clear, unambiguous

items using the vocabulary of the target population. Although

some aspects of item-writing remain an art form, an increas-

ingly robust science and an accumulation of best practices

should guide this process. For example, writing questions

rather than statements, avoiding negatively worded items and

biased language, matching the item stem to the response

anchors and using response anchors that emphasize the

construct being measured rather than employing general

agreement response anchors (Artino et al. 2011) are all well-

documented best practices. Although some medical education

researchers may see these principles as ‘‘common sense’’,

experience tells us that these best practices are often violated.

Reviewing all the guidelines for how best to write items,

construct response anchors and visually design individual

survey items and entire questionnaires is beyond the scope of

this AMEE Guide. As noted above, however, there are many

excellent resources on the topic (e.g. DeVillis 2003; Dillman

et al. 2009; Fowler 2009). To assist readers in grasping some of
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the more important and frequently ignored best practices,

Table 2 presents several item-writing pitfalls and offers

solutions.

Another important part of the questionnaire design process

is selecting the response options that will be used for each

item. Closed-ended survey items can have unordered (nom-

inal) response options that have no natural order or ordered

(ordinal) response options. Moreover, survey items can ask

respondents to complete a ranking task (e.g. ‘‘rank the

following items, where 1¼ best and 6¼worst’’) or a rating

task that asks them to select an answer on a Likert-type

response scale. Although it is outside the scope of this AMEE

Guide to review all of the response options available,

questionnaire designers are encouraged to tailor these options

to the construct(s) they are attempting to assess (and to consult

one of the many outstanding resources on the topic;

e.g. Dillman et al. 2009; McCoach et al. 2013). To help

readers understand some frequently ignored best practices

Table 2 and Figure 1 present several common mistakes

designers commit when writing and formatting their response

options. In addition, because Likert-type response scales are

by far the most popular way of collecting survey responses –

due, in large part, to their ease of use and adaptability for

measuring many different constructs (McCoach et al. 2013) –

Table 3 provides several examples of five- and seven-point

response scales that can be used when developing Likert-

scaled survey instruments.

Once survey designers finish drafting their items and

selecting their response anchors, there are various sources of

evidence that might be used to evaluate the validity of the

questionnaire and its intended use. These sources of validity

have been described in the Standards for Educational and

Psychological Testing as evidence based on the following:

(1) content, (2) response process, (3) internal structure,

(4) relationships with other variables and (5) consequences

(AERA, APA & NCME 1999). The next three steps of the design

process fit nicely into this taxonomy and are described below.

Step 5: Conduct expert validation

Once the construct has been defined and draft items have

been written, an important step in the development of a new

questionnaire is to begin collecting validity evidence based on

the survey’s content (so-called content validity) (AERA, APA &

NCME 1999). This step involves collecting data from content

experts to establish that individual survey items are relevant to

the construct being measured and that key items or indicators

have not been omitted (Polit & Beck 2004; Waltz et al. 2005).

Using experts to systematically review the survey’s content can

substantially improve the overall quality and representative-

ness of the scale items (Polit & Beck 2006).

Steps for establishing content validity for a new survey

instrument can be found throughout the literature (e.g.

McKenzie et al. 1999; Rubio et al. 2003). Below, we summarize

several of the more important steps. First, before selecting a

panel of experts to evaluate the content of a new question-

naire, specific criteria should be developed to determine who

qualifies as an expert. These criteria are often based on

experience or knowledge of the construct being measured,

but, practically speaking, these criteria also are dependent on

the willingness and availability of the individuals being asked

to participate (McKenzie et al. 1999). One useful approach to

finding experts is to identify authors from the reference lists of

the articles reviewed during the literature search. There is no

consensus in the literature regarding the number of experts

that should be used for content validation; however, many of

the quantitative techniques used to analyze expert input will

be impacted by the number of experts employed. Rubio et al.

(2003) recommends using 6–10 experts, while acknowledging

that more experts (up to 20) may generate a clearer consensus

about the construct being assessed, as well as the quality and

relevance of the proposed scale items.

In general, the key domains to assess through an expert

validation process are representativeness, clarity, relevance

and distribution. Representativeness is defined as how com-

pletely the items (as a whole) encompass the construct, clarity

is how clearly the items are worded and relevance refers to the

extent each item actually relates to specific aspects of the

construct. The distribution of an item is not always measured

during expert validation as it refers to the more subtle aspect of

how ‘‘difficult’’ it would be for a respondent to select a high

score on a particular item. In other words, an average medical

student may find it very difficult to endorse the self-confidence

item, ‘‘How confident are you that you can get a 100% on your

anatomy exam’’, but that same student may find it easier to

strongly endorse the item, ‘‘How confident are you that you

can pass the anatomy exam’’. In general, survey developers

should attempt to have a range of items of varying difficulty

(Tourangeau et al. 2000).

Once a panel of experts has been identified, a content

validation form can be created that defines the construct and

gives experts the opportunity to provide feedback on any or all

of the aforementioned topics. Each survey designer’s priorities

for a content validation may differ; as such, designers are

encouraged to customize their content validation forms to

reflect those priorities.

There are a variety of methods for analyzing the quantita-

tive data collected on an expert validation form, but regardless

of the method used, criterion for the acceptability of an item or

scale should be determined in advanced (Beck & Gable 2001).

Common metrics used to make inclusion and exclusion

decisions for individual items are the content validity ratio,

the content validity index and the factorial validity index. For

details on how to calculate and interpret these indices, see

McKenzie et al. (1999) and Rubio et al. (2003). For a sample

content validation form, see Gehlbach & Brinkworth (2011).

In addition to collecting quantitative data, questionnaire

designers should provide their experts with an opportunity to

provide free-text comments. This approach can be particularly

effective for learning what indicators or aspects of the

construct are not well-represented by the existing items. The

data gathered from the free-text comments and subsequent

qualitative analysis often reveal information not identified by

the quantitative data and may lead to meaningful additions

(or subtractions) to items and scales (McKenzie et al. 1999).

There are many ways to analyze the content validity of a

new survey through the use of expert validation. The best

approach should look at various domains where the
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Pitfall Solution(s) References 

1. Labeling only the end points of your response options 

Labeling only the end points leaves the meaning of the 
unlabeled options open to respondents’ interpretation. 
Different respondents can interpret the unlabeled options 
differently. This ambiguity increases measurement error. 

Problematic item:      

How interesting did you find this clinical reasoning course? 

Verbally label each response option.  

Labeling each response option increases consistency in the 
conceptual spacing between response options, and increases 
the likelihood that all respondents will interpret the response 
options similarly. Additionally, the response options have 
comparable visual weight, so the respondents’ eyes are not 
drawn to certain options. 

Improved item: 

How interesting did you find this clinical reasoning course? 

Krosnick, 1999 

2. Labeling response options with both numbers and 
verbal labels 

Because of the additional information respondents must 
process, including numbers and verbal labels extends response 
time.  The implied meaning of negative numbers can be 
particularly confusing, and may introduce additional error. For 
example, in the item below, learning “a little bit” seems 
incongruous with learning the amount of “-1.” 

Problematic item: 

How much did you learn in today’s workshop? 

Use only verbal labels 

In general, use only verbal labels for each response option. 
Doing so will reduce the cognitive effort required of your 
respondents and will likely reduce measurement error. 

Improved item: 

How much did you learn in today’s workshop? 

Christian et al., 
2009; Krosnick, 
1999 

3. Unequally spacing your response options 

The visual spacing between options can attract respondents to 
certain options over others, which in turn might cause them to 
select these options more frequently.  In addition, unbalanced 
spacing of the response options can shift the visual midpoint 
of the scale. 

Problematic item: 

How much did you learn from your peers in this course?  

Maintain equal spacing between response options.  

Maintaining equal spacing between response options will 
reinforce the notion that, conceptually, there is equal space or 
“distance” between each response option. As a result, the 
answers will be less biased, thereby reducing measurement 
error.  

Improved item: 

How much did you learn from your peers in this course? 

Dillman et al., 
2009 

4. Placing non-substantive response options together with 
substantive response options  

Placing non-substantive response options such as “don’t 
know,” “no opinion,” or “not applicable” together with the 
substantive options can shift the visual and conceptual 
midpoint of the response scales, thereby skewing the results. 

Problematic item: 

How satisfied are you with the quality of the library services? 

Use additional space to visually separate non-substantive 
response options from the substantive options.  

Using additional space to visually separate non-substantive 
response options from substantive options will align the 
visual midpoint with the conceptual midpoint thereby 
reducing measurement error.  This recommendation is a 
beneficial exception to the guidance above about maintaining 
equal spacing between response options.  

Improved item: 

How satisfied are you with the quality of the library services? 

Dillman et al., 
2009 

Adapted with permission from Lippincott Williams and Wilkins/Wolters Kluwer Health: Artino AR & Gehlbach H (2012). AM last page: Avoiding four visual-design
pitfalls in survey development. Academic Medicine, 87: 1452.
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Figure 1 Visual-design ‘‘best practices’’ based on scientific evidence from questionnaire design research.
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researchers have the greatest concerns about the scale

(relevance, clarity, etc.) for each individual item and for each

set of items or scale. The quantitative data combined with

qualitative input from experts is designed to improve the

content validity of the new questionnaire or survey scale and,

ultimately, the overall functioning of the survey instrument.

Step 6: Conduct cognitive interviews

After the experts have helped refine the scale items, it is

important to collect evidence of response process validity to

assess how prospective participants interpret your items and

response anchors (AERA, APA & NCME 1999). One means of

collecting such evidence is achieved through a process known

as cognitive interviewing or cognitive pre-testing (Willis 2005).

Similar to how experts are utilized to determine the content

validity of a new survey, it is equally important to determine

how potential respondents interpret the items and if their

interpretation matches what the survey designer has in mind

(Willis 2005; Karabenick et al. 2007). Results from cognitive

interviews can be helpful in identifying mistakes respondents

make in their interpretation of the item or response options

(Napoles-Springer et al. 2006; Karabenick et al. 2007). As a

qualitative technique, analysis does not rely on statistical tests

of numeric data but rather on coding and interpretation of

written notes from the interview. Thus, the sample sizes used

for cognitive interviewing are normally small and may involve

just 10–30 participants (Willis & Artino 2013). For small-scale

medical education research projects, as few as five to six

participants may suffice, as long as the survey designer is

sensitive to the potential for bias in very small samples (Willis

& Artino 2013).

Cognitive interviewing employs techniques from psych-

ology and has traditionally assumed that respondents go

through a series of cognitive processes when responding to a

survey. These steps include comprehension of an item stem

and answer choices, retrieval of appropriate information from

long-term memory, judgment based on comprehension of the

item and their memory and finally selection of a response

(Tourangeau et al. 2000). Because respondents can have

difficulty at any stage, a cognitive interview should be

designed and scripted to address any and all of these potential

problems. An important first step in the cognitive interview

process is to create coding criteria that reflects the survey

creator’s intended meaning for each item (Karabenick et al.

2007), which can then be used to help interpret the responses

gathered during the cognitive interview.

The two major techniques for conducting a cognitive

interview are the think-aloud technique and verbal probing.

The think-aloud technique requires respondents to verbalize

every thought that they have while answering each item. Here,

the interviewer simply supports this activity by encouraging

the respondent to keep talking and to record what is said for

later analysis (Willis & Artino 2013). This technique can

provide valuable information, but it tends to be unnatural and

difficult for most respondents, and it can result in reams of

free-response data that the survey designer then needs to cull

through.

A complementary procedure, verbal probing, is a more

active form of data collection where the interviewer adminis-

ters a series of probe questions designed to elicit specific

information (Willis & Artino 2013; see Table 4 for a list of

commonly used verbal probes). Verbal probing is classically

divided into concurrent and retrospective probing. In concur-

rent probing, the interviewer asks the respondent specific

questions about their thought processes as the respondent

answers each question. Although disruptive, concurrent

probing has the advantage of allowing participants to respond

to questions while their thoughts are recent. Retrospective

probing, on the other hand, occurs after the participant has

completed the entire survey (or section of the survey) and is

generally less disruptive than concurrent probing. The down-

side of retrospective probing is the risk of recall bias and

hindsight effects (Drennan 2003). A modification to the two

verbal probing techniques is defined as immediate retrospect-

ive probing, which allows the interviewer to find natural break

points in the survey. Immediate retrospective probing allows

the interviewer to probe the respondent without interrupting

between each item (Watt et al. 2008). This approach has the

potential benefit of reducing the recall bias and hindsight

Table 3. Examples of various Likert-type response options.

Construct being
assessed

Five-point, unipolar
response scales

Seven-point,
bipolar response

scales

Confidence � Not at all confident

� Slightly confident

� Moderately confident

� Quite confident

� Extremely confident

� Completely unconfident

� Moderately unconfident

� Slightly unconfident

� Neither confident nor

unconfident (or neutral)

� Slightly confident

� Moderately confident

� Completely confident

Interest � Not at all interested

� Slightly interested

� Moderately interested

� Quite interested

� Extremely interested

� Very uninterested

� Moderately uninterested

� Slightly uninterested

� Neither interested nor

uninterested (or neutral)

� Slightly interested

� Moderately interested

� Very interested

Effort � Almost no effort

� A little bit of effort

� Some effort

� Quite a bit of effort

� A great deal of effort

Importance � Not important

� Slightly important

� Moderately important

� Quite important

� Essential

Satisfaction � Not at all satisfied

� Slightly satisfied

� Moderately satisfied

� Quite satisfied

� Extremely satisfied

� Completely dissatisfied

� Moderately dissatisfied

� Slightly dissatisfied

� Neither satisfied nor

dissatisfied (or neutral)

� Slightly satisfied

� Moderately satisfied

� Completely satisfied

Frequency � Almost never

� Once in a while

� Sometimes

� Often

� Almost always
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effects while limiting the interviewer interruptions and

decreasing the artificiality of the process. In practice, many

cognitive interviews will actually use a mixture of think-aloud

and verbal probing techniques to better identify potential

errors.

Once a cognitive interview has been completed, there are

several methods for analyzing the qualitative data obtained.

One way to quantitatively analyze results from a cognitive

interview is through coding. With this method, pre-determined

codes are established for common respondent errors

(e.g. respondent requests clarification), and the frequency of

each type of error is tabulated for each item (Napoles-Springer

et al. 2006). In addition, codes may be ranked according to the

pre-determined severity of the error. Although the quantitative

results of this analysis are often easily interpretable, this

method may miss errors not readily predicted and may not

fully explain why the error is occurring (Napoles-Springer et al.

2006). As such, a qualitative approach to the cognitive

interview can also be employed through an interaction

analysis. Typically, an interaction analysis attempts to describe

and explain the ways in which people interpret and interact

during a conversation, and this method can be applied during

the administration of a cognitive interview to determine the

meaning of responses (Napoles-Springer et al. 2006). Studies

have demonstrated that the combination of coding and

interaction analysis can be quite effective, providing more

information about the ‘‘cognitive validity’’ of a new question-

naire (Napoles-Springer et al. 2006).

The importance of respondents understanding each item in

a similar fashion is inherently related to the overall reliability of

the scores from any new questionnaire. In addition, the

necessity for respondents to understand each item in the way it

was intended by the survey creator is integrally related to the

validity of the survey and the inferences that can be made with

the resulting data. Taken together, these two factors are

critically important to creating a high-quality questionnaire,

and each factor can be addressed through the use of a well-

designed cognitive interview. Ultimately, regardless of the

methods used to conduct the cognitive interviews and analyze

the data, the information gathered should be used to modify

and improve the overall questionnaire and individual survey

items.

Step 7: Conduct pilot testing

Despite the best efforts of medical education researchers

during the aforementioned survey design process, some

survey items may still be problematic (Gehlbach &

Brinkworth 2011). Thus, the next step is to pilot test the

questionnaire and continue collecting validity evidence. Two

of the most common approaches are based on internal

structure and relationships with other variables (AERA, APA &

NCME 1999). During pilot testing, members of the target

population complete the survey in the planned delivery mode

(e.g. web-based or paper-based format). The data obtained

from the pilot test is then reviewed to evaluate item range and

variance, assess score reliability of the whole scale and review

item and composite score correlations. During this step, survey

designers should also review descriptive statistics (e.g. means

and standard deviations) and histograms, which demonstrate

the distribution of responses by item. This analysis can aid in

identifying items that may not be functioning in the way the

designer intended.

To ascertain the internal structure of the questionnaire and

to evaluate the extent to which items within a particular scale

measure a single underlying construct (i.e. the scale’s uni-

dimensionality), survey designers should consider using

advanced statistical techniques such as factor analysis. Factor

analysis is a statistical procedure designed to evaluate ‘‘the

number of distinct constructs needed to account for the pattern

of correlations among a set of measures’’ (Fabrigar & Wegener

2012, p. 3). To assess the dimensionality of a survey scale that

has been deliberately constructed to assess a single construct

(e.g. using the processes described in this study), we recom-

mend using confirmatory factor analysis techniques; that said,

other scholars have argued that exploratory factor analysis is

more appropriate when analyzing new scales (McCoach et al.

2013). Regardless of the specific analysis employed, research-

ers should know that factor analysis techniques are often

poorly understood and poorly implemented; fortunately, the

literature is replete with many helpful guides (see, for

example, Pett et al. 2003; McCoach et al. 2013).

Conducting a reliability analysis is another critical step in

the pilot testing phase. The most common means of assessing

scale reliability is by calculating a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient.

Cronbach’s alpha is a measure of the internal consistency of

the item scores (i.e. the extent to which the scores for the items

on a scale correlate with one another). It is a function of the

inter-item correlations and the total number of items on a

particular scale. It is important to note that Cronbach’s alpha is

not a good measure of a scale’s uni-dimensionality (measuring

a single concept) as is often assumed (Schmitt 1996). Thus, in

most cases, survey designers should first run a factor analysis,

Table 4. Examples of commonly used verbal probes.

Type of verbal probe Example

Comprehension/interpretation ‘‘What does the term ‘continuing

medical education’ mean to you?’’

Paraphrasing ‘‘Can you restate the question in your

own words?’’

Confidence judgment ‘‘How sure are you that you have

participated in 3 formal educational

programs?’’

Recall ‘‘How do you remember that you have

participated in 3 formal educational

programs?’’

‘‘How did you come up with your

answer?’’

Specific ‘‘Why do you say that you think it is very

important that physicians participant

in continuing medical education?’’

General ‘‘How did you arrive at that answer?’’

‘‘Was that easy or hard to answer?’’

‘‘I noticed that you hesitated. Tell me

what you were thinking.’’

‘‘Tell me more about that.’’

Adapted with permission from the Journal of Graduate Medical Education:

Willis & Artino 2013. What do our respondents think we’re asking? Using

cognitive interviewing to improve medical education surveys. J Grad Med

Educ 5:353–356.
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to assess the scale’s uni-dimensionality and then proceed

with a reliability analysis, to assess the internal consistency of

the item scores on the scale (Schmitt 1996). Because

Cronbach’s alpha is sensitive to scale length, all other things

being equal, a longer scale will generally have a higher

Cronbach’s alpha. Of course, scale length and the associated

increase in internal consistency reliability must be balanced

with over-burdening respondents and the concomitant

response errors that can occur when questionnaires become

too long and respondents become fatigued. Finally, it is critical

to recognize that reliability is a necessary but insufficient

condition for validity (AERA, APA & NCME 1999). That is, to be

considered valid, survey scores must first be reliable.

However, scores that are reliable are not necessarily valid for

a given purpose.

Once a scale’s uni-dimensionality and internal consistency

have been assessed, survey designers often create composite

scores for each scale. Depending on the research question

being addressed, these composite scores can then be used as

independent or dependent variables. When attempting to

assess hard-to-measure educational constructs such as motiv-

ation, confidence and satisfaction, it usually makes sense to

create a composite score for each survey scale than it does to

use individual survey items as variables (Sullivan & Artino

2013). A composite score is simply a mean score (either

weighted or unweighted) of all the items within a particular

scale. Using mean scores has several distinct advantages over

summing the items within a particular scale or subscale. First,

mean scores are usually reported using the same response

scale as the individual items; this approach facilitates more

direct interpretation of the mean scores in terms of the

response anchors. Second, the use of mean scores makes it

clear how big (or small) measured differences really are when

comparing individuals or groups. As Colliver et al. (2010)

warned, ‘‘the sums of ratings reflect both the ratings and

the number of items, which magnifies differences between

scores and makes differences appear more important than they

are’’ (p. 591).

After composite scores have been created for each survey

scale, the resulting variables can be examined to determine

their relations to other variables that have been collected.

The goal in this step is to determine if these associations

are consistent with theory and previous research. So, for

example, one might expect the composite scores from a scale

designed to assess trainee confidence for suturing to be

positively correlated with the number of successful suture

procedures performed (since practice builds confidence) and

negatively correlated with procedure-related anxiety (as more

confident trainees also tend to be less anxious). In this

way, survey designers are assessing the validity of the scales

they have created in terms of their relationships to other

variables (AERA, APA & NCME 1999). It is worth noting

that in the aforementioned example, the survey designer is

evaluating the correlations between the newly developed

scale scores and both an objective measure (number of

procedures) and a subjective measure (scores on an anxiety

scale). Both of these are reasonable approaches to assessing a

new scale’s relationships with other variables.

Concluding thoughts

In this AMEE Guide, we described a systematic, seven-step

design process for developing survey scales. It should be

noted that many important topics related to survey implemen-

tation and administration fall outside our focus on scale design

and thus were not discussed in this guide. These topics

include, but are not limited to, ethical approval for research

questionnaires, administration format (paper vs. electronic),

sampling techniques, obtaining high response rates, providing

incentives and data management. These topics, and many

more, are reviewed in detail elsewhere (e.g. Dillman et al.

2009). We also acknowledge that the survey design method-

ology presented here is not the only way to design and

develop a high-quality questionnaire. In reading this Guide,

however, we hope medical education researchers will come to

appreciate the importance of following a systematic, evidence-

based approach to questionnaire design. Doing so not only

improves the questionnaires used in medical education but it

also has the potential to positively impact the overall quality of

medical education research, a large proportion of which

employs questionnaires.

Glossary

Closed-ended question – A survey question with a finite

number of response categories from which the respondent

can choose.

Cognitive interviewing (or cognitive pre-testing) –

An evidence-based qualitative method specifically

designed to investigate whether a survey question satisfies

its intended purpose.

Concurrent probing – A verbal probing technique

wherein the interviewer administers the probe question

immediately after the respondent has read aloud and

answered each survey item.

Construct – A hypothesized concept or characteristic

(something ‘‘constructed’’) that a survey or test is designed

to measure. Historically, the term ‘‘construct’’ has been

reserved for characteristics that are not directly observable.

Recently, however, the term has been more broadly

defined.

Content validity – Evidence obtained from an analysis of

the relationship between a survey instrument’s content and

the construct it is intended to measure.

Factor analysis – A set of statistical procedures designed

to evaluate the number of distinct constructs needed to

account for the pattern of correlations among a set of

measures.

Open-ended question – A survey question that asks

respondents to provide an answer in an open space (e.g. a

number, a list or a longer, in-depth answer).

Reliability – The extent to which the scores produced

by a particular measurement procedure or instrument

(e.g. a survey) are consistent and reproducible.

Reliability is a necessary but insufficient condition for

validity.
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Response anchors – The named points along a set of

answer options (e.g. not at all important, slightly import-

ant, moderately important, quite important and extremely

important).

Response process validity – Evidence of validity

obtained from an analysis of how respondents interpret

the meaning of a survey scale’s specific survey items.

Retrospective probing – A verbal probing technique

wherein the interviewer administers the probe questions

after the respondent has completed the entire survey (or a

portion of the survey).

Scale – Two or more items intended to measure a

construct.

Think-aloud interviewing – A cognitive interviewing

technique wherein survey respondents are asked to

actively verbalize their thoughts as they attempt to

answer the evaluated survey items.

Validity – The degree to which evidence and theory

support the proposed interpretations of an instrument’s

scores.

Validity argument – The process of accumulating

evidence to provide a sound scientific basis for the

proposed uses of an instrument’s scores.

Verbal probing – A cognitive interviewing technique

wherein the interviewer administers a series of probe

questions specifically designed to elicit detailed informa-

tion beyond that normally provided by respondents.
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